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ABSTRÀCT

The experiences of fathers of children with
diabetes is a little understood, and rarely addressed,
area. The purpose of this study was to explore and
describe the processes through which the father
assimilates his child's di-abetes into his Iife. A
qualitative, modified grounded theory research approach
was used to identify the fatherrs experiences with
childhood diabetes. Data \¡/ere obtained through in-
depth audiotaped interviews with ten fathers of pre-
adóIescent chitdren who had insulin-dependent diabetes
metlitus for three to nine Years.

Qualitative data analysis led to the devel-opment
of a beginning substantive theory titl-ed: Integrating
diabetes into everyday l-ife: The experi-ences of
fathers. This process was conceptuatized in three
phases: discoverj-ng the meaning of diabetes,
reordering patterns of daily living, and internalizing
:hange. Movement through these phases was achieved
-hrough the fatherrs emotional work, role work, and
cognitive work. These concepts and processes are
ariiculated in the theory of integrating diabetes-
This theory provides a beginning framework for the
description of the experiences of fathers of chil-dren
with diabetes.
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CHAPTER ONE

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction

One in six hundred chiÌdren and adol-escents in
Canada will develop insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(IDDM), the most common and complex childhood metabolic

disorder (Daneman, l-985) " IDDM is characterized by

little or no endogenous insulin secretion which creates

a l-ethal- disturbance in carbohydrate, protein, and fat
metabolism. Without daily injections of exogenous

insulin, the child with IDDM would experience

hyperglycaemia and ultimately succumb to ketoacidosis

(Knowler, Everhart & Bennett, 1985).

Treatment of IDDM with exogenous insulin began 70

years ago fol-lowing the discovery of insulin. Since

that tirne, there has been a proì-iferation of knowJ_edge

and technology related to the care and management of

IDDM. However, insulin administration alone does not

ensure health" Insulin must be delicately balanced

with the chil-df s energy reguirements, diet, and

activity level. This bal-ance is achieved by numerous

and complex care-taking tasks. These tasks reguire



deliberate thought and action for normally spontaneous

activities such as eating, drinking, sleeping, and

recreation. The goal of care is to achieve near-normal-

blood sugars through adherence to a daily schedule that

includes six meals, two to four insulin injections,

four to six bl-ood tests, urine testing, and regular

pre-planned exercise. On a minute-to-minute basis the

chil-d and parent must attend to all- bodily cues and be

prepared to act in the event of an abnormal blood

sugar.

The rewards of these intensive diabetes care-

taking tasks are nebulous. Continuous care and

monitoring of the child with diabetes minimizes, but

does not prevent, acute hypoglycaemia, hyperglycaemia,

and ketoacidosis. Long term complications can also

occur; microvascular and macrovascular complications of

diabetes lead to major disability and mortality in

individual-s who woul-d be otherv¡ise heal-thy (Hea1th and

!^Ielfare Canada, 1985) .

Care of the child with diabetes occurs in the

home" The role of the father in child care has

expanded during the past two decades; it is assumed

that men are psychologically able to participate in a
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furr range of parenting behaviours which r¿ilr_ be

positive for both the father and the child (Fein, 1978;
Pleck ' 1979; Rotundo, 1995) " The hearth care system
supports the expanded role of the father and has

adopted a philosophy of famiry-centered care. rt is
expected that both parents wirr accept responsibillty
for t.he care, management, and support of their chil_d
with diabetes (Bermonte, 1985,- Benoreir, r975; Daneman,

1985). This philosophy of care is perpetuated in spite
of a limited understanding of how these expectati_ons,
and the chil-d's di-abetes, impact upon the father.

Fathering

until- the 1970s, the father's rore was primarily
the provider or breadwinner; involvement with
caretaking !üas viewed as ress than masculíne (Boyd,

1985; Gardner, 1943). However, in recent years,
economic and societal changes have caused shifts in the
rol-es and responsibirities of the father. The father
is now viewed as an important participant in chir_d-
rearingi (Hanson & Bozett I ]-9g6i Lamb, 19g6; Lewis &

Sussman, 1985; Rotundo, 1995).

Generally, fathering research has been conducted
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in the fietd of sociology and famiJ-y studies. Three

predorninant areas of study are addressed in this

research: l.) the fatherrs actual participation in

ch1ld care (Baruch & Barnett, 1981 ' Lg86; Lamb t 1986ì

Redina & Dickerscheid I T976ì Russell , 1978, 1982; Sawin

& Parke ' LgTg)'ì 2) the factors that influence the

father in his parenting role (Cowan & co$/an, 1-987 ¡

Fe1dman, Nash, & Aschenbrenner, 1983; Radin, 1-982¡

Russellt 1986)l and 3) the impact of the fatherrs

involvement on the child (clarke-stewart, I978; Earls,

1,976; McBride, 1989; Radin, L982). Few studies have

addressed the effects of actual, or expected, paternal

involvement in child-care. Russellts (1986) review of

research involving fathers' who were full time , or

fifty percent care-givers, found that fathersl

experienced positive effects including a sense of

cfoseness and sensitivity to their chil-dren, and

increased sel-f-esteem and satisfaction. Negative

effects included difficulty adjusting, and frustration,

tension, and conflict rel-ated to the demands associated

with a chil-d-care role (Russell, 1986) " Other

researchers have also suggested negative effects for

the father involved in chil-d care. Fathers who
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participated in child care reported dissatisfaction

v¡ith their wives, role strain related to their careers,

and stress due to j-nconsistent expectations of the

family and society (Baruch & Barnett, I986i Lein,

reTe).

Heal-th Care Approaches to Fathering

Hea1th care literature examining the experiences

of fathers adopting a child-care role, has been

addressed in the area of materna]-child health. This

literature primarily addresses the experiences of

expectant, and new, fathers and indicates that taking

on nev/ fathering roles may be problematic for men

(Feldmant L9B'7; Hawkins & BeJ-esky, 1989; Humenick &

Burgen, l-987; Shapiro, 1987) . For exampfe, Jordan

(1990) found that men entering fatherhood were

frustrated by a l-ack of support from their mates,

heal-th care providers, and society" this same lack of

support of men in their fathering roJ-e has also been

experienced by men who are taking on roles that are

considered r¡non-traditional¡¡ (Russe11, 1982) "

Health care li-terature related to childhood
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il-Iness, including diabetes, has largely neglected the

experiences of fathers. There is l-ittle known about

the fatherrs response to his child's diabetes and the

resuftant care-taking tasks" Studies involving fathers

are complicated by several methodological problems.

Typically, fathers have only minirnal involvement in
research studies; researchersr attempts to understand

the fatherrs response have been thwarted by lirnitations
such as small, homogeneous, self-selected samples

(AIlen, Tennen, McGrade, AffIeck, & Ratzan, 1983;

Fallstrorn, L974; Koski, 1969; Kovacs, FinkeJ-stein,

Feinberg, Crouse-Novak, Paulauskas, & Pollock, 1985).

Articulation of the fatherrs response has been further
cornplicated by a continued reliance on maternal- reports

in spite of validity concerns (Anderson & Aushander,

1980; Boyd, 1985; Cronenwett, 1982; Fisher, Delamater,

BerteJ-son, & Kirkley, 1982; Hauser & Pollets, I979ì

Masters, Curreto, & Mendlowítz, 1983). The limited

research that has examined both parentsr experiences

reveals incongruence in maternal and paternal-

experiences. It has been suggested that this
J-ncongruence may be due to sex differences in:
emotional- responses (Fallstrom, I974; Kovacs et al.,
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&1-985; McCubbin, McCubbin, Patterson, Cauble, Wilson,

Warwick, 1983t Tavormina, BolI, Dunn, Luscombe, &

Taylor, 1981); coping behaviours (Powers, Gaudet, &

Powers, 1986) ì parenting, ernotional expressiveness,

disclosure (Cook, 19BB); and parental- care-taking

responsibilities (Cumrnings, 1-976; Etzwil-er & Sines,

1,e62) "

The limited research that has examined the

fatherrs experience with his child's illness suggests

that the fatherrs response to the illness may have

significant ramifications for the father himself, the

child, and the other family members. The demands of

diabetes may cause emotj-ona1 stress (FalIstrom, I974¡

Koski, 1969; Kovacs et aI., 1985) and interfere with

the fatherts enactment of other rol-es (McKeever, l-981).

Sul-livanrs (1979) study revealed that the fatherrs
relationship with his chil-d was positively related to

the sel-f-esteem and over-al-l adjustment in adol-escent

females with diabetes (p:.OOf); her study demonstrated

that there are more significant positive correlations
between self-esteem and adjustment in terms of the

relationship v¡ith the father than with the ¡rother.

Although these findings support the importance of the
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father, they have not been replicated with groups other

than adol-escent females "

Researchers have reported the influence that both

the fatherrs and the motherrs response to the diabetes

has on the total farnily. Parental responses to the

diabetes and the care-taking tasks have been shown to

effect the control of the child's diabetes. Àny

omj-ssion of a care-taking task can threaten the chifdts

heal-th and ultimately his/her life (Johnson &

Rosenbloom, 7982). The emotional- tone of the home and

the abil-ity of the parents to cope with the diabetes,

work through conflicts, and support each other, ilây

influence the control of the chil-drs blood sugar

(Fallstrom, I974; McKelvey, Wal-Ier, Stewart, Kennard,

North, & Chiprnan, 1989; Minuchin, Rosman, & Baker,

L978; Newbrough, Simpkins, & Maurer, 1985; orr, Golden,

Myers, & Murrero, 1983; Sr¡¡ift, Seidman, & Stein , 1967 ¡

Tarnow & Tomlinson I 1978) .

The l-iterature al-so suggests that the parentsl

response to a chronic illness has signifj-cant

ramifications for individual- family members" The

strain that the parents' experience may ultimately

infl-uence the marital- rel-ationship (Futcher, 1988;
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Kupst & Schulman, 1988; Sargent, 1983)' and the

response of the wel-l siblings (Brett.' 1988; Feeman &

Haqen I TggO; Krulik, Holaday, & Martinson ' 1-987) .

In summary, al-though the si-gnificance of the

father with respect to his child's diabetes is

acknowledged, there is Ìittte actually known about his

responses to, and experiences with, his chil-dts

diabetes. A Iimited amount of Iiterature related to

fathering suggests that expecting a father to adopt an

active role in chitd care may be problematic. Heal-th

care literature also reveals that the fatherts response

to his childts ill-ness exerts an influence on himself

and al-I members of the family. However, there j-s

l-ittl-e known about the father's actual response to the

diabetes and his experiences in adopting a care-taking

role. The research suggests that the fatherrs

experience is qualitatively different from the

mothersr, therefore, extrapolation from studies of the

maternal response does little to illuminate the

paternal experience.
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Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this research was to explore and

describe the fatherrs responses to, and experiences

with childhood diabetes using a grounded theory

approach. The study addressed the actual lived

experiences of fathers who have a child with TDDM"

The central question of this study v/as: what is

the process through which fathersr assimil-ate their

child's diabetes into their l-ives. This question was

general in nature in order to promote a comprehensive

gualitative data base that would refl-ect experiences

that were significant to the fathers themsel-ves.

The research was gui-ded by the following

questions:

1. How does the father describe the experience of

being a parent of a child with diabetes?

2 " i.Ihat are the fatherts emotional responses to his

child's diabetes and diabetes care?

3. How do the fatherrs responses to the diabetes

infl-uence his interactions inside and outside the

fanily?
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4. How do the fatherrs responses to his childrs

diabetes change over tine?

5. How do the responses of others inf l_uence the

father?

ConceptuaÌ Framework

Consistent with a grounded theory approach, the

theoretical- basis for this study was symbolic

interactionism. Symbolic interaction (SI) theory is an

approach to the study of human behaviour that
emphasizes human j-nteractj-ons and the way that these

interactions shape both the individu.al and the society.
Tnteractions infruence the individuar-rs construction of
the meanings and perceptions that arise out of social
activity; these individual- constructions wil-I
ultimately influence behaviour and the individualrs
perceptions of that behaviour.

Symbolic interaction theory is based on three
premises (Blumer, 1969). The first premise is that
human beings act toward things on the basis of the
meanings that the things have for them. "Things" may

include physical objects, other human beings,
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categories of human beings, institutions, guiding

ideals, activities of others, or any situation that the

individual may encounter (Blumert 1969, p" 2) " The

second premise is that the meaning of these things

arises out of interactions between people" Blumer

(1969) views meani-ngs as social products that are

formed in, and through, the defining activities of

people as they interact (p. 5). Finally, the third
premise is that these meanings are developed and

modified by a process of interpretation. Handl-ing and

nodifying rneaning occurs through interactions that
individual-s have with themselves as they select, check,

suspend, regroup, and transform the meanings of a

specific situation (B1urner | \969, p" 5) .

Bl-umer (L969) incorporates these three premises

into six rrroot imagesrr or the basic theoretical-

perspective of SI theory. Each of the six root images

will be discussed briefly.
l-. The nature of human society or group life:
According to SI theory, individuals, groups, and.

society exist in an ongoi-ng process of action. people,

individually or col-lectiveIy, constantly engage in
activities as they encounter one another and the
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various situations of their lives (Blumer I L969, p" 7) .

2. The nature of socia] interaction: Sf theory views

social interaction as the process that directs human

conduct" Humans guide their behaviour by taking account

of what others are doing, are about to do, or expected

to do. Based on these interpretations individuals may

fit their actions into the actions of others (Blumer,

1969, p. 8) .

3 . The nature of obj ects: ttObj ectsrr include:
physical objects such as a tree; social- objects, such

as a friend; and abstract objects, such as ideal-s. The

nature of an object arises out of the meaning that it
has for an individual; this meaning is derived from the

way that the object is defined by the individual or

others with whom the individual- interacts (B1umer,

1969). Therefore, as a result of interactions,
individual-s name, define, cì-assify, and revise their
meaning of objects as they interact.
4. Human beings as acting organisms: The concept of
rrselfr¡, is central- in this root image. Oners sel_f is
the way that an individual describes to hirnself/
herself, his/her rel-ationships to others in a social
process (Stryker, 1972) " This definition of sel_f
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develops through self reflection and social

interactions. Because of the self, human beings are

both active and reactive during the process of social

interaction. Individuals are reactive in that they

respond to others during social- interaction" However,

individuals are also active in their indications that

they make to others and their interpretations of social-

interactions "

5. The nature of human action: SI theory viev¡s human

behaviour as sel-f-directed and based on personal

interpretations, meanings, responses, and action

decisions. The actions of individuals, or groups,

arise from the defining processes that are used in the

specific situation.

6. The interlinkage of human group actions:

Individuals in a society share many meanings regarding

rules, norms, and values; these shared meanings account

for recurrent and stable patterns of human behaviour.

Changes in social processes may allow for the

redefining of theses shared meanings; in this case'

change in behaviour can occur.
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To summarize, Blumerrs (I969) clarification of the

premises of sI theory, and his elaboration of the root

images, outlines a theoretical franework for the study

of human behaviour" SI theory proposes that human

behaviour is the result of individual-sr interpretative

and defining activities that occur as they actively

interact with themselves and others. The outcome of

these interactions is the development of individual

meanings and perceptions of objects, including oneself;

these meanings witl infl-uence human behaviour. In

essence, human behaviour originates from personal

meanings and perceptions which are derived from

internal- and external interactions-

This research is sensitized by two key concepts

arj-sing out of above discussion of the interactionist

approach to human behaviour: 1) definition of the

situation, and 2) self. Waller (1970) describes

definition of the situation as a subjective process

that involves an exploration of : possi-bIe behaviours,

the limitations which the situation imposes upon

behaviours, the attitudes of others, the situational-

contexts, and preexisting norms (p" L62) " Through this
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process of r¡def ining", the individual develops an

attitude toward the situations of his/her own life"

The concept of rrselfrr is described as a dynamic

process of being aware of, and defining, oneself in a

particular way; t'selfrr will affect both the

interpretation of interactions and actj-ons (Burr,

Leigh, Day, & Constantine, 1979). Included in the

individualrs definition of self , i-s the definition of

roles and how they will be enacted in given situations.

These roles are created through family interactions and

societal expectations (Schvaneveldt, 1966) "

Based on the premises and assumptions of S.I.

theory, the father of a child with diabetes will-

ascribe meanings to the diabetes and its care-taking

tasks based upon internal and external interactions and

his interpretation of those interactions. From a

symbolic interactionistrs perspective, it is these

meanings that will direct the process of the fatherrs

assimi-lation of his child's diabetes into his Iife"

This symboJ-ic interactionist approach to the study of

the fatherrs experiences is conceptual-ized i-n Figure 1.
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FIGURE ]-:

FATHER I S

INTERÀCTIONS
I^IITH SELF AND
OTHERS

A SYMBOLIC INTERÀCTIONIST APPROACH TO THE
STUDY OF THE FÀTHER OF A CHILD WITH TDDM

BEHÄVIOUR/
EXPERTENCES/

RESPONSES

MEANINGS

Definition of Situation

- possible behaviour
linitations imposed by situation
attitudes of others (family,
friends, health care system)
situational contexts

- pre-existing norms (societal,
family of origin, ovün family)

Sel f

- view of own roles and how they
will be enacted (self as husband,
father, care-gi-ver, etc. )

- view own capabil-ities
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Conclusion

Chil-dhood diabetes is a chronic, complex condition

requiring unrelenting attention to numerous care-taking

tasks. The majority of this care occurs in the home as

the parents are expected to assume responsibility for

the on-going management of their child's illness. This

expectation exists in spite of a Iimited knowledge base

regarding the father's response to his chiÌdts diabetes

and its care-demands. This study attempted to expÌore

and describe the processes through which fathers

assimil-ate their child's diabetes into their lives.

Symboli-c interaction theory provided a conceptuaJ-

framework for the study of the fatherrs response to his

child's diabetes. Within this frarnework, evol-ution of

the fatherts responses to his chil-dts diabetes that

occurred as a result of his interactions with himself

and others \¡/ere studied. These i-nteractions were

explored to help understand the meaning that the father

ascribed to the dj-abetes and its care-taking tasks"
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CHÄ,PTER TWO

REVTEW OF THE LITERÀTURE

Tntroduction

The purposes of an initiat review of the

l-j-terature in a grounded theory approach are to:
sensitize the researcher to the present state of

knowledge; stimulate questions; determine the scope,

range and complexity of a phenomenon; and assist with

theoretical- sampling (Chenitz , L986¡ Sandelowski,

Davis, & Harris, 1989; Stern, 1980; Strauss & Corbin,

1990). In keeping with these aims, fathering

l-iterature \^ras broadly reviewed prior to initiating the

study.

A review of literature (1-965 -1990) related to
fathering and well- child care, ill chil-d care, and

diabetes care revealed cornparatively litt1e research

that could be used to buil-d a comprehensive knowledge

base regarding the father's response to the care of his
child with diabetes. ceneralty, the l-iterature
related to the topic of fathers has addressed enotional

responses and roles inside and outside of the family.
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fn keepíng with these themes, the review of the

l-iterature has been orqanized under three main areas:

1) the fatherrs emotional response to the demands of

diabetes, 2) the father¡s response to diabetes:

influences on j-nteractions outside the family, and 3)

the fatherrs response to diabetes: influences on

interactions inside the family. In each topic area'

fathering a well child, âñ iIl chitd, and a diabetic

chil-d was reviewed.

Much of the research addressed in this review is

presented conditionally. Many of the studies are

Iinited by an underlying assumption that chronic

illness results in maladaptation; much of the research

has also been based on white middle class samples, used

unsystematic sampling approaches, and relied on

psychometric instruments that may not be valid for male

respondents.
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The Father¡s Emotional Responses to the Diabetes

When a child has diabetes, the father, like the

rnother, is expected to adapt to the diabetes and

i-ncorporate the diabetes care tasks into normal

parenting behaviours. Diabetes care becomes synonymous

with child care. Three general areas of literature

lrere reviewed in order to assess the fatherrs responses

to the diabetes and the resultant care: 1) the

fatherfs response to well- child caret 2) the fatherrs

response to diabetes and chronic illness; and 3) Lhe

fatherts perception of sel-f as a care-giver.

The Fatherts Response to Well Child Care

AJ-though there is much Iiterature examining the

fatherfs invol-vement in family work and the outcomes of

that work vis-a-vis the spousal relationship and the

children, there is only a linited amount of research

exploring the paternal response to wel-I child care.

three studj-es that have specifically addressed the

emotionaJ- impact of child care on the father will be

reviewed. Baruch and Barnett (1986) conducted a cross-

sectional guantitative study examining the relationship



between parental participation in family work (parent-

child interaction, child care, home chores) and sel-f-

esteem, Ìife satisfaction, and satisfaction with the

marital role. These authors found that parental

participation was experienced as a different phenomenon

by fathers and mothers; fathers v/ere experiencing

increasing involvement in rrnon-traditional-" family work

while mothers were relinquishing components of their

traditional- role. These changes in parental

participation affected each of the parents as

individuals and their satisfaction with rnarital- roles.

Findings specific to the father's response included:

participation in child care resulted in a personal

sense of invol-vement and competence,' and child care

involvement led to rol-e strain.

These findings are supported in another

guantitative study conducted by Russell (1982) who

examined the impact of shared care-giving on Australj-an

fathers. The fathers in this study assumed fifty
percent or more responsibility for the chil-dren.

Sirnilar to the study by Baruch and Barnett (1986),

Russell found differences in the maternal and paternal

responses " Mothers v/ere af fected by the l-oss of
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members, positive sanctions of peers, and improved

personal well-being derived from ernployment" The

responses of fathers in a child-care rol-e included:

stress related to the demands of the role; negative

reactions from others; and marked positive changes in

their relationship with their children"

A third study conducted by Lein (1979) offered a

simil-ar perspective regTardi-ng the fatherrs responses to

participation in family work. This author used

extensive interviews with 25 men to explore menrs

response to the pressures that are placed on them to

increase their invol-vement in housev¡ork and child care.

Lein found that fathers were reluctant to give up their

primary breadwinner role. Fathers also reported stress

surrounding inconsístent socj-etal- and family

expectations related to the male role in faniJ-y work.

The resutts of these studies are limited by the

fact that representative samples hlere not used.

However, these findings suggest that fathers may have

both positive and negative responses to i-nvol-vement in

wel-l- child care.
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The Father¡s Response to Diabetes and Chronic Ïllness

There is little research examining the fatherrs

perceptions and emotional- responses to diabetes and its

care demands. Fallstrom (1974) and Kovacs et al"

(1985) each conducted studies that examined the

mother¡s and the fatherrs responses to their child¡s

diabetes and care demands. These authorsr found that

mothers often reported difficultj-es coping with the

burdens of daily care" When compared to a l-imited

sample of fathers, mothers reported more anxiety,

depression, and distress. Both studies al-so revealed

that fathers experienced emotional upheavals but this

effect was less than that experienced by mothers.

OnIy two empirical studies have specifically

examined the paternal response to chronic illness"

Cummingst (I976) conducted a descriptive, quantitative

study that examined the rrpsychological liferr of the

fathers of handicapped children. His sampJ-e consisted

of 24O fathers of children who v/ere mentally retarded,

diabetic, neurotic, or healthy" These fathers completed

four self-administered, paper and pencil tests designed

to assess personality variabl-es (mood, self-esteem,

interpersonal satisfactions with family and others,
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child rearj-ng attitudes). Reliability and validity

estimates \^/ere not provided. The sample of fathers of

ill chil-dren experienced significant negative effects

such as depression, a sense of incompetence, and

dissatisfaction with relationships"

A second qualitative study (McKeever, 1981),

described the experience of fathering a chronically iII
child. McKeever interviewed ten fathers of chil-dren

with hemophelia, thalassemia major, asthma, and renal-

disease who were seen in a home care department of a

large hospital. Paternal grj-ef , increased

psychosomatic complaints, and a sense of uncertainty

\,r'ere reported by the f athers in this study.

Although the studies conducted by Cummings (L976)

and McKeever (1981-) suggest a negati-ve emotional

irnpact, the findings must be interpreted with cautj-on.

McKeever¡s sample did not include fathers of diabetic

children or any other chronic il-Iness that requires

siinilar daity care-taking dernands. Lack of infornration

regarding the validity and reliabifity of measures used

in Curnmings' study clouds interpretation of his

findings.
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Other authors who have conducted research

exploring the responses of parents to their diabetic or

chronJ-calÌy ill chil-d have reported incidental findings

regarding the fatherrs response. Fathers have been

described as rremotionally divorcedrt from chitd care

(Tavormina et aì-., 1981) , as domineering and neglectful
(Swift et a1., L967), and as uninvolved and selective

in their invol-vement with their itl child (Etzwiler &

Sines, L962). fn each of these studies, the findings

cannot be generalized due to sample size limitations.

The Fatherts Perception of Sel-f as a Care-qiver

The fatherrs response to the diabetes care-

taking demands rnay also infl-uence his self-image. A

relationship between the fatherrs sense of self-

competence and participation in care-taking behaviours

with well children has been proposed in the literature.
Fathers who feel inexperienced and incompetent in child
care tend to find child care probì-ematic and withdraw

from it; this withdrawal, in turn, contributes to a

further sense of incompetency (Baruch & Barnett, 1,986¡

Entwisl-e & Doering, 1988; Hawkins & Belsky, 1989;

McHal-e & Hustont 1984; Partridge, 1988).
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Cummings (L976) found a similar trend in fathers

of handicapped children. This author speculated that a

fatherrs limited participation in the care-taking of

the mentalÌy retarded child is associated with a sense

of incompetency which ilây, in turn, further contribute

to lirnited participation.

In summary, the literature suggests that the

father may be influenced by his chil-drs diabetes.

Studies addressing paternal responses to wel-l child-
care have found that faLhersr experience both positive
and negative outcomes, while l-iterature exploring
paternaJ- responses to itl chil-d care have found mainly

negative responses. A secondary finding of studj-es

examining fathers of welf chil-dren, suggests that
paternal responses are qual-itatively different from

maternal responses. This finding was significant to
the study of the father of a diabetic chil-d; maternal

reports and psychometric instruments developed for
studies of mothersr responses may not be valid for
fathers "
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The Fatherrs Response to Diabetes: Influences on
Interactions Outside the FarniÌy

The l-iterature related to lr¡et1 child care and ill

child care does not specifically address the

relationship between paternal responses and

interactions outside of the fanily. In order to

explore this area, two bodies of research were

reviewed: paternal interactions outside of the home in

families with well children; and paternal interactions

outside of the home in farnilies with 1lI children.

fnteractions Outside the Familv lüIell Chilclrenl

Research examining fathers of well children has

revealed that fatherst major roles remain outside of
the home; fathers have minirnal interaction and

responsibility with their chitdren (Baruch & Barnett,

l-981; Cl-arke-Stewart I I978; Cov¡an & Cowan, I9B7¡

Entwisle & Doering, 1988; Ninio & Rinott, 1988i Radin,

L982; Redina & Dickerscheid, 1-976).

There has been no research that specifically
addresses the rel-ationship between paternal responses

to child care and interactions outside of the family"
However, several- studies have reported findings
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suggesting that interactions outside of the family rnay

be influenced when the father is involved in care-

taking. Research has shown that fathers invol-ved in
fanily work are confronted with unclear expectations,

and l-imited community, social-, and fanily support which

results in role strain and conflicts, emotional stress,

and feelings of inequity (Baruch & Barnett, 1986; Lein,

L979; Lewis & Sussman, 1985; McBride 1989; Radin, 1982;

Russell, L982). These studies have suggested that
fathers who do participate in parenting experience

rrrole strainrt and stress as they attempt to fulfit
their paternal role"

Interactions Outside the Farnily (11I Child)

Research that addresses how the fatherts response

to illness impacts on his rol-es outside the farníIy has

not been identified. However, incidental findings

related to the impact of an il-l-ness on the fatherf s

career and his activities outside of the home have been

reported.

McKeever (1981-) reported that all fathers in her

sample felt that their career rnobility had been

negatively affected by their childrs chronic ilIness"
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However, cystic fibrosis (CF) researchers have reported

less significant career impacts. phillips, Bohannon,

Gayton, and Friedman (1985) interviewed 29 fathers of
children with CF and found that onty 21 percent

reported that their career potential was adverseÌy

affected by their childts ill-ness. Meyerowitz and

Kaplan (1964) found 33 percent of fathers in their
sample reported that their chil_d's ill-ness had

negatively influenced their career. fnterpretation of
these studies is l-imited by methodological problems.

McKeever, and Phil-tips et aI. , used small non-

representaLive samples. Meyerowitz and Kaplanrs

findings rnay be irrel-evant due to the changes that have

occurred in farnily occupational_ roles since they

conducted their study.

Researchers have reported findings that suggest

that chil-dhood chronic iJ-lness may infl_uence fathersl
social- interactions outside of the farnily. Fathers of
children who are mentally retarded have reported

dissatisfaction in their rerationships with neighbours,

decreased social activities, and limited invorvement in
community life (Cummings, I976; price-Bonham & Addison,

1978) " Fathers of chronically iII children reported
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reduced social and leisure activities (McKeever, 1981) "

Studies exploring the impact of cystic fibrosis
(C.F. ) on the fatherrs rel-ationships outside of the

home have yielded contradictory resul-ts. Turk (I964),

reported that parents of a child with C"F" experíenced

social- deprivation and disruption in interpersonal

relationships. Conversely, Phillips et al-. (1985)

found that 65 percent of families of a child with C.F.

reported no change in their sociaf l-ife. These

contradictory findings may be due to differences in how

these variables were measured and the contextual social
factors relevant to the times that these studies v/ere

conducted.

In suÍLmary, there is limited research examining

the rel-ationship between the fatherts response to

diabetes and his interactions outside of the farnily.

Related research suggests that changes in rel-ationships

outside of the fanily may occur; however, these

findings are inconsistent and inconclusive. Studies

conducted prior to the last decade may be irrelevant.
The fatherrs interactions outside of the fanily may be

socially determined and change in response to changing

social norms and patterns.
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The Fatherrs Response to Diabetes: fnfl_uences on
fnteractions Inside the Fami1y

The father's response to his chirdrs diabetes and

the care demands rnay influence his participatj_on in
child-care, and his interactíons with his wel-r children
and his partner. Each of these areas wil-r be examined.

fnteractions Inside Family: Child Care

Research has demonstrated that fathers have had

littl-e invol-vement in weII chil_d care (Baruch &

Barnett, 1986i LaRossa, 1988; Ninio & Rinott, 19gg;

Russel-l- , Ig82) in spite of their apparent capability
(Jones, 1985; McHale & Huston, 1984; Sawin & parke,

L979). Researchers and authors have shown that

capability does not predict the fatherrs invorvement in
chil-d care activities; child care appears to be

refl-ected in the fatherrs perceptions of himself ,

interactions within the famiry, and the broader society
(Baruch & Barnett, 19gl-; Cowan & Cowan, IggT; Feldman

et aI", 1983; Lewis & Sussman, 1985; Reiber, L976¡

Russel-l- , 1-982) .
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Research exploring the fatherrs response to wel_r_

child care and interactions in the farnily was

comprehensively addressed by cowan and cowan (1987).

These authors conducted a longitudinal study expJ_oring

menrs invol-vement in parenthood; many of their findings
reveal-ed the importance of ínteractions in the fanily.
A convenience sampì-e of 62 couples was obtained from a

specific geographical_ area. Each parent completed

paper and pencil instruments and participated in a

interview during their first pregnancy, at six months

post-partum, and at 18 months post-partum. Three

findings that are rel-evant to the fatherrs response to
child care and interactions in the family were: 1)

fathers did become involved in chil-d care at some

l-evel; however, that involvement was dependent on

factors related to their satisfaction with themsel_ves

and their marriage prior to the birth of the baby; 2)

fatherrs who r¡/ere satisfied with their rol_e, reported
greater satisfaction with their marital- rerationship,
higher sel-f-esteem, herd more chitd-centered parenting
attitudes, and had greater invol_vement in child-
rearing; and 3) barriers to child care rores incruded a

lack of role models, limited support from the famiry of
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origj-n, a Ìow self-esteem or sense of incompetence,

and maternal- responses that \^Iere critical of the

father

cowan and Cowanrs (L987) findings suggest that

interactions within the fanily influence the fatherrs

response to child care. It is not clear if the

fatherts responses, in turn, influence family

interactions. Extrapolation of these findings to

fathers of children with diabetes may not be

appropriate due to the smaII, non-representatj-ve sample

of fathers of well- children.

The fatherrs response to child care during ill-ness

has not been explored extensivefy. Fathers are

involved with problem solving (Singer & Farkas, L989) ,

with home care (McKeever, 1981-) and with hospi-taI care

(Knafl & Dixon, Ig84) i however, detailed descriptions

of the father's involvement and his response to that

invol-vement are not discussed in these studies.

Research has not been undertaken to explore

extensively paternal participation in diabetes care-

taking; only two studies have addressed this issue

(Etzwiler & Sines, 1962; Wagner, L987) - In a study 29
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years dga, Etzwiler and Sines (f962) adninistered paper

and pencil questionnaires to 53 fathers and 62 mothers

of children attending a diabetic camp in order to study

dj-abetes management practices" These fathers were only

nininralty involved in care due to a lack of knowledge,

a lack of opportunity, and a personal choice" These

findings may not be applicable because only 53 percent

(n:28) of the total sample of fathers completed the all

of the questionnaires" A1so, the nature of father

participation may have changed during the past three

decades due to expansion in diabetes education programs

and social- changes in fathering roles.

More recently, paternal involvement in diabetes

care was described by Wagner (1'987 ) who explored the

rol-e of the father in relation to his childrs

adjustment to IDDM. Forced-response questionnaires

l¡¡ere ad¡rinistered to a self-selected, homogenous sarnple

of 40 men. Two major areas v/ere assessed: parent

invol-vement in chil-d care; and parent involvement in

diabetes care. Wagner (a987) found that fathers had

tirnited involvenent in the practical issues of diabetes

care; however, they were involved in many activities

that hrere unrelated to practical care. Although these
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findings are l-inited by a non-representative sample and

unreported reliability and validity estimates for the

questionnaires, the resulLs suggest that exploration of

the fatherrs involvement may need to move beyond simple

practical chil-d-care tasks" Father involvement may

occur, but the nature and the family interacti-ons

associated with the fathers involvement have not been

articulated.

Interactions Inside Familv: fndividual Members

There is also only limited research exploring the

fatherrs response to the demands of the diabetes and

his interactions with family members. A smal-I amount

of research related to wel-l- child care has demonstrated

that interactions between the father and mother can

influence the fatherrs response to the responsibility

of child care. Several studies examining interactions

in farnilies with wel-l children have found that maternal-

support of the father was positively related to the

ease and degree of paternal involvement (Cowan & Coh¡an,

Lg87; Palkovitz, 1984; Reiber' L976)" However, this

relationship has not been explored in families with ill-

children.
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Research examining marital relationships in

families with well children also suggests that

increasing paternal involvement in child care may

contribute to marital dissatisfaction" Baruch and

Barnett (1986) found that fathers who were involved in

child care were more dissatisfied with their wifers

rol-e than those fathers who were less involved"

Russel-I (L982) reported similar marital tensions in

farnilies where the father was involved in chitd care at

least fifty percent of the tirne. This author reported

that these couples experienced a marked increase in

marital stress during the time that father involvement

increased. However, this stress l^/as usuaÌIy resolved

within several months.

Research examining the marital relationship in

families of a child with diabetes has been

inconclusive" Crain, Sussman, & WeiI (1966) found that

parents of children with diabetes experience low levels

of marital integration. Their sample of couples

revealed marked tension and conflict in fanily roles.

However, difficulties in the marital roles have not

been found in aII research. Kovacs et al. (l-985)

conducted a longitudinal- study of farnilies of children
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r¡/ith diabetes and found that one year following the

diagnosis, there \,{ere no changes in marital harmony.

These contradictory findings may be due to a 19 year

time span between the two studies or the use of

different measures to determine marital impacts.

There is a similar lack of research on the

father's response to the diabetes and his rol-e with his

well children. Again, the fatherrs interactions with

r+ell children have not been explored. However, related

studies have revealed that the father perceives altered

interactions with well- chil-dren. Cummings (T976)

reported that fathers of handicapped children had low

Ievels of satisfaction with their father role as it

rel-ated to their other children. McKeever (1981) al-so

found that fathers reported concern about their ability

to parent their well children.

In summary, the fatherts response to his child¡s

illness and interactions within the fanily has not been

comprehensively addressed. Research addressing both

well and ilI child care suggests that the father has

only a minimal- role in chil-d care and that the father's

rol-e in ill child care may be difficult to articul-ate"

Inferences about the relationship between the fatherts
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response to diabetes and interactions in the family

cannot be made due to insufficient data. Hov/ever,

these potential associations warrant exploration"

Conclusion

There is a gÌaring l-ack of research examining the

paternal response to diabetes. Cl-inical judgernents and

interventions regarding the fatherrs positive and

negative responses to the diabetes and the diabetes

care are not based on a systematic understanding of the

processes experienced by fathers. In fact, the process

by which the father assimilates care of a chil-d with

diabetes into his life coul-d not be extrapolated from

the l-iterature" However, the research that has been

done suggested that this process is multifaceted and

rel-ated to internal and external factors. The apparent

complexity of this process, therefore required a

research approach that would address the integrative
process gualitatively, from the fatherrs perspective.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOI,oGY

fntroduction

The research design and methodological decisions

were directed by the purpose, and the nature of the

proposed study. In the following chapter, the research

methodol-ogy selected for this study and the

implementation of the research design are presented.

In the first section of the chapter, the methodological

decisions are reviewed. The impJ-ementation of the

research design is presented in the second section.

Methodological Decisions

In this section, âr over-view of quantitative and

gualitative research designs are presented. The

considerations made during the selection of a research

approach for this study are discussed. This section is

concluded with a presentation of the characteristics of

the research approach used in this study, the grounded

theory approach.
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Suantitative and Oualitative Research Designs

Nursing research may be conducted using a

quantitative approach, a qualitative approach, or a

combination of the two (Field & Morse, 1985).

Quantitative and qualitative methods differ in their

research philosophy, focus, and design.

Quantitative research supports a mechanistic and

static view of reality. objectivity, control,

determination of causal rel-atj-onships, and testing

hypotheses are the basis of this deductive method

(Polit & Hungler, L987; Wilson, 1985). This method is

most appropriate in research studies that seek to:

determine cause and effect relationships; rigorously

test hypotheses; or determine attitudes or practices of

a large population (Polit & HungJ-er, 1987)"

Qual-itative research stresses a humanistic view"

Control and manipulation of variabl-es does not occur;

instead, knowÌedge about the human experience is

derived inductively by describing, explaining, and

interpreting, informants' feelings, views, and actions

(Leininger, 1985). This research is based on the

underlying assumption that knowledge about humans can

only be derived by studying individualsr perceptions of
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themselves and their world (Leininger, 1985) " This

method is used to: describe a phenomena that there is

l-ittle known abouti generate hypotheses; illustrate the

m"-.ting of descriptions or relationships; understand

relationships and causal processes; and develop theory

(PoIit & Hungler, 1987).

Selection of a Research Methodol-oqv

The type of research approach selected was

determined by the purpose of the study and the specific

research guestion. The main purpose of this research

was to develop a beginning substantive theory

describing the father of a child with diabetes.

Specifically, the research asked: what is the process

through which fatherrs assimilate their child's

diabetes into their Ìives? The purpose of this study,

and the research question focused on: the

interpretation, and discovery of experiences fron the

father¡s perspective; and the description of a

mul-tifaceted process" Therefore, a qualitative

approach was determined to be an appropriate

methodology for this study.

Three qualitative approaches were considered for
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this study: ethnography, phenomenology, and grounded

theory" Each method uses the researcher as an

linstrumentr and strives to understand experiences from

the informantrs perspective; however, the origins and

the focus of each method vary slightly (Field & Morse,

1e85).

A review of these three approaches revealed that

the grounded theory approach was the most appropriate

method to address the research topic. This research

approach reveafs a basic psychosociaÌ process, a

central- concept in the research guestion. In addition,

the grounded theory approach provided a method for

systematic data analysj-s and theory development. A

description of the grounded theory approach is

presented in the following section"

Grounded Theory Methodology

A grounded theory approach is characterized by

three properties: a symbolic interactionist
perspective, a systenatic inductive and deductive

logic, and a field research approach to data

collection. These procedures promote the development

of theory that reflects a basic psychosocial- process.
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The theoretical basis for the grounded theory

approach is symbolic interactionism. An i-nductive,

anti-reductionist, exploratory, and process oriented

approach have been incorporated in the grounded theory

research method (Chenitz & Swanson, 1986; Glaser &

Strauss, L967). Perceptions and personal meanings are

explored, described, and eventually articulated j-n a

grounded theory report.

The second characteristic of the grounded theory

approach is the application of both inductive and

deductive logic. Tentative hypotheses are derived, and

verified during simul-taneous and systematic data

collection and anaJ-ysis; this al-l-ows theory development

thaÈ is captured, and tested, during the research

process (Charmaz, l-983). Theory development occurs

through the ilconstant comparative methodrr of data

analysis and 'rtheoretical- sanplingr' (Glaser, I978ì

Glaser & Strauss, 1967) "

The constant comparative method refers to a

continuous, evoJ-ving process of data analysis that
occurs through the procedures of open coding, axial
coding, and sel-ective coding (Strauss, I9B7; Strauss &
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Corbin, 1990) " In open coding, the data are compared,

contrasted, conceptualized and categorized. The data

. are examined line by line and broken down into discrete

incidents or concepts that are then examined for

similarities and differences" Similar concepts are

grouped together, and given a conceptual name called a

category.

In the second analytical technique, axial coding,

the data are put back together in a nevt form.

Categories are developed by searching the data for

properties of a category. Each category is specified

in terms of four rrsubcategoriesrr: the conditions that

give rise to it, the context in which it is embedded,

the strategies by which it is handled, and the

conseç$rences of those strategies (Strauss & Corbin,

1990, p.97). Articulation of the four subcategories

occurs through proposing tentative rel-ationships

between categories and subcateqories, and reviewing the

data to look for evidence, incidents, and events to

support or refute the proposed relationship.

In the final phase of the analytical procedure,

selective coding is used to identify the core category,

or the central phenomenon of the theory" Analysj-s
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becomes more abst.ract as atl categories are related to

the core categorY"

The analytical procedures of open coding, axial

coding, and selective coding are promoted by three

types of written memos or ¡rnotesrr: observationaL notes,

methodological notes, and theoretical notes (Schatzrnan

& Strauss, I973). Observational notes are statements

that reflect observations which are derived from

watching and l-istening. Methodological notes are

statements that reflect directions to oneself regarding

the research process. Final1y, theoretical notes

represent deliberate, and thoughtful statements that

identify and elaborate categories.

The constant comparative method is also supported

by theoreticat sampling. In theoretical samplitg,

incidents, not persons, are sampled; sampling is guided

by the analysis and articulation of emerging

theoretical concepts (Strauss & Corbin' 1990) " During

data analysis, concepts that have relevance to the

evolving theory are identified. These concepts are

further explored , ot rrsampJ-edrr in already col-lected

data and in future interviews (Strauss & Corbin ' 3-990) "

This process of sampÌing concepts, promotes the
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elicitation of additional data and the articulation of

the concepts until- rrsaturationrr occurs "

The third characteristic of grounded theory is the

reliance on a ttfield researchrr approach to data

collection. The two fiel-d approaches freguently used

in grounded theory are participant observation and

intervi-ew (Chenitz & Swanson, l-986; Gì-aser, l-978ì

Stern, A1Ien, & Moxley, 1984,' Strauss & Corbin, 1990) "

ItParticipant observati-onrr refers to data

col-lection methods that rely on observation alone, or a

combination of observation and questioning. This

approach allows for the observation of non-reported

behaviours, and for the verification of reported

behaviours (Field & Morse, 1985) "

The second field research approach used in

grounded theory research is intervj-ews. fnterviewing

may be used alone or to augment participant observation

data. Al-though combining interviews and participant

observation is recornmended (Schatzman & Strauss, 7973) |

several researchers have conducted grounded theory

studies using interviews alone (Bowers, 1987; Clements,

Copeland & Loftus, I99O; Jordan, L99O; Olshansky,
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l-987). In girounded theory, the interview has been

described as a ttlengthy conversation¡r (Schatzrnan &

Strauss, 7973) or r¡conversation with a purposerr

(Lincoln & Guba, l-985). The conversational format of

the interviev¡ reflects the naturalistic, and flexibl-e

data gathering approach characteristic in field

research.

Swanson (1986) proposes that the interview in a

grounded theory study must contain cornponents of an

open, unstructured interview and a guided, structured

interview. This author suggests that the i-nterviewer

use a guide that contains a set of brief guestions, an

outline, or a theme for the interview; this interview

guide changes with the changing focus of the research.

However, this guide does not inhibit an open,

exploratory approach. Swanson (1986) advises the

researcher to always address the respondentrs major

concerns or viewpoint.

In summary, the grounded theory approach is
characterized by three properties: a symbolic

interactionist perspective, an inductive and deduct.ive

approach, and a field research approach. These
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the development of theorY, derived

data, that refl-ects the rrdiscoveryrr

the respondentrs persPective.
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theory prospective:

from qualitative

of experiences from
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Research Design Implementation

The research design was qualitative, exploratory

and descriptive in nature utilizing a grounded theory

approach with a modified theoretical sarnpling strategy"

Sampling was rnodified by focusing on the exploration of

the fatherrs experiences at least one year following

his pre-adolescent chil-d's diagnosis. The substantive

area of study was the father, of a pre-adolescent child

with diabetes, who was involved in the process of

assimil-ating his child's diabetes into his life.

Participants

The theoretical ttpopulationrr of interest was

fathers who l-ived with their child who had fDDM.

However, this population was linited j-n order to place

some boundaries around the area of study to allow

reasonable possibility of saturation of categories.

The age of the child was restricted to less than 13

years. The parental invofvement in care-taking changes

during adolescence; gradually the parents relinguish

the control and responsibility for the dj-abetes to

their chil-d (Ingersol1, Orr, Herrol-d, & Go1den, 1986) .
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An assumption of this study was that this process of

transferring care j-nvolves a separate rrintegrativerl

process; therefore, it was not explored in this study"

An additional restriction invol-ved the duration of the

diabetes. Resol-ution of psychologic responses

typically occurs during the first year folÌowing

diagnosis (Kovacs et al, 1985; Kovacs, fyengar,

Goldston, Obrosky, Stewart, & Marsh, 1990; Tarnow &

Tomlinson, L978); therefore, a second assumption of

this research was that conducting interviews after this
ilfirst year'r woul-d al10w exploration of the fatherrs

experiences without being conplicated by the

psychological response to diagnosis- Consistent with

these limitations, respondents who met the foIÌowing

cri-teria r,i/ere adnitted into the study:

1-. the father of a child less than l-3 years

of age who has had IDDM more than one year'

2" capable of reading, writing, and speaking

English,

3. living with his child who has IDDM,

4" available by telephone in order to arrange an

interview,

5. accessible bY car.
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A convenience sample was elicited from the

Canadian Diabetes Associationrs (CDA) regional office

in.Vancouver, British Colurnbia (see Appendix A & B) "

The respondents v/ere recruited from the CDÀrs

membership mailing list. Those farnilies who had a

diabetic child less than 13 years of age \^/ere sent a

recruitment letter that outlined the purpose and method

of the study (see Appendix C). A total- of 110 letters

were sent to fanilies who had a diabetic chil-d less

than 13 years of age; children who had diabetes less

than one year may have been included in this mailing.

Thj-rteen respondents who were interested in

participating in the study call-ed the researcher.

Using prepared guidelines (see Appendix D), the

researcher explained the study to the potential

respondent. Ten respondents, who met the criteria,

rdere interviewed at a later date.

Research fnstruments

The sel-ection of the research instruments was

inftuenced by: the purpose and nature of the research;

a preliminary review of the literature; and the

theoretical basis of a grounded theory approach"
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The research instruments røere structured to address

five general guestions:

1" How does the father describe the experience of

being a parent of a child with diabetes?

2" What are the fatherrs responses to his childts

diabetes and care?

3. How do the fatherrs responses to the diabetes

influence his interactions inside and outside the

family?

4. How do the father¡s responses to his childts

diabetes change over tirne?

5. Hov¡ do the responses of others influence the

father?

Two research approaches v/ere considered:

participant observation, and intervier¡. A support

group setting and the home setting r¡¡ere consj-dered as

potential sites for participant observation. However,

fathers of children with diabetes do not consistently

participate in any rrgrouprt that could be observed.

Observation of individual fathers in their home was

ruled out due to practical concerns regarding the time

and expense invol-ved in this approach. Therefore,

interviewing was selected as the research instrument.
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Interview Guide

An interview guide was developed to reflect

Swansonts (1986) fonnal, unstructured interview format.

Appropriateness of the interview guide was assessed

during a pilot interviev¡ which tras included in the

data analysis" The interview guides l^/ere al-so

critiqued in nethodological memos"

The interview consisted of four phases: 1) a

social-ta1k phase characterized by general

conversation; 2) a rrwarm-up[ phase involving

introductory comments regarding the research and the

introduction of a general question; 3) a guided

conversation phase characterized by general questions

and probing; and 4) a closing phase where the interview

hras ended but consent for future contact was obtained"

Specific interview questions were directed at

gaining an understanding of the fatherts experiences

with his child's diabetes. The opening questions h¡ere

broad and general in nature. This type of question

promoted the comfort of the respondent and introduced a

major theme. Questions in the remainder of the

interview were also general in nature to allow the

respondent to share personal experiences. Four types
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of probes were used throughout the interview: 1)

chronology (. " "when was that?) ; 2) detail (can you teIl
me more about that?); 3) clarification ( I am not sure

what you mean; are you saying. ".?); and 4) explanation

(how did that happen?) (Schatzman & Strauss, 1973, p"

74). Other guestioning techniques reconmended by

Schatzman and Strauss (I973) were used and incl-uded:

the use of hypothetical questions (if you met a father

on the street, what would you say?); posing the ideal-

(if this hras an ideal world, what would a father

receive for support?); and testing propositions (other

fathers have told me what do you think about

that?).

The interview guide was modified several times

during the research process due to theoretical
sarnpling. Concepts that emerged during data analysis

were theoretically sampled in subsequent intervi-ews;

the nature of the questions changed as the emerging

theory was developed and refined. The interview guides

used in the study are presented in Appendix E"

Dernographic TooI

Demogiraphic data were collected in order to
describe the sample (see Appendix F) " Previous
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research has shown that sociocultural and economic

factors influence the illness rneaning and illness
management (Anderson & Chung, 1989 ¡ GLaEzer, Amir, Gj_I,

Karp, & Laron, L982; Kovacs et aI, l-985; Kovacs et a}

1990) " However, according to grounded theory research,

these variables vÍere not considered until the

respondents I discussions indicated that they \^rere

important.

Time

The study was retrospective and examj-ned the

fathers' experiences with their child from diagnosis to

the time of the interview. The duration of the childts
diabetes varied from three to nj-ne years with a mean

duration of 5.9 years. This retrospective focus

all-owed the elicitation of data regarding process"

Settincr

The intervierÀ/s \^/ere conducted in one of two

settings: the work setting, or the home setting.
Selection of the setting was based on the fatherrs
preference.
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Method of Data Collection

Data hrere collected through ten in-depth, audio-

taped interviews that lasted one and a-half to two

hours" The interviews were initiated with a verbal-

description of the study, the presentation of a written

explanation of the study (Appendix D), and signing of

the consent (Appendix G). Demographic data were then

collected and the interviev/ vras initiated.

The interview guide was used to provide a focus

for the interview; however, in situations where the

respondentrs discussion digressed from the guide,

strict adherence was not practised. During these

situations, probes and follow-up questions were

introduced in order to encourage the respondentrs ful1

description of his experiences. This approach did not

Iiurit the respondentrs discussion to interviewer

selected topics but rather encouraged the sharing of
personal meanings, experiences, and processes.

The content of each interviev/ gave form and

substance to the next interview" A theoretical
sampling approach was used to direct the sampling"

Rather than the fathers themselves, the units of

analysis were the fathersr verbal reports of their
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experiences related to their child's diabetes. As

concepts began to emerge in the data' respondents v/ere

sampled to elicit additional- data in order to expand or

alter the categories. Conscious decisions were made as

to what concepts \^/ere to be attended to, and how

additional- information rnight be gathered. Previous

interviews were re-analyzed to develop emerging

categories and subsequent intervier.ùs \{ere focused and

directed to category development"

Method of Data AnaIYsis

Data coll-ection and data anaì-ysis occurred

concurrently as transcribed audio tapes Lüere coded and

reviewed using the constant comparative method of data

analysis. The goal of the data anaJ-ysis was to

discover the core variabl-e, that is, the basic

psychosocial- process involved in the fatherrs

assimilation of his child's diabetes. This phase of

the research occurred over an eight month period"

Four procedures $/ere used to facilitate data

analysis: 1) transcription procedures, 2)

organizational procedures, 3) a concurrent reviei,¡ of

the J-iterature, and 4) analytical procedures.
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Transcription Procedures

Transcription procedures involved the

transcription of the interview irnmediately following

the interview" Audio tapes t/ere transcribed, verbatim,

onto a computer using the WordPerfect program" These

notes were then transferred to a qualitative analysis

software program titled The Ethnoqraph (Seidel,

Kjolseth & Seymour, 1988). Immediate transcription

allowed for prompt analysis which is consistent with

the constant comparative method of data analysis.

Organizational Procedures

These procedures Ì^¡ere used in an effort to arrange

the interviev¡ materials, transcribed tapes, and

analytical memos. The first organizational procedure

involved the deveì-opment of a chart that included the

identifying information of the respondents" The chart

incl-uded the date of the interview, the time, the

setting, and contact information. This information was

used when a foll-ow-up contact was required.

The second organizational procedure consisted of a

written summary of each interview. This sunrmary

included: the case number; the setting; demographic

datai the fatherrs leveI of invol-vement in his chil-dts
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caret the main rrstorylinerr; and the researcherrs

impression of the interview, the fatherfs role, and the

factors infl-uencing the fatherrs experiences with his
child" This sunmary assisted the researcher in
accessing the appropriate interview during analysis.

The third organizational procedure involved

notations regardi-ng theoretical sampÌing and the

resultant changes in the interview guide. À fl_ow chart
identified which interview guide had been used with

each case and specified when the interview guide was

changed in order to sample theoretically an ernerging

theme. This flow chart reflected decisions made in
methodol-ogical notes and theoretical notes.

Review of the Literature
A review of the l-iterature v/as conducted during

the l-ater stages of data analysis. The use of the

literature was consistent with the grounded theory

approach. Once categories were identified, the

l-iterature was reviewed to determine if the researcher-

identified concepts had been previousry identified and

described (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). For examÞfe,

theoretical- Iiterature reviewed during analysis

included rol-e theory, gríef and loss, chronJ_c il1ness,
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and skill-s acquisition"

Analytical Procedures

These procedures v/ere numerous and complex.

Analysis was facilitated by the use of Ethnoqraph

(Seidel et aI., 1988) which allowed for the input, and

retrieval, of coded seg:ments of data. Open coding,

axial coding, and selective coding were also used. The

data analysis proceeded through five phases that
parallel Corbinrs (1986) interpretation of the constant

comparative rnethod (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

l-. Phase 1: During the fist phase, the data hrere read

line by line. Incidents and facts vtrere underlined and

codes \^rere written in the margins. The analysis, ât

this time, focused on searching for general experiences

of the father. In this phase, codes \,\rere descriptive

and lacked analytical elements"

Analytical memos in the form of observational,

methodological, and theoretical notes v/ere initiated"
In the early phases, these notes were disjointed and

reflected early notions regarding relationships,

themes, and analytical strategies"

Through the process of early coding and memoing,

patterns in the data began to emerge and beginning
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categories v/ere identified. For example, early

categories included emotional responses,

learning/knowing, organizíng, and role finding.

2 " Phase 2: BuiJ-ding, densifying, and saturating the

categTories occurred during this phase. During this
phase, questioning became more directed in an effort to

expand and describe each category. The data lvere

examined and re-examined repeatedly to compare and

contrast incidents from respondent to respondent"

Consistencies and inconsistencies h/ere noted and

relationships were speculated"

Earlier descriptive codes h¡ere reviewed and

collapsed into analytical code words that reflected a

concept rather than a specific incident. For example,

the code Itresponse to diagnosist¡ \^/as re-coded as

ttgriêf rr or tttaking on responsibil-ity". These codes

r/ere further reviewed and compared and organized under

categories that reflected processes. For example, the

code rrgriefrr was considered under the early category of
rremotional responserr .

In this phase, the memos were more detailed,

comparative, and anal-yticaI. The theoretical notes

described early categories and their properties while
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methodological notes outlined theoretical sampling

strategies.

3. Phase 3: During this phase the categories and

subcategories hrere further conceptualized and

rel-ationships beLween categ,ories \¡/ere identified" The

conceptualization of the categories was facilitated by

reviewing the data for subcategories, or the

conditions, contexts, strategies and consequences.

Transcribed intervier¡/s were reviewed and several

guestions \^rere asked: how are the categories related
and connected; what are the characteristics of the

categories; and what are the consistencies and

inconsistencies in the data? Tentative rel_ationships

were proposed. Interviews became more formal and

systematic as tentative hypotheses r^/ere val_idated or

qualified.

Memos were more analytical and reflected the

articul-ation of saturated categories, tentative
hypotheses, and verification processes. The categories

of emotional- work, cognitive work, role work, and

restructuring work were identified in theoretical memos

during this phase of analysis"

4" Phase 4: During this phase, the categories were
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pulled together around a core category" Three

approaches $/ere used: 1) each interview h/as reviewed

for the main rrstorylinett; 2) each category was

speculated to be the core category while the question

v/as asked: does this category explain the total
process and can al-l- other categories be subsumed under

this category?; and 3) two respondents were re-
interviewed in order to val-idate the researcherrs

interpretations of the data and the core category"

5" Phase 5: During this phase, refinement of the

theory occurred. This was accomplished by Ìaying out

the theory in diagrams and ensuring that categories and

subcategories were specified, dense, and supported by

the data. Collapsing of categories al-so occurred. For

example, a category titled rrrestructuring workrr T¡/as

assimilated into a role work strategy.

The five phases of analysis were not linear but

rather continuous and integrative. Codes and

categories vrere refined several times regardless of the
Itphasert of analysis. Memo development and diagrarnming

grew in depth and detail as categories emerged.

In summary, with the exception of modifications
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made in sampì-ing, the implementation of the research

design of the study was consistent with the grounded

theory approach" Within the boundaries of the study,

the method of data col-lection and data analysis

reflected the grounded theory approache to theoretical

sarnpÌj-ng and the constant comparative method.

Hypotheses \lrere not developed a priori but rather

emerged during the data analysis. The data, and the

respondents val-idated and refined the hypotheses and

the deveJ-oping theory.

Measures to Enhance Rigor

Several authors have argued that the rigor of

guafitative studies cannot be assessed using the

criteria established for quantitative studies because

of dissimilarities in the goaÌs and methods of these

two types of research (FieJ-d & Morse, 1985; Leiningey,

1985; Lincoln & Guba, l-985; Sandelowski, L986; Strauss

& Corbin, L99O; Yonge & Stewin, l-988) . Some authors

have abandoned quantitative measures of rigor and

developed approaches more consistent with the

qualitative approach" Lincoln and Guba (1985) use the

term |ttrustworthinesstr to judge the merit of a study.
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These authorst state that if a study is deemed

trustworthy, its findings are worth considering.

Lincoln and Guba's (1-985) articulation of

trustworthiness, and Sandel-owskj-rs (l-986)

interpretation of the work of Guba and Lincoln (1981-),

lvere used during this research" These authors' submit

four criteria that can be applied when judging a study:
trtruth valuetrr ttapplicabilitytt, rrconsistencyrr, and

ttneutraf itytt. Each of these criteria were considered

during the planning and implementation of the study.

The first criterion, rrtruth valuerr or credibility,

is synonymous with internal validity. Truth value is

achieved when the research presents true and faithful

descriptions and interpretations of the phenomena under

study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Other readers are able

to recognize the descriptions as being rrtruer¡.

The rnajor threat to truth value is trgoing nativer¡,

that is, the researcher is unable to separate his/her

o!{n experiences from those of the respondents

(Sandetowski, 1986). An additj-onal threat to the truth

value is insufficient tirne and analysis which impedes a

truthful- understanding of the rrculturer¡ and experiences

of the respondents (Lincoln & Guba, 1-985).
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Lincoln and Guba (l-985) suggest several strategies

to promote the truth value or credibility of research

f indings. Consistent r¿ith their recolnmendations, the

truth val-ue in this study was promoted by prolonged

contact, peer debriefing, persistent observation, and

member checks. First, the duration of the researcherrs

involvernent v¡ith fathers of children with diabetes

promoted the truth value of the study. Data collection

and analysis occurred over a eight month periodi the

researcher al-so had five years of experience working

with fanities of chil-dren with diabetes. This

experience enhanced the researcherrs understandl-ng of

the terminology, rrroutinesrr, and experiences related to

diabetes. However, this rrknowledgerr may have increased

the researcherIs risk of "going nativerr and t'being

blindtt to some experiences. This risk was acknowledged

and add.ressed through peer debriefing. The

researcher¡s advisor revi-ewed, and discussed each

interview and the analytical memos. These discussions

stirnulated problem solving, rninirnized distortion of the

data, and increased the researcherrs sensitivity to the

data" Informal discussions with a nursing colleague

unfamil-iar with the research area, also assisted the
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researcher in explicating the data"

The technique of persistent observation was also

used to address the truth value of the study.

Recurrent themes in the data were attended to until
rrsaturationrr occurred. Code and re-code procedures

\¡rere conducted throughout data col-lection and data

analysis in order to ensure that the fathersl

experiences \dere captured and thoroughly explicated.

Finally, member checks v/ere used to promote the

credibility of the study. The nature of the constant

comparative method allowed for val-idation of hypotheses

throughout the research process. In addition to this

on-going validation, two respondents were re-

interviewed following cornpÌetion of data collection and

data analysis. The purpose of these interviews h/as to

ensure that the themes portrayed in the theory were

recognizabl-e to the informants. In each case, the

processes articulated in the theory \¡/ere expJ-ained and

the respondents \¡/ere given the opportunity to critique

the theory.

The second criteria, applicability or

Lransferability, is sj-milar to generalizability.

Findings are applicable when they are transferable to
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other subjects, settings, and contexts. The findings
rrfitrr the data from which they were derived and

contexts outside of the study situation (Sandelowski,

r_e86 ) "

The applicability of research findings is

threatened by trelite biasr¡ and rrholistic fallacyrl

(SandeJ-owski, 1-986) . El-ite bias refers to the reliance

on respondents v¡ho are articulate, accessible, or high-

status members of their groups; holistic faJ-Iacy refers

to presenting the data in a more congruent manner then

they are (Sandelowski, 1986t p" 32)"

In this study, these threats to applicability were

acknowledged and addressed. The sample was clearly
described in order to ensure that the findings could be

knowledgeably transferred to similar contextual- areas.

The rrfitr¡ of the data was also ensured by the constant

comparative method of data analysis and consistent

support of the theoretical statements with objective

data deri-ved from the interviews.

The third criterion, consistency or dependability,

is congruent with the replicability of the study

(Sandelowski, 1986). The aim in consistency is to

determine whether the findings of an inquiry could be
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repeated \,,/ith si¡rilar subjects in a simil-ar situation
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985) " A study meets this criterion

when the research findings are auditable; that is, a

second researcher following the originaJ- investigatorsl

research process woul-d arrive at similar, or non-

contradictory findings (Lincol-n & Guba, 1985;

Sandelowski, 1986).

In this study, this criterion was addressed by

outlining the decisions, interpretations, and

procedures of the study in sufficient detail so that

another researcher coul-d foll-ow the research process"

Changes made in interview guide rarere documented and

revised interview guides were recorded.

The fourth criterion, neutral-ity or

confirmability, refers to freedom from bias.

Neutrality is achieved when the criteria of truth

va1ue, applicability, and consistency are met.

In this study, the criterion of neutrality was

addressed by establ-ishing the truth value,

applicability, and consistency as already described.

In summary, several procedures $/ere instituted in
order to enhance the trustworthiness of the study"

These measures included: prolonged contact, peer
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debriefing, persistent observation, mem-ber checking,

use of the constant cornparative method, describing the

sample, and clear descriptions of the research

decisions and method.

Ethical- Considerations

Ethical- issues were considered during alt phases

of the research process. During the planning phase,

ethical- iinplications of the study v/ere addressed and

outl-ined in a research proposal. This proposal was

submitted to, and approved by, the Ethical Review

Committee of the University of Manitoba prior to the

institution of the research (see Appendix H).

Ethical- issues that were addressed during the

implementation and writing phases of the research

process were: 1) informed consent, 2) protection of the

participants, and 3) confidentiality.

Informed Consent

Al-Ì participants volunteered to participate in the

study. Informed consent was achieved by ensuring the

respondents knew and understood t.he nature of the

study. This issue was addressed by: f-) providing the
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respondents with written and verbal explanations of the

study (Appendix D); and 2) the review and signing of a

consent form (Appendix c) " ft was emphasized that

participation was voluntary and the respondent could

refuse to answer specific questions, and/or withdraw

from the study at any time"

Protection of the Participants

Efforts were made to protect the psychosocial

well--being of the respondents. The participants wel-l-

being may have been influenced by aspects of the

interview process itsel-f , the recall- of personal

experiences, or concerns regarding the Canadian

Diabetes Associationrs (cDA) role.

Protection of the participants during the

interview itself v¡as assured by explaining, in advance,

that the interview could be conducted in one or two

sessions, and that it would last one and a-half to two

hours. Other measures to promote the respondentsl

comfort included: meeting the respondent at a location

of his choice; offering to stop the intervier¡r or turn

the tape recorder off at the respondentrs reguest; and

atlowing the respondent to refuse to ans$/er specific
questions.
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A second ethical consideration involved the

respondentfs response to the research guestions"

Because the interview guestions, and the exploration of

feel-ings, ilây have caused the recall of previously

painful events, the respondentrs non-verbal and verbal

cornmunj-cations v/ere monitored throughout the interview.

If the respondent appeared to be upset or experiencing

difficulty with specific questions, he was given the

opportunity to stop, to continue talking, or turn off

the tape recorder.

A third ethical issue involved the respondents

potential concern regarding the role of the cDA in the

research. The respondents were assured that their

names were not rel-eased to the agency and that their

participation in the study \^/ould not influence their

childrs health care.

Confidentialitv

Measures v¡ere taken to ensure that information

obtained during the study v/as handled in a way that

ensured the confidentiality and anonymity of the

participants. These measures, outlined in the consent

form (Appendix G) and explanations (Appendix D) , v/ere

adhered to.
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AIt respondents gave permission for the

publication of the study through their informed

consent. Care was taken during the writing of the

study results" Situations v/ere altered sIightly,

without significantly changing the data, in order to
protect the respondentrs anonymity.

Limitations of the Studv

Limitations of the study were as follows:

1. The demographic characteristics of the respondents

in the study are not characteristics of al-l fathers who

have a child with IDDM. Therefore, it is possible that
the experiences of fathers with different

sociodemographic characteristics may not fit the

findings of this study.

2 " Because of boundaries placed on the recruitment of

respondents, the findings of this study only reflect
the experiences of fathers of preadolescent chil-dren"

3. The retrospective design of the study may have

resulted in findingis that are l-imited by problems of

the fatherrs recall of experiences during the first
years of his child's diabetes.
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Conclusion

This chapter addressed the methodological

deci-sions and the research design used to study the

experiences of fathers of children with IDDM"

Quantitative and qualitative research methods r¡/ere

briefly compared and contrasted. The grounded theory

approach selected for this study was described;

rational-e for this sel-ectj-on hlas provided" The

specific design of the study was presented and measures

to enhance the rigor of the study v/ere outl-ined.

FinaJ-J-y, ethical issues considered during the study,

and lirnitations of the study, were presented.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FTNDTNGS

fntroduction

In this chapter, the findings of the qualitative
study examining the responses and experiences of
fathers who have a child with rDDM are presented. rn
the first section, a description of the sampJ_e is
presented" The findings of the qualitative data

analysis are elaborated in the second sectj_on.

Description of the SampJ-e

Ten fathers participated in the study; all vr'ere

married with two to four children. fn each family,
onry one chil-d had diabetes. Nine of the ten fathers
were caucasian. rn generaJ-, the fathers in the sample

represented an articulate, educated, rniddì-e to upper-

niddle cl-ass group. Eighty percent of the fathers herd

a college diploma or an university degree; fifty
percent rÁ/ere employed in professional_ status

occupatj-ons. seventy percent of the mothers also had

colJ-ege diplomas or a university degree; fifty percent
had been emproyed in professional- status occupations at
some time during their careers. At the tine of the
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interviews, five mothers v/ere homemakers. The

remaining five mothers worked outside of the home;

however, only one was employed fuII tirne. Al,I of the

chil-dren with diabetes were diagnosed in their

preschool years; nine of the ten chifdren were school-

aged at the time of the interview" Demographic data is
presented in fable 1.
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TABLE ].: DEMOGRÄ,PHIC CHARÀCTERISTICS

FÀTHER CHÀRÀ,CTERISTTCS: MOTHER CHÀR.A,CTERISTICS:

CURRENT AGE
mean 40 "7 yrs "
range 34-49 yrs.

EDUCATION
PhD 2

Masters 1

Degree 3

Diploma 2
Grade 12 2

CURRENT OCCUPÀTTON
Professional 5
Service Sector 3
Labourer 1
SeIf Employed 1

CURRENT AGE
mean 39.3 yrs.
range 32-48 yrs"

EDUCATION
PhD O

Masters l-
Degree 4
Diplorna 2
Grade 12 3

CURRENT OCCUPATION
Prof essional- 3
Secretarial 1
Unskill-ed 1
Homemaker 5

CHTLD CHARACTERISTICS :

CURRENT AGE AGE AT DIAGNOSÏS
mean 8.8 yrs" mean 3 yrs.
range 5-l-1- yrs" range 1.5-5 yrs

SEX DURATION OF DIABETES
Mal-e 6 mean 5.9 yrs.
Female 4 range 3-9 yrs.

SIBLTNG CHÀRÄ,CTERISTICS :

CURRENT AGE
mean 9.3 yrs.
range I'26 yrs.
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Findings: The Work of Integrating Diabetes

The gualitative data analysis led to the

development of a beginning process theory titled:
Integrating Diabetes int.o Everyday Life: The

Experiences of Fathers. This theory describes the

processes through which a father assimil-ates his

child's diabetes into .aIl- spheres of his life.

"Integratingtt is accomplished through the fatherrs use

of enerqy to achieve three types of rrworkrr: emotional-

work, role work, and cognitive work. This rrenergyrl

refers to the active and intense use of physical,

emotional, and intel-lectua1 effort to achieve an

objective or produce change. In this section, a

detailed description of emotionaÌ work, role work, and

cognitive work is outl-ined. This discussion includes

the properties or attributes of the work, the

strategies used to handle the work, and the primary

condition that gives rise to the work. Throughout this
chapter excerpts from the transcripts are presented to

illustrate the findings.
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The Work of Integrating: Emotional- Work

The diagnosis, and resultant care, of childhood

diabetes challenges the father to cope with the stress

and uncertainty of a chronic illness, the daity

diabetes care demands, and the changes that the

diabetes causes in his lifestyle" Emotional work

refers to the fatherrs av/areness, and use of energy to

acknowl-edge the diabetes and adapt to its implications"

The properties, the strategies used, and the prirnary

influencing condition of emotional- work are presented.

Properties of Emotional Work

The emotional work of the father was characterized

by two related properties: acknowledging the reality
of diabetes,' and dealing with unrelenting worry. Each

of these processes ref l-ected the father's emotj-ona1

efforts to acknowledge and adapt to the diabetes and

its inrplications "

Acknowl-edging the real-ity of diabetes.

One component of emotionaÌ work was characterized

by a process of acknowledging the reality of the

diagnosis, and the irnplications of childhood diabetes.

This process was depicted in four phases: reacting to
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the diagnosis; growing realj-zation; taking on

responsibility; and reaching an accepted-reality. The

fathers advanced through these phases in a progressive

manner or fluctuated between phases. Progression

through the phases v/as either complete or incomplete.

i) reacting to the diagnosis:

Each father presented his own uni-que response as

he was confronted with the diagnosis of diabetes. Most

fathers (n:9) experienced an intense emotional feeting

when their child was diagnosed with diabetes" The

fatherst responses hrere characterized by one, or two,

of the following responses: shock and disbelief (n:5),

a feeling of emotional upset (n=3), resentment and

anger (n:1) , and sadness and guilt (n:2). One father

reported no awareness of an intense emotional response.

A temporary sense of shock and disbelief was the

most freguent response (n:5). rrlts l-ike being shot in
the head with a gun - total nun-bness and sort of like
why me, what did I do wrong?rr. Of these five fathers

three reported that this sense of shock and disbelief
was temporary and eventually replaced by a sense of

acceptance. The remaining two fathers reported that
their feelj-ngs of shock and disbelief were followed by
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of sadness and guilt tr[r]here does it come from - is it

my fault?tt. A second father described prolonged anger

and resentment: rrl really had trouble accepting

That really pissed [sic] me off! f mean you know, yoü

are given this ...rr. other fathersr predominant

emotion was that of emotional upset accompanied by a

sense of relief (n:3). rrf \¿,'as upset but I felt
g:ood - at least that we could treat him and make him

Iess sickrr.

The predominant reaction of one father was a

pervasive feeling of guilt and sadness.

I always felt so col-d and empty This guilt
feel-ing - that in some way, shape, ot form, I
lùas accountable. f was being punished or I
had done something that caused ny child to
have this affliction or condition.

Finally, one father, who had difficuJ-ty with

emotional work, expressed no av/areness of an j-ntense

emotional response, but rather a deniaÌ of the severity

of the illness and an immediate real-ity orientation.

This father stated: rrI \,ùas thinking that f donrt want

to make a big deal out of this thing; maybe the easiest

way to accept it is to just get on with it'r.
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In sunmary, the father!s reaction to the diabetes

was individualized. In most cases, the fatherts

reaction was characterized by an ahrareness of an

intense, ernotional feeling" The two predominant

responses were: shock and disbelief; and a sense of

upset but relief"

ii) growing realization:

As a result of the hospital experience and

education, the fatherrs reactj-ons to the diagnosis vüere

accompanied by a growing realization of the

implications of diabetes. Within days of the

diagnosís, the father became increasingly aware of the

significance of diabetes in terms of his childts heal-th

and the farnilyrs responsibility for the diabetes care.

For most fathers, this growi-ng realization engendered

feelings of being overwhelmed and responsible"

ft was overwhelming" f thought: rGod, I donrt
know, and I thought I knew, and f don't. Irve
got to learn all of this and everything is
interrel-ated to everything else - and its my
kid and he is broke, and Irm part of what
happens to keep him going because you canrt
fix this thíng; aII you can do is maintain
it,.

A realization of losses was occurring

concurrently. The diabetes imposed restrj-ctions that
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led to a loss of freedom for the fatheri there was also

a growing realization that there may be losses related

to the child's health and future.

I am a creative, spontaneous type person, and you
know, you lose all that" " "you donrt have that sort
of fJ-exibiì.ity in your life. And r wonder what
the irnpact of that type of element on his
personality will be There is the sadness; you
feel sorry for your child because you want your
chil-d to be the best they can be"

To surnmarize, the phase of growing realization was

ref l-ected in the fatherrs increasing av/areness of the

impJ-ications of the diabetes. This real-ization was

exhibited in feelings of responsibility and loss, and a

sense of being overwhelrned.

iii) taking on responsibitity:
During the third phase, the father took on some of

the responsíbility inherent in diabetes care. Earl-ier

emotional responses continued; however, the father

began to be active in his attempts to gain control- of

the diabetes.

No one else is going to do it, and we had to
show a litt1e bit of responsibility, so we sort of
threw ourselves into that right avJay

And it was up to us to find out as much about
diabetes as we coul-d, and the complications of
diabetes, so that we could help him lead a more
normal Iife. I guess that is just our feeling of
responsibitity - what our job was.
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This phase of taking on responsibilit.y marked the

fatherrs movement toward active acknor¿Iedgement of the

diabetes" The father continued to express growing

av¡areness of the irnpl-ications of diabetes; however, he

al-so initiated some form of active effort in order to
gain a sense of control "

iv) reaching an accepted-reality:

fn the final phase, accepted-reality, the father

had acknowledged the diabetes and its related care.

the father accepted the diabetes as part of his child
and his life; he was realistic about the challenges

that the diabetes presents. One fatherrs comment

reflected this blending of acceptance with the reality
of diabetes: r¡f think I accept the diabetes and accept

the battle that the child is going to have with the

diabetes for the rest of his liferr. A second fatherrs

comments further illustrated the phase of accepted-

reality: rracceptance is not ]ike an end-stage; its
like you are moved to a different level- - more like
reconciled to what the diabetes meansrr.

Accepted-reality was the final phase of the

father¡s ef forts to acknowl-edge the dj-abetes " In this
phase, the father adopted a reality-based sense of
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resolution regarding his child¡s diabetes" This sense

of resolution was not permanent,' it changed as the

fatherrs perceptions of the childrs needs changed.

Some fathers l-eft this phase and returned to earl-ier

phases of emotional- work as they hrere challenged to

acknowledqe rrnewrr aspects of the diabetes such as

hypogylcemic seizures or diabetic ketoacidosis.

In sumrnary, one characteristic of the father's
emotional- work was acknowledging the diabetes. The

fathersr work in this phase was depicted by: reacting

to the diagnosis; developing a growing realization of

the diabetes; taking on responsibility for the

diabetes; and finally, reaching an accepted-reaIity.

These four phases r,¡ere over-lapping, and inter-
dependent; the fatherrs time in, and movement through,

each phase was individualized. The work of
acknowl-edging the reality of diabetes was dependent on

the resolution of each of the phases. Difficutty with

one phase may have inhibited the resolution of the

subsequent phase thereby hindering the fatherrs
emotÍonal- work.
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Dealinq with unrelentins worry.

In addition to acknowledging the diabetes, the

father also used emotional energy to deal with the

unrelenting worry of diabetes" In this component of

emotional work, the father used energy to accommodate

to three types of rrv¡orryrr: unrel-enting responsibility

for the chil-d with diabetes; unrelenting uncertainty;

and unrelenting family concerns.

i) unrel-enting responsibil-ity:

DaiJ-y, the father of a chitd with diabetes shared

the responsibility for: rnaintaining the child's

schedule, ensuring that the diabetes regime was adhered

to, and monitoring the childrs health. This

responsibility was present 24 hours per day, every day.

Whether the child was with the family or not, the

parents v/ere ultimately responsible for ensuring that

the chil-d with diabetes was cared for at all- times.

...up to 4 finger tests, 6 neals, 2 injections.rlf you are going to do any extra running or
playing son, here is some extra food; drink
this apple juice; eat some starch" OK, what
do you mean everyone stop playing because he
is still eating?r You know, worrying
constantly.

The degree of the fatherrs unrelenting

responsibility depended on the role that he had taken
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on in the care of his child. Fathers who were more

active had more unrelenting responsibility than those

fathers who were less active

ii. unrelenting uncertaintY:

The father struggled with a continuous sense of

uncertainty related to hirnself , the chil-drs health, and

the future. The father experienced worry and concern

regarding his own skill in caring for the chil-d.

It was the stress of getting it right and the
stress of getting it on time and the feeling of
responsibility if the sugars arenrt if they were
high. You sort of are figuring 'what did I do
v/rong, or what could I have done differentlyt
you know, to keep the sugars down.

üJorry about the child's heal-th was unrelenting.

There was the ever-present potential- for hypogì-ycaemia,

hyperglycaemia, ot ketoacidosis" This type of worry

hras more frequent when the child was not within the

care of either parent. Common chil-dhood activities,

such as going to a movie, hlere worrying for the father

because "you have to fight down the ternptation to stand

outside the theatre doorrr.

Social situations \^rere often more stressful than

relaxing for the father who worried that alternative

care-givers may not provide the care that the child
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required. Itlts hard to cal-I on people and you have

got to worry about the needles, and more irnportantly,

the food and the exercise, all day longtr.

There was al-so uncertainty and v/orry regarding the

future. The father worried about the threat of the

long term complications of diabetes. One father's
comment regarding bfindness exemplified this worry and

uncertainty: rrif he were btind at 20 you have got

a chronically ilt adult chil-d. That would be very hard

on my wife and Irr. This type v/orry was continuous; the

threat of compJ-ications was always present.

iii. unrelenting faniJ-y concerns:

The father also worried about his ability to

attend to al-I family members due to the numerous, and

often competing demands, from his wife, children, and

career" Most fathers (n=9) worrj-ed about the effect
the diabetes had on the wife. One fatherts comments

demonstrated concerns about potential problems that the

r,¡ife may experience: rrl think that it is also

important for the wife to not take the ful-I load of túe

diabetes it would just be very stressfulr¡. A

second fatherrs comments illustrated the rrrorry that the

father felt when problems actually occurred: t,My wife
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got depressed at times so that was another problem to

\¡/orry aboutrr.

Fathers (n=10) also encountered unrelenting

concerns about their childrents responses to the

diabetes. The father worried that his wel-l siblingsl

needs may not be met; at the same tirne he felt

compelled to attend to the diabetic child's special

needs. one father discussed the chal-Ienge of balancing

all of his childrenrs needs:

The others [siblings] are a bit resentful because
she sort of gets some special attention,
although we try and minimize that. But
sometimes we have to accommodate her We

have to make sure her needs are met; v/e just
have no other oPtion.

The diabetic chil-d's response to his/her diabetes

was also upsetting and worrying for the father, rrHe

wouì-d say 'I wish I wasntt diabetj-c¡ and we would

feel- bad about thattt. rrHe doesnrt express his feelj-ngs

at al-I. Its hard; it is very difficult to determine

. how he regards his diabetesrr.

Fina1ly, for some fathers (n:5) there was

unrelenting worry about the conflíct between rneeting

the famityts needs while continuing to function

effectively in a career. trThere is this horribl-e
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tension in my life between my career and my home

because I donrt do either wellrr. Fathers who desired

an active role with their child hlere more prone to this

type of worry"

In surnmary, the second component of emotj-ona1 work

was characterized by dealing with unrelenting worry.

The properties of this work included unrelenting

responsibility, unrelenting uncertaintY, and

unrelenting farniJ-y responsibilities. Dealing with

unrelenting worry r,{as a continuous process

characterized by the fatherrs emotional efforts to

adjust to the worries associated with his chil-d's

diabetes. Unrelenting lvorry decreased, but never

disappeared. SiniÌar to the emotional work in

acknowl-edging the reality of diabetes, the degree of

the fatherrs unrelenting v/orry was individualized. The

fatherrs worry reLated to his specific family

circurnstances and his involvement in his chil-dts care.

Strategies in Enotional Work

The father managed the emotional work of diabetes

by using five |tstrategiesrt" These strategies were
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reflected in the father¡s actions, and interactions

with himself, and others as he attempted to manage two

tasks: acknowledging the reality of diabetes; and

dealing with the unrelenting worries of diabetes. Each

strategy was used primarily to manage one of these two

tasks. These strategies included: personalízing;

reatity-reasoning; managing; normalizing; and sharing.

Personalizinq.

Personalizing is defined as the fatherrs

development of his own private view of the diabetes

and/or the diabetes care-taking tasks. The father

perceived his child's diabetes in a way that was

congruent with his general perceptions of his life and

his child. This strategy allowed the father to find

meaning in the diabetes and thereby cope with the

emotional reactions associated with the diagnosis. one

fatherrs discussion of his struggle to acknowledge his

child's diabetes reflected this strategy:

Its surprising how long it took me to come to my
own reality within myself that it is the same
genes that give the diabetes, but it is those same
genes that made hirn himself so you take the good
with the bad.

Personalizing could also involve label-Ìing the diabetes

and the care-taking tasks in positive terms. One
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father commenLed that lrevery tirne you give hirn insulin,
you are giving him hearthr¡. Another father stated that
rrits not that bad, its a manageabl-e condition; its more

like having a pacemaker because the system needs an

external stimul-ationrr .

All fathers used the personalizing strategy;
however, this personalizing either advanced or hindered

the fatherrs emotionar work. personarizing through the
use of negative attributes hindered emotional work.

For example, a father who experienced difficulty with
emotional work personalized the diabetes as a helpJ-ess

situation. He commented 'fthere is nothing you can do,

you just carry on". This type of personalizing may

have prolonged this fatherrs emotional work.

Real ity-reasoning.

A second ernotj-onal_ work strategy was reality-
reasoning. Reality-reasoning is defined as the use of
intellectual and rational cognitions. For many

fathers, (n=6) a real_ity-reasoning approach was useful
in other aspects of their lives; they sirnpJ-y

transferred this approach to their emotionaf work. one

fatherrs comment portrayed the transference of this
approach to his chil-d's diabetes:
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I grew up believing that you have got to play with
the cards you are dealt . " " its fthe diabetes]
reality; accept it; get on with the programi get
moving; make adjustrnents; adapt; blend it. in;
cope; compensate" But get on with everything else
...because you have got to continue"

In real-ity-reasoning the fatherts perceptions of
his situation and the diabetes were based on the

fatherfs logical view of his reality. One fatherrs
refl-ection of his family responsibilities itlustrated
this approach:

You have other things; you have to look after the
other chil-dren. You know, if you are the
breadwinner, you have to go out to work you
are not going to achieve anything by sitting there
being depressed anlrway.

other fathers used reality-reasoning to cope with the

emotional aspects of the diabetes care. One father
stated:

I try to interject as much real-ity as I can
its part of life; its just like brushing your
teeth, polishing your shoes, shovelling your side-
walk If you just deal with it as any other
physical need, then probably its a lot easier to
cope with.

Finally, most fathersr (n:9) reality-reasoning was

also characterj-zed by a positive approach. positive

reality-reasoning allowed the fathers to view the

diabetes rationally, and therefore minimized the

emotional impact. One fatherrs statement reflected
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this positive realj-ty-reasoning:

I would be positive I try to take that outlook
in 1ife" f try to turn it into a positive. Its
unfortunate that you have it, but what are you
going to do with it? You have to deal- with it.

Reality-reasoning was used by all fathers.

However, fathers who rel-ied on a rational- approach in

other aspects of their life vlere more likely to use

this approach more freguently in the course of their

emotional r.¡ork.

Managinq.

A third strategy, managing, is defined as the

fatherrs efforts to gain a personal sense of mastery or

control- over the diabetes. Managing strategies were

developed through knowledge and invol-vement in care.

Use of rnanaging strategies minimized unrelenting worry

and promoted taking-on responsibility for the diabetes.

One fatherrs statement illustrated the benefits of

managing strategies in emotional work: rrYou just deal

with it every day and the more you find out about

you find out its not the biggest dealrr.

Managing strategies $rere al-so developed by

handlitg, and feeJ-ing prepared for emergencies. Often

this type of managing could not occur until the father
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had experienced a crisis related to the diabetes" Once

the father had dealt with this crisis, a stronger sense

of control emerged and worry was lessened.

The use of managing strategies was related to the

fatherrs invol-vement in care and the extent of the

fatherts knowledge. The more involved and

knowledgeable the father r^¡as, the more reguJ-ar was his

use of managing strategies.

Normalizing.

The fourth emotional work strategy was

normalízing. Normatizing is defined as the fatherrs

efforts to minimize the risks and restrictions of

diabetes and focus on characteristics of the child that
do not represent the illness. By using this strategy,

the child was viewed as more normal than abnormal"

There v/ere three styles of normalizing: comparing

oneself to others; selective attention to normal

attributes; and altering perceptions. Normal-ízíng

strategies hrere aligned with reality-reasoning

strategies; in normalizing, the father used a reasoning

approach to structure his view of his child as normal

rather than abnormal.

First, the father attempted to normal-ize the
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diabet.es by cornparing himself to others who he

perceived as less fortunate. This approach of

comparing the diabetes to. other conditions vtas contmonly

used during the initial diagnostic period. At this

tirne the father was confronted with other ill children

and viewing his child as more fortunate, assisted him

with his own emotional reactions.

A second norrnalizing approach that the father used

was selectively attending to rnormal-r aspects of the

child. The father perceived his child as normal by

focusing on characteristics that he considered

exemplars of heal-th such as the childrs energy and

fitness. The diabetes could not be seen and,

therefore, emphasis on ttheal-thyrr characteristics tlas

relatively easy. This tendency to emphasize normal-

characteristics was used by aì-l fathers; however, it

was freguently used by fathers who did not use the

cognitive based strategies (reality-reasoning,

managing) regularly.
A third normalizing approach was activeì-y

adjusting perceptions, and the diabetes routine, in

order to present a rnormal¡ life for the child. The

father attempted to re-frame situations in order to
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minimize, and negate, the impact of diabetes. For

example, one father stated:

what he does or doesnrt do is not determined by
the diabetes, but maybe when he does it, or what
he has to eat, will be determined by his diabetes.
We do not al-low the diabetes to control what he
does.

This mental- re-framing of the diabetes was accompanied

by conscious and deliberate efforts to promote the

childrs unrestricted participation in'norma1l

activities.
The fathers who used this particular normaJ-izing

approach also used other cognitive strategies. These

fathers combined reality-reasoning and managing

strategies to develop a view of their child as

lnormal | .

In summary, normalizing strategies invol-ved the

fatherrs efforts to mentally perceive his child as

rnormalt. Fathers normalized in essentially three

v/ays: l-) by cornparing themselves to less fortunate

others; 2) by focusing on characteristics of the child

that did not represent the diabetes,' and 3 ) by

adjusting their perceptions and care of the diabetes so

that the childts l-ife was seen as 'normalr. Comparing

oneself to unfortunate others was used by aJ-I fathers;
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however, use of the other two styles of normalizíng

varied. Fathers who normalízed by aì-tering their

perceptj-ons tended to use the strategies of reality-

reasoning and managing, while fathers who focused on

normal attributes tended to use fewer cognitive

strategies.
Sharing.

Sharing was the fifth strategy of emotional- work"

Sharing is defined as the physical, and emotional

division of the diabetes care and responsibility with

others, and tirne-limiting personal involvement" fn

sharing, the father reduced his burden by allocating

responsibility and worry.

Sharing of the diabetes care and responsibility

was accomplished by the division of l-abour between the

mother and the father. One fatherrs comments

itl-ustrated how sharing assisted him with his emotional

work: ilv¡e learned over time that if you donrt spell

each other off, the stress will get to you its just

to carry the burden a tittle bit easierr¡.

Sharing was also accomplished by occasionally

relinguishing control of the child's care to an

alternative care-giver and tttaking a breakr¡. Taking a
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break may have been more difficult when the farnily had

linited support; in this case, emotional work may have

been more problernatic as il-Iustrated in the following

excerpt:

And the stress that my wife and I went through...
we had our first holiday av/ay from our children
last year - it had been 6 years until you
leave, that kind of insidious type pressure, you
donrt knov¡ what it is doing to you"

Finally, the father also gradually reÌinquished

care to the chil-d. The chil-drs dependence on the

father v/as perceived as time-linited; as the child

matured he/she was expected to share in the diabetes

care and worry.

Sharing strategies used by the father were

variable. Sorne fathers actively and consciousJ-y

decided how they would share the burden of diabetes

care; other fatherst sharing r¡ras coj-ncidental and

passive. The approach that the father used in the

sharing strategy was rel-ated to the role that the

father had in the care and support of t.he child with

diabetes "

In summary, the fathers used five possible

strategj-es in their emotional work: personalizing,

reality-reasoning, managing, normal-izing, and sharing"
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The use of these strategies was reflected in the

fathers normal approach to problems, and their

involvement in the care of their child. Although each

strategy was described individually, there was

considerable over-lap in the strategies of reality-

reasoning, managing, and normalizing. rn each of

these strategies, the father used cognitions in order

acknowledge the reality of diabetes and deal v¡ith

unrelenting worry.

Conditions for Emotional Work

The primary influencing condition in emotional

work v¡as the fatherrs perception of support. ttsupportrt

refers to the fatherrs perception of the degree to

which he is understood, valued, and emotionally

sustained. Support was derived from formal and

informal sources and was perceived as adequate or

inadequate. For the father of a child with diabetes,

formal and informal supports provided guidance and

direction, positive reinforcement, an avenue for

emotional rel-ease, and respite care for his child.

Formal support systems included health

professionals and support groups" The major function
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of formal supports was to provide the father with

information, guidance, and direction that would

facilitate his acquisition of knowledge and skil-1"

This knowledge and skill may have assisted the father

with personalizing, reality-reasoning, managing, and

normal ízing strategies.

Health professional support was mainly educational-

and limited to information sharing. A fatherrs

description of hj-s child's hypoglycaemia il-lustrated

how health professional education assisted the father

with his managing strategJ-es, and the ul-timate

lessening of his worry: r'Ànd then if you get into this

crisis situation they teach you how to use gì-ucagon.

tle had a bad reaction and it is amazing; you just

yourre reactions everything kicks in!rl

Support groups were not widely used for emotional

support" OnIy two fathers used these groups for

information sharing. However, several fathers (n:4)

speculated that these groups could assist them in
coping with the emotional aspects of the disease. One

father stated rrf think that you need someone at the

outset to be very practical about it and say 'you need

to take some breaks and this is how you can structure
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it t 
'r . Although support groups r¡/ere identif ied as a

potential source of support, most fathers (n:6) $¡ere

critical of groups, and therefore, did not use them.

Guys don¡t bind the way that women do neither
the parent or the children want to sit around the
room and commiserate about their problems it
is so much easier for women to get together and
share their feelings for guys, they need to
get together and do something for those feelings
to come out.

Formal- support through health professional-s and

support groups had limited useful-ness for the fatherrs

emotional- work. Instead, fathers relied on informal

supports while conducting much of their emotional work.

Informal supports were the prirnary source of
support for all but one father; this father, who had

difficulty with emotional work, r,ùas unabl-e to identify
a primary source of support. Informal supports were

more diverse and included: the wife, the extended

family, and individuals who had knowl-edge about

diabetes. The fatherrs perception of support from his
wife was of primary importance in emotional work. Six

fathers identified the wife as their major source of

positive support in dealing with the emotional impact

of diabetes" The wife may have performed a variety of

supportive functions that promoted the fatherrs
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utilization of emotional work strategies: 1) an

educator: rrshe became my supervisor and we tatked

about it and that helpedt'; 2) an encourager' ¡¡I rm

active; that is probably more a credit to W" [wife]
than me she got me into itrr; 3) an organízer: r¡she

keeps us all togetherrr,' 4) a collaborator: r¡f think
that it is reaI}y, really important to have a wife

there so that the father can discuss problemsrr; and 5)

an expert: "if I am not sure about things, f have W.

fwife] to help merr. In each of these supportive roles,

the mother assisted the father with his individualized

emotional work. In cases where the wife was the only

source of emotional support for the father (n:2),

emotional- work was not irnpeded. These fathers reported

that this support was optiinal and sufficient" The

second major source of support was the extended family"

The extended family was a primary source of support for
two fathers; however, all fathers identified the

supportive role of their fanily. Farnilies provided

both respite care and emotj-onal support" Fathers (n:6)

v¡ho had extended families nearby, reported the benefits

of that support. Two fathers made comments that
illustrated the importance of the extended family: "my
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side of the fanriJ-y is here and I can talk to anybody f
!ùantrr; "they [grandparents] like doing stuff with the

kids so r¡¿e are really lucky; a lot a families are not

that luckyrr. Fathers (n:4) who did not have extended

fainilies reported more difficulty with the sharing

strategy of emotional work. rrI guess the hardest part

for us is that we donrt have any immediate family in

the area so v/e don't have any immediate family that
can help outrr.

The third source of informal emotional support

included other indíviduals who r^/ere knowledgeable about

dj-abetes, acquaintances at work, and/or friends. With

the exception of one father, these sources of support

v/ere secondary and supplemented other informal and

fornal support systems.

fn summary, formal- support provided the father

with information that assisted him with the emotionat

work strategies; however, this support played a minor

rol-e in the fatherrs emotional work. fnformal sources

of support hãd a major influence on the father's
emotional- work. Support from the wife, the extended

family, and knowledgeable others al-1 contributed to the

fatherrs emotional work" The primary, and necessary,
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r,¡as the fatherts perception that he v¡as suf f icientty
understood and supported; hor¿¡ever, this was not always

the case" If the father perceived that he was

unsupported, emotional work was difficult and

successful resolution may not have occurred.

In conclusion, emotional work was characterized by

the father I s ar¡/areness and use of energy to acknowledge

the reality of diabetes and the irnplications of the

illness. Ernotional- work began at the ti¡ne of
diagnosis; at this time the father rworkedr toward.

acknowledging the real-ity of diabetes. Dealing with
unrelenting worry was continuous and resulted from

concerns related to the father himsel_f , the chil-d with
diabetes, and other fanily members. Fathers conducted

their emotional work by using personal izíng, reality-
reasoning, rnanaging, normalizíng, and sharing

strategies. These strategies assisted the father in
coping with the emotional- impact of diabetes and

advanced the process of integration. The fatherfs
emotional work was most rel-iant on the condition of
support. The father was able to conduct his emotional-

work when he perceived that he was the recj-pient of
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sufficient and positive support. The components of

emotional work are illustrated in Figure 2 "

PROPERTIES

Acknowledging
the reality of
diabetes

Dealing with
unrel-enting worry

FIGURE 2

Emotional Work

STRÀTEGIES

Personal iz ing
ReaI ity-reasoning
Managing
Normal ízíng
Sharing

PRTMÀRY
coNpïTroN

Perception
of support
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The Work of fnteqrating: RoIe Work

A second, and concurrent, component of the work of
integrating was role work" Role work is defined as the

intentional use of energy to defj-ne, organize, and

enact the functions associated with fathering a child
with diabetes" At the time of the chil-dts diagnosis,

the total farnily was confronted with the demands of the

diabetes regime. The family's roles had to be adjusted

to incorporate a diabetes regime that was not

temporary, but permanent. Insul-in injections, bl_ood

tests, scheduled meals, routine exercise, and on-going

monitoring of the childrs condition had to be

assimirated into daiJ-y routines if the chil-d's diabetes

was to be control-Ied. The father I'workedtr to find his
own role in the support and care of his child with
diabetes. The properties, strategies, and primary

condition of role work are presented in the following
text "

Properties of Role Work

Rol-e work was depicted in four interrelated
processes that reflected the fatherrs efforts to
define, organize, and enact his rol-e: role extension;
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role competence; role expansion; and role satisfaction"
Role extension and role competence \Á/ere characterized

by the fatherrs preparations for a role that included

the diabetes" During role expansion, the father
adopted a role that incorporated the diabetes. This

role may have been: a shared-primary role; a part-
tirne rol-e; or a supportive role. FinaIJ-y, in role
satisfaction, the father found satisfaction in the role
he was enacting. Each component of rol-e work is
el-aborated in the foì-lowing section.

RoIe Extension.

Role extension refers to the continuation of past

fathering behaviours. The fatherrs role with his newly

diagnosed diabetic child paralleled his role functions
prior to the diagnosis. New role behaviours were not

deveÌoped at this time. The father was unaware of the

implications of diabetes and., without this knowJ_edge,

viewed his newty diagnosed childfs needs as being

sirnilar to any iltness"
The farnilyrs parenting styles, and the sharing of

responsibility, most influenced the fatherrs rol_e

extension. Fathers who were involved in chil_d care

before the diabetes, viewed diabetes care as a
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continuation of that previous role. Sharing in the

marítal relationship also influenced the fatherrs
initial role extension" For example, fathers in
egualitarian famil-ies before the diagnosis, extended

their role to include the same egual involvement during

the child's hospitalization period. One father who

extended his role to include the diabetes care in the

hospital stated: rrI guess \^/e \,\rere guite equalitarian
so that I dontt think there was an alternativetr.
Therefore, in role extension, new roles were not

developed; the father simply extended his al_ready

establ-ished role behaviours to the care of his
hospitalized child.

In summary, during role expansion new roles v/ere

not developed; previous paternal role patterns r¡/ere

extended to incl-ude the diabetes. The role extension

of the father was related to his past styte of
parenting and the sharing of responsibility in the

marital rel-ationship. Fathers who vrere in involved and

shared roles extended that involved and shared role to
the care of their hospitalized chil-d" Alternatively,
fathers who had limited invol-vement and sharing, had a

similarly limited role in the care of their
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hospitalized child.

Role competence.

AlLhough the father initially adopted a rol-e that
paralleled hj-s previous role with his child, he had to
incorporate the diabetes care into that role. His

previous father role did not prepare him for the

demands of the diabetes and, as a result, he attempted

to devel-op the skills and knowledge that were necessary

to care for a chil-d with diabetes. Rol-e competence

refers to the deliberate actions that the father
empJ-oyed as he attempted to percej-ve himsel-f as capable

and confident in a rol-e that incorporated the diabetes.

Regardless of what his rol-e was to become, the father
requi-red a self-perception of competence if he was to
find, enact, and be satisfied with his role.

The fatherrs sense of competence was derived from

a sense of control over the diabetes i he fel-t in
control when he was able to confidently care for, and

respond to, the childts needs. The fatherrs sense of
control hras: a) independent, that is, control q¡as

derived through personal learning, knowledge, practice
and experience: rrI sort of fel-t that I could do it and

I did it I am more wiÌling to just go ahead and do
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it on my ownt¡; or dependent, that is, the control was

derived through the direction and supervision of

others. rrI donf t knov¡ the meal schedule I never had

to do it before so now it is written down, so now I
know what to dotror rrl can do it but I guess I am just

Iazy some days I sort of let I^I. fwife] do more

she runs the show most of the timerr. Fathers who were

independent in their mastery had a stronger sense of

competence; they perceived themselves as capable and

confident" This self-perception provided them with the

basis for defining their role; these fathers adopted

roles that \¡/ere independent. Fathers who were more

dependent in their mastery, perceived themsel-ves as

l-ess competent; they felt less capable and less

confident. These perceptions interfered with their

abil-ity to take on independent rol-es.

DeveJ-oping role competence v/as the basis for the

fatherrs rol-e work. In this phase, the fatherrs rol-e

work reflected his efforts to learn about the diabetes

and develop a sense of capability and confidence" The

fatherrs perception of his role competence supported

hin in the role that he eventuaì-ly adopted.
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Role expansion

As the father developed competency in the diabetes

care, he began to expand his role to include the

diabetes. RoIe expansion refers to the fatherrs
intentional enlargement of his rol-e to include aII, or

some, aspects of the diabetes" This process of role
expansion was strongly infl-uenced by the previous two

stages, that is, the fatherrs past experience and his

sense of role competence" All fathersr roles \dere

composed of two segments: a care-taking aspect that
involved the diabetes care and responsibility; and a

parenting aspect that involved rnormal' parenting

functions such as discipline and support.

The fathers in the sample took on one of the

following three roles: a shared-primary role; a part-

tirne role; or a supportive rol-e.

i) shared-primary rol-e: The fathers (n:2) in a shared

primary role had integrated diabetes care and

responsibility into all aspects of their conventional

father role; they had al-so incorporated the diabetes

int.o other parenti-ng functions. The fatherrs

knowledge, responsibiJ-ity, decision-making, and care-

taking was sirnilar to that of his wife. Fathers who
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adopted a shared-primary role had adjusted their daily
routine so that they were able to equally bal-ance the

diabetes care with other aspects of their life.

ii) part-tirne role: In this role, like the prirnary

role, the father was active and ínvoLved in parenting

and diabetes care-taking; however, the father was not

abl-e to equally balance the diabetes care with other

aspects of his life (n:3). The father's role was

\part-tinêr,' he was unable to adjust his work routine

to fully incorporate the diabetes. The father in a

part-tine role accepted responsibitity, decision-

rnaking, and care-taking during the times when he was

not at work. He was capable and knowledgeable

regarding the diabetes carei he could rrstep in on any

given time or occasion and take overrr.

iii) supportive rol-e: The father who enacted a

supportive role assumed a passive and l_imited rol_e in
diabetes care-taking. However, the diabetes was

integrated into other parenting roles. These fathers

(n:5) viewed their role as supportive of the wife and

the child with diabetes" These fathers were capabJ_e of
performing the diabetes care-taking tasks; however, a

linited knowledge base restricted their decision-making
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and responsibility" These fathers assumed a secondary

and optional rol-e in the diabetes care. They cared for

.the chitd when the rnother h¡as a\.ùay or simply at the

motherrs direction. In this roIe, the father

maintained the child's health under the rnother¡s

supervision "

In summary, role expansion \^/as characterized by

the fatherrs efforts to include the diabetes in his

role. The father adopted one of three roles: a

shared-pri-mary rol-e, a part-time role, or a supportive

role. À11- rol-es incorporated the diabetes into
rnormalt parenting functj-ons; however, the

incorporation of the actual diabetes care and

responsibility varied.

Rol-e satisfaction.

The f inal- segment of the fatþer's rol-e work was

role satisfaction. Regardl-ess of the fatherts actual-

rol-e, each father attempted to find a sense of

satisfaction in his role. RoIe satisfaction is defined

as the fatherrs expression of contentment in his rol-e"

Most fathers (n=9) reported a sense of contentment

in their role" One father who v¡as not content, I^/as

rrworkingrr to expand his role from a supportive role to
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a part-time role in order to compensate for his wife¡s

recent employment outside of the home"

The father¡s sense of role satisfaction was

retrospective. A sense of satisfaction was derj-ved

from a self-evaluation comparing their perception of

an ideal rol-e and their actual rol-e behaviours.

Fathers I who expressed congruence between expectations

and behaviours reported satisfaction. Conversely,

fathersr who expressed incongruence between self-
expectations and actual behaviours expressed

dissatisfaction. Thus role satisfaction was derived

from an self-evaluation of actual role behaviours.

Fathersr who enacted a shared-primary role found

satisfaction from their sense of control and

invol-vement in their chil-d's l-ife. They fett that an

active role was ideal and therefore derived

satisfaction from the time that they spent with their
children and the physical care that they provided.

Fathersr who were in a part-tirne role derived

satisfaction not from the actual- care that they r¡/ere

providing, but rather from the supportive function that
their role fulfill-ed. These fathers felt that they

coul-d not be a rrprimary person'r in their childts
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diabetes care; however, they felt that the ideal father

should share in the care and support the wife and

child. These fathers derived satisfaction by reducing

the wife's stress l-evels and caring for their child"
One father described his role satisfaction in the

following excerpt:

As much as taking over responsibiJ-ity for managing
a diabetic child is a load, there is not much
sense both parents loading up egually on it. They
should try to figure out a way to divide it up, or
spread it out because there will be times if
both of you are loaded up, you will load the
system too much.

Fathers who were less involved in the diabetes,

and functioning in a supportive rol-e, found

satisfaction not in their role with their chil-d or

wife, but j-n other roles outside of the famil-y. For

these fathers, the ideal- rol-e did not include an active

involvement in il1 child-care, but rather involvement

in instrumental functions such as financial- support.

One satisfied father stated: lrl just channel- a l-ot of
my energy at work and around hererr. f{hiÌe a second

father stated: rrI have managed to make a lot more

moneyrr.

Regardl-ess of the fatherrs actual- role, finding
satisfaction was important in his over-al-l role work.
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Fathers who expressed a sense of satisfaction, appeared

to reach a state of bal-ance and stability in their role

work. once trsatisfiedrr, fathers continued to function

in a variety of changing circumstances, but these

functions v¡ere within the parameters of their

established role. Hov/ever, this satisfaction was not

permanent; dissatisfaction occurred when the fatherrs

role behviours r¡/ere no longer congruent with his role

expectations.

In conclusion, the fatherrs rol-e work was

characterized by four related processes: role

extensi-on, role competence, role expansion, and role

satisfaction. AII- fathers participated in rol-e work

and found a role that incorporated aspects of the

diabetes. The extent of that role varied; however,

each father atternpted to find satisfaction in the role

that he was enacting. The process of role work was

active and effortful until the father defined, enacted,

and became satisfied with his rol-e" once this occurred

a period of stability hlas reached; the father

functioned within the boundaries of the role that he

had chosen.
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Stratecries in Role hlork

The fatherrs role work was guided by three

strategies: knowing/learning; re-defining; and

restructuring. Each is discussed in the following

section.

Knowing/Learning "

Knowing and learning refers to strategies that the

father used to acquire an understanding and develop a

sense of confidence related to the diabetes. This

strategy was used in the initial phases of role work,

that is, during rol-e extension and developing role

competence; it was al-so refl-ected in the cogniti-ve work

that was occurring' concurrently.

The fatherrs earl-iest learning strategy involved

participating in some form of education" Most fathers

(n:8) began their knowing/l-earning strategies by

participating in formal- education and practice sessions

conducted by heal-th professionals. Thi-s early J-earning

provided the father with a basic understanding of

diabetes; it suggested, to hirn, the knowledge and skill

that was reguired to enacl a diabetes ro1e.

And we v/ere learning all the regime, and the
scheduling, and the importance of it and
an abundance of information as you went
through the whole system.. " In a way, I guess
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it was to hype [sic] you up so that you think
that this can be handled"

If the father was unable to participate in this
earJ-y heal-th professional- directed learning, his wife

became the source of this tformalr education. In this
case, the father developed a basic knor¿ledge and

appreciation for the diabetes role through his wife's
tutoring. fn the following excerpt, a father described

his experience of learning through his wife:

Most of the time fear1y education sessions] I was
at work... so most of it fcare] was still
done by my wife I woul-d help out and try
to feed her at the proper times and sort of
watch the time for her and ask her what to
give. That's about it.
The fatherrs second knowing/learning strategy was

finding sources of information. Participation in early

learni-ng increased the fatherrs aü¡areness of the

complexity of a diabetes care-taking role. The father

began to seek information from other people and books

in order to ensure that he was able to devel-op the

competence required to care for the diabetes.

Practice was the third approach that the father

used in knowing and learning. Practice began during

the hospitalization, when the parents were encouraged

to participate in the diabetes care, and extended to
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the early weeks fol-lowing discharge. Through practice,

the father rehearsed his care-taking role; this

rehearsal assisted hirn in the I rol-e competencer and the

rrol-e expansiont components of role work.

In summary, knowing and learning was a strategy

that the father used early in his role work. The

processes of learning about the diabetes, and extending

knowledge througih practice, each assisted the father in

finding a role in the care of his child.

Re-defining.

Knowing and learning strategies provided the

father with the basic competencies that \4lere required

for a diabetes rolei in re-defining, the father

determined what that rol-e woul-d be. The strategy of

re-defining refers to the father's fonnation of a new

role for himself that was based on his eval-uation of

the roles and responsibil-ities in his life" Re-

defining v/as a personal strategy based exclusively on

the fatherrs perceptions of the ideal father role, and

his abíIity to achieve that role.

In re-defining, the father attempted to assimilate

diabetes into his present rol-es. Initially, the father

appraised his notion of an ideal diabetes role" This
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consideration of a role in diabetes may have been

conscious or unconscious; however, the father¡s

idealization of a diabetes role reflecLed earlier roles

that he had found comfort in, and internalized" The

father who perceived the paternal role ideal as that of

breadwinner and supporter transferred that ideal- to his

role as a father of a chiLd with diabetes: Irm the

breadwinner and I try to l-essen her burden a little

bit especially with my daughterrr. A father with a

more generalized rol-e used that same approach when

defining his role with his child with diabetes:

Irm a dad. My boy has got this condition that
needs attention - he needs loving care. ft is
part of being a dad. Nothing is too great;
nothing is too much for him.

Thus, the fatherrs ideal rol-e was part of his personal

definition of hiursel-f " The actual definition of the

fatherrs role in the diabetes reflected his over-a1l

perception of his role with his child.

The father's definition of an ideal diabetes role

influenced the amount of effort that he invested in re-

defining other roles in order to integrate the

diabetes. The fathers who strived for a shared-primary

rol-e deliberately attempted to balance their diabetes
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rol-e v/ith their work and outside interests. one father

stated:

We sort of got into the mind set that we would
adjust so that I v¡ou1d spend time with the
chil-dren I sort of felt that f could do it
[participate in care] and I did it, and it sort of
evol-ved

The part-time rol-e regui-red less deliberate and

assertive re-definitions of ro1es. These fathers onì-y

priorized their roles for the time that they were away

from work. The fathers in this roIe, accepted that

their wife was in the better position to provide

primary care; however, when they hlere at home these

fathers provided diabetes care to their child.

The fathersr in a supportive role did not activeì-y

adjust their daily routine or priorize other ro1es.

Their re-defining approach consisted of justifying the

role that they hrere enacting. one father who enacted a

supportive role stated: rrW. [wife] holds more of the

responsibility. You canrt split responsibility. You

can split duties, but you cannot split responsibilityr'.

In summary, the father defined his diabetes role

based on two separate but related perceptions: his

perceptions of an ideal rol-e; and his perceptions of

his ability to incorporate the diabetes into his other
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roles. The combination of these perceptions yielded

the father's definition of a diabetes role given his
past experience and his present circumstances.

Restructurinq.

Restructuring refers to the organizational_

strategj-es that the father employed in order to fulfil
his ideal-ized role. This strategy was most apparent in
the property of rol-e expansion.

The fatherrs restructuring strategies r¡¡ere both

personal and social-. The father re-organized each of
these spheres of his life in order to incorporate the

diabetes role that he had chosen. The intensity of
restructuring was related to the level- of invol-vement

that the fatherrs role entailed. The difficul-ty and

complexity of restructuring strategies hrere positively
related to the amount of the father's involvement in
the diabetes care and parenting.

Personal components of the restructuring strategy

included the fatherrs efforts to fulfi1 his rol-e while

dealing with the rigidity that was inherent in the

diabetes regime" The father participated in the

restructuring of his daily routines, leisure
activities, and communication patterns,
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Incorporating the diabetes regime into the daily

routine reguired considerable restructurÍng strategies,

particularly for fathers who desired an involved role.

The scheduling of mea1s, injections, and blood testing,

necessitated restructuring of the father's dail-y

routine if he was to assume a primary-shared role. rrone

of the big changes I suppose, is the need to be home on

time.... to get home by 6:00 is a problem in my

business. And this is when he needs merr. Because of

work responsibitities, most fatherrs daily routine

could not be sufficiently restructured to incorporate

the total diabetes regime. However, fathers with

flexibl-e work situations incorporated some aspects of
the diabetes care.

I tried to be here to do the B:00 finjectÍon]
but f found if I did that, by the tirne f got
downtown, it was 9:30 I switched over to
an earlier time, to a 7 z3O start, so that I
coul-d be hone earl,ier to help with supper
preparations.

Fathersr who enacted part-time roles complied r¿ith

personal- restructuring on weekends, when work

responsibilities did not interfere with the daily

routine.
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Personal restructuring of daily routines was

opt.ional for father's who functioned in the supportive

role. Restructuring did not occur on a regular basis

but rather as the situation reguired. rrI don¡t mind

doing it on the weekends, or the odd morning I get up.

ff Irm up before everyone else, I donrt mind sharing

thingsrt.

Personal- restructuring was also required in
leisure activities. The father, regardl-ess of his
role, fuÌfiì-Ied parenting functions that involved

leisure activities. In these circumstances, the father
re-organized activities to compensate for the l_oss of

flexibitity and a need to schedule activities.
Al-l- of a sudden you have to become very scheduled
and you have to reall-y plan ahead. you canrL
be spontaneous I mean, just to take my
son to a hockey game becomes a whole l_ot more
of an effort than .hey we got tickets to the
hockey game, let's go'. fts just that you
have to go to the ones at the right tirnes and
you have to work it out. Either he gets his
shot in the car in the parking Iot". or hre
go after dinner... or whatever it is.
Communj-catj-on patterns in the home v/ere also

restructured. For al-l fathers, the diabetes became a

source of conversation and concern; communication

patterns with his wife and children ï/ere re-structured
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to incorporate the diabetes.

I would come home and the first thing it
would be is rhow is C" ¡ how is her blood sugar
today; was she up or down?¡"

As far as the other kids are concerned. . . T,1¡e

rÀ/ere really quite concerned" " " we have tried to be
very honest and straight forward with them on it.
Social1y, the fatherrs restructuring strategies

h¡ere characterized by adjusting social situations Lo

incorporate the diabetes" Again, the amount and

difficulty of this restructuring was related to the

type of role the father adopted. The effort invol_ved

in social restructuring was positively related to the

responsibility and decision-making functions that the

father performed in his role.
Fathers in shared-primary, and part-time roles

hrere active in their efforts to ensure that the child
was cared for during times ah/ay from the parents.

Social activities \¡/ere restructured in several ways:

one or both parents ensured that they were avail_able in
the event of an emergency; care-givers \¡¡ere educated to
monitor and care for the diabetes; and occasions v/ere

adapted to incorporate the diabetes, For example, a

simple social activity reguired deliberate, and careful
planning. One fatherrs statement reflected the degree
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of social- restructuring required: rrEverything revolves

around her schedule" Everything! ".. When v¡e go out,

we have got to think about how long we are going out

for. Do we have to take the insulin? ...rr.

Restructuring of social activities, and ensuring

the diabetes was cared for in the parentsr absence,

\¡/ere approaches that the father used in order to fulfil

his prirnary-shared role, or part-time rol-e. This

strategy al-Ìowed the father to satisfy his commitment

to responsibility and decision-rnaking. Fathersr in a

supportive rol-e were not active in this social

restructuring; rather the wife assumed the

responsibility for organizing social situations. The

father in the supportive role simpl-y complied with the

restructuring that his wife had orchestrated.

In summary, restructuring strategies v/ere utilized

as the father fulfilled his diabetes role. The extent

of restructuring was rel-ated to the role that the

father was attempting Lo enact. Fathers who \dere

establ-ishing shared-primary and part-time roles v/ere

active in both personal and social- restructuring

strategies; daily routines, leisure activities,

communication patterns, social acti-vities, and child-
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care arrangements \¡Jere all restructured. Fathers

establishing their supportive role also participated in
restructuring, but to a lesser extent" These fathers

restructured l-eisure activities and communication

patterns; daily activities \¡rere restructured on an

occasional basis.

fn concl-usion, the father used three strategies
whil-e conducting his role work. Initial_ly, the father
supported his role development through knowing/Iearning

strategies; these strategies provided him with the

inforrnation that h¡as necessary for hÍm to enact a

diabetes rol-e. Secondly, the father re-defined his
roles to include the diabetesi he defined an ideal role
for himsel-f that contained all, oy parts, of the

diabetes care" FinalIy, the father used restructuring
strategies to adjust his personal and social world to
assist him in ful-fitlinq his ro1e.

Conditions for Role I^lork

The primary condition for role work was the

perceptions that the father he1d. Two inter-re1ated,
i-nteractive, aspects of the fatherrs perceptions that
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inf luenced role work r,{ere: the fatherrs perceptions of
his wife's expectatíons for his role; and, the father's
own view of his roles and responsibilities in the

spousal relationship"

The fatherrs perceptions of his wifers
expectations exerted a rnajor influence on the fatherrs
rol-e work. The effort involved in finding a rol_e, and.

the type of role the father adopted, were related to
the fatherrs perceptions of his wife's high or 1ow

expectations related to his involvement and capability.
If the father perceived his wifers expectations as

high, he was more like1y to take on an invol_ved role
than the father who perceived his wifers expectations

as low" One father who had a linited rol_e, and

experienced difficulty in finding a role, reported that
his wife had low expectations of him:

I think she considers me sl_ow and idle-braíned and
Irm not as guick to pick up the things. She isjust super organized and she just does it and its
as sinple as that" She says tyou do thisr, and I
will do it" So I just do what I am told"
Fathers who perceived their wife as having high

expectations reported more involved roles. one father
who took on a shared-primary rol_e stated: rI'm active!
That is probably more a credit to trtr. fwife] than me
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she got me into it ! ¡¡

The father¡s perceptions of his wifers
expectations interacted with the second. inftuencing
factor of rore work: the fatherrs perception of his
roles and responsibirities in the spousar_ rerationship.
The fatherts perception of these roles and

responsibil-ities originated with earrier experiences in
the rel-ationship that were non-diabetes rel-ated. one
fatherts statements irl_ustrated the interaction between
past rol-es and responsibil_ities and the rol-e work
involved in finding a diabetes role.

we have a normar- on-going process that a husbandand wife 
. 
have anyway wit¡- just rwho i= g;i;;-l;do what at home, and outsidé homer ... and we justincorporated it fthe diabetesl into that on-goingstruggì_e.

Fathers r who viewed their relationship as an
egual, sharing, partnership were more decisive in
finding their role. These fathers took on shared-
primary and part-ti-me roles. one father stated: ,she

is not just rny r,vife she is rny partner for 1ife,,. A

second fatherrs also commented: ,we had always wanted
to run a home where we were sort of equar and that
v/as our attitude toward c. tchildl " we both had to
learnrr "
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Fathers who perceived unequar or distinct maternal_

and paternar rores and responsibirities were influenced
by this perception" Fathers in rel-ationships where the
wife r.ras perceived as being in control of chird-care
and home-making \,vere more likely to 1imit their role.
Two fathers¡ who deveì-oped supportive roles commented

on their perceptions of their rol-es:

I never got up in the middl-e of the night
...so when we brought this kid home with diabetes,
right away, ily wife figured \I am going to be
doing most of this stuff'.

fts just this macho thing - the ladies lookafter the children. And that is the role that weare raised in.
In summary, the fatherrs role work was influenced

by two interacting perceptions: the fatherrs
perceptions of his wife's expectations regarding his
invol-vement and capability; and the fatherrs
perceptions of his own roles and responsibilities in
the spousal relationship. These two perceptions

interacted and influenced the effort invorved in the
fatherrs role work and ul-timately the role that the
father adopted.
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In conclusion, the process of role work was

illustrated by an evolution of the fatherts role from a

pre-established, non-diabetes role, to one that
incorporated all, or parts, of the diabetes" The

fatherrs role was defined as: a shared-primary rolei a

part-time role; or a supportive role. Fathers

conducted their role work by using three strategies:
knowing and learnJ-ng, re-defining, and restructuring.
The type of rol-e that the father adopted, and the

difficulty he had in finding this ro1e, \,ùas prirnarily

influenced by the fatherts perceptions of his o\^¡n, and

his partners, role expectations. A model depicting

role work is illustrated in Figure 3.

FÏGURE 3

Role Work

PROPERTTES

Role extension
Role competence
RoIe expansion
Role satisfaction

STRATEGIES

Knowing/learning
Redefining
Restructuring

PRIMARY
CONDITION

Perception
of own and
wife's role
expectations
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The Work qf fnteqratincr: Cocrnitive work

The third component of the work of integrating was

cognitive work. cognitive work refers to the use of
energy in an effort to develop a diabetes knowledge

base and diabetes care-taking skirrs. The parents of a

child with diabetes Ì¡¡ere faced with acguiring an

i-mposing amount of information about diabetes and

diabetes care. At the time of the diagnosis, littre
h/as known or understood about the disease. rnjections,
blood testing, urine testing, accounting for food and

exercise, and deal-ing with acute medical- emergencies,

vrere foreign to \normal-r parental functions. However

in a matter of days, the parents r{¡ere expected to
j-ncrude these diabetes care tasks into their parenting
behaviours" This inclusion, and the ul-timate

integration of diabetes care and parenting, required an

immense amount of theoretical- and practicar learning.
The properties, strategies, and prirnary condition of
cognitive work are presented in the foll-owing section.
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Properties of Cognitive Work

Cognitive work was characterized by the fatherrs
increasing knowledge and skill developrnent" The

fatherrs capabilities ranged from: an apprentice who

was unskilled, ignorant, and dependent; an assistant
who depended on others for guidance but had a basic

level- of skill and knowledge; and fina1J-y, a specialist
who was expert, skilful, independent and capable.

Apprentice.

The father began his cognitive work as an

rrapprentice'r, that is, he was unknowing, unskil_Ied and

required direct tutoring and supervision. This stage

began at diagnosis and continued until the father was

able to perform basic diabetes care-taking tasks.

These basic tasks included: insulin injections, blood

and urj-ne testing, fol-lowing a meaÌ plan, and

recognizing and treating a tow blood sugar.

As the father entered his diabetes apprenticeship,

he had l-ittle knowledge about the diabetes and was not

cognizant of the implications of his childts diagnosis.

Most apprentice fathers relied on heal-th professionals

to direct their learning" Two fathersr comments

illustrated this reliance:
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I had to attend command performances to betaught about what diabetes is and all those otherkinds of things ...il
She woul_d say they are having a course todayon nutrition; you are expected to go up there andl-isten. So they tol-d me where I shoulã be, andIrd go"

Fathers who were not available for health professional
directed learning, depended on their wife to educate

them" one father who had been educated by his wÍfe,
rel-ated his coincidental and unstructured rearning
during his apprentice stag.e:

r started watching my wife more often - what timebreakfast was, what time lunch \,{as. I startedasking more guestions as to what food sherseating, what is good for her at lunch time, and.what not.

The father was also dependent on health
professionals, oE another diabetes expert, while he was

acquiring diabetes skill-s" He was personally

supervised and directed as he practised the diabetes
care tasks"

Whil_e an apprentice, the father had 1ittle
knowledge about the chitdrs unique reactions; the
childts response to food, exercise, and abnormal blood
sugar l-evels h¡ere not known. This lack of knowledge

was articurated by a father whose chitd experienced a

severe reaction as a result of a lack of knowledge
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about the childts response to exercise: ¡¡... we had a
bad reaction, a severe reaction because we didn¡t feed

her enough we have learned nohril.

Because of a lack of diabetes knowÌedge, and.

uncertainty about the child¡s responses, the diabetes
regime was rigidly adhered to. Cornpliance to the

diabetes regime was absolute" Foods h¡ere weighed and

measured, sched.ules were strictly adhered to, and bl-ood

testing was frequent.

fn sumrnary, the father, âs an apprentice, had a

beginning J-evel of knowledge. His approach to the

diabetes was simplistic, regimented, and insecure. The

father depended on others to coordinate his cognitive
worki he reguired supervision and direction. This

supervision and direction originated with health
professional directed education, or the wife.

Assistant.

The father as an ttassistant' had achieved a basic
level of knowledge and skil_l_; however, he reguired
assistance in decision-making and probJ-ein-sol-ving. The

assistant was capable of caring for the chitd but
lacked the knowledge and experience that was required
for the provision of independent care. During this
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stage, the father was not capable of conplete

responsibirity, decision-making, and probl-em solvirg;
he rel-ied on others to assist hirn in his practical
learning of diabetes care-taking. The assistant stage
began when the father had acguired a basic revel_ of
skil1 and knowledge; this usually occured following the
conpÌetion of a hospital educat.ion program. The stage
ended when the father was capable of independent care,
responsibility, and decision-rnaking.

The assistant father conducted his cognitive work
by atternpting to expand his theoreticar and practical
knowredge base. During this stage of cognitive work,
the fatherrs theoretical knowredge was guided by his
own independent efforts to gaj-n information. He sought
out j-nformation from other individuals, read

literature, and participated in the diabetes care. The

fatherrs theoretj-cal knowledge development was enhanced

by care-taking experiences. Experiences grounded the
fatherrs knowl-edge in rearity; theoretical knowledge

t.ook on practical significance. "you can read alr the
books you want, and peopre can tell- you a1r about it,
but until it happens. . . ,r .

Practicar knowledge was attained through, oE with,
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the wife; the father gained practical knowJ-edge as he
rassisted! his wife in the diabetes care-taking. This
assistant stage of practicar- knowledge acquisition was
characterized in three ways: 1) egual and shared
assistantship with the wife. rand. so we both were
reading the book, and figuring i-t out, and teJ-ling each
other what was happenj_ngr!; 2) fluctuating, shared
assistantship. 'r wasnrt as comfortabr_e with his
disease as my wife was ...her skil-l leve1 progressed
very well and she became my supervisor on it nohr my

wife is as expert as I amil; and 3) unegual shared
assistantship. rrshe had more of the say and more of
the training r witt arways ask her she is like
the expertn.

The three variations in the father's assistantship
related to the role work that was occurring
concurrently. Fathers who \,.Jere attempting to devel0p
an active rol_e participated in an equaJ- shared
assj_stantship, or a fluctuating assistantship, with
their wife. These couples worked together to deverop
probrem-solving skir-l and independence. At times, the
fatherts and rnotherrs knowledge and skilr Ìever_ was
unequal- due to work-imposed lapses in the father's
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care-taking" However, this ineguity was temporaryi the
mother tutored the father untir his knowledge and skil-I
level was equal to hers.

Fathers who were atternpting to adopt a supportive
rol-e may have experienced a shared egual assistantship
initial-ly, but because of limited involvement in the
childrs care, the mother soon developed rnore skill. rn
this case, the mother vüas perceived as being more

skilled and knowredgeabre; she became the fatherrs
supervisor" Irlithout active efforts to advance the
fatherrs knowledge and skilr, this inequity between the
father and rnother remained. The fatherrs cognitive
work remained in the assistant stage; he had basic
knowledge and skil1 but racked the experiences that
were required for probl-em sorving and responsibility.

ïn summary, ât the beginnj_ng of the assistant
stage, the father had a basic revef of knowl_edge and

skil-l. The goal of the father's cogni-tive work at this
time, was to advance theoretical and practical
knowledge to a l_evel_ where problem-sotving and

responsibility courd occur" This advancement occurred
through the father,s independent acquisition of
theoretical- knowledge, and. through assisted practical
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learning" Assisted practicar learning occurred with
the wife; it was shared and equa1, shared and

fluctuating, or shared and unequal. ÀI1 fathers
experienced the assistantship stage; however, fathers
who took on an active diabetes rore advanced to the
next stage while fathers taking on a Ìess active rol_e

did not"

Special ist .

The final stage of cogni_tive work was

characterized by the father as a rrspeciaristr. setf-
learning, and shared experiences, provid.ed the father
with numerous learning opportunities. This rearning
advanced the fatherts theoretical- and practical
knowledge to a stage where he perceived hirnself as a
speciarist in his chi-l-d's diabetes care. The fathers
who progressed to this lever in their cognitive work

were knowì-edgeabl-e, skil fur , conf ident, independent,
and frexibl-e. Two fathersr comments il_l_ustrated the
confidence and knowledge typical of this stage:

VJhen you are deafing with it constantly, youare the specialist. you have to be"
ï started to real_ize at that point thatnothing was happening and no one wã= helping usbut ourselves There is no question, þaréntsknow a l_ot more fthan doctors].
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The diabetes care tasks were less arduous for the

specialist,father. His l-evel of knowledge, and.

abundant experiences v¡ith the diabetes, provided him

with skill and comfort in carrying out the diabetes

regime. rrToday, I can cut a banana within 2 grams of
its weight . you know, its amazingtt. Nuances of the

diet i^rere assimilated, and the responses of the child
could be predicted. Through this knowledge, the

diabetes care became more individual-ized and less

uncertain.

I{e f ine tune a I/ 4 of a tablespoon of
peanut butter for his snack at night; you
know, it is just how he is. you sort of
react a little bit to how he is behaving
v¡ithout even doing a blood test.
fn the specialist stage, the father had a high

leve1 of understanding about his child¡s uni_que

responses. Through increasing knowledge, experience,

and problem-solving, the father was abl_e to ascertain

how the child would respond to various stimul_i. One

fatherrs description of his child's low bl-ood sugar

demonstrated this integration of knowledge and

experience: rfso he had gone low through a combination

of a \¡/arm day, soccer game at lunch, and the fact that
he was cheating on hi-s diettr"
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In this stage, the father¡s cognitive work

advanced to a critical level " He independently

gathered inforrnation.from a variety of sources and

integrated that information to develop an

individualized approach for the care of his chil-d. A

fatherrs discussion of his use of literature, his

wifers knowledge, and his own experience exempJ-ified

the critical thinking that was characterized in this
stage: rr and we comment on it, we talk about it,
and we try to figure out our o\^rn strategy on how to

work things". This crítical- and individuatized

approach provided the father with the competencies that
promoted independent goal setting"

We have forrned our own opinion we were
adamant that \A/e \^/ere going to keep the sugars
within a range even if that meant walking hirn
at night, oy cutting his food, oy feeding hin
every hour.

The father as a specialist was knowì-edgeable,

skilful, independent, and confident. Typically the

father r.¡ho had attained this level of cognitive work

had been involved in a shared-prirnary or part-tirne

rol-e, and had participated in on-going self-education.

The fatherrs experience, and knowledge, each

contributed to his sense of expertise which, in turn,
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andal-Ior¿ed him to provide independent, individualized,
skilful-, care to his child.

In surnmary, the fatherûs cognitive i,¿ork progressed

through three stages: apprentice, assistant, and

specialist. The progression through these stages was

characterized by advancing knowledge, skill,
independence, confidence, and flexibility. The father
accomplished these stages first through direct tutoring
and supervision, then shared experience and problem-

solving, and final-Iy independent learning, experience

and decision-making. Each father's cognitive work did
not progress through aJ_I three stages. Some fathers,
v¡ho had chosen less active roles with their chil-d with
diabetes, rernained in the assistant stage.

Strategies in Cognitive t^lork

The father conducted his cognJ-tive work by

utilizing three interdependent and rel-ated strategies:
searching," acguiring; and experiencing. For cJ_arity,

each of these strategies are presented individually;
however, they hrere inter-related and used cotrectivery
during the fatherrs cognitive work.
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Searching

The father conducted his cognitive work by

searching for sources of information. The father
rrsearchedrr by seeking out sources of information that
assisted hin in gaining theoretical- and practical

knowledge" Searching strategies hrere active or

passive, flexible or infì-exible, and simple or complex.

The style of searching that the father used varied

throughout the stages of cognitive work. When the

child was diagnosed with diabetes, the father was

confronted with his lack of knowledge. He required

basic information about the diabetes yet the

hospital-ization of his child left him with litt1e time

and energy to seek out information" Àt this time, the

fatherrs searching strategies were passive and simple.

He did not know what he needed to know, or where to go

for information; he wanted the basic information that
r{as reguired for the care for of his child.

The informati-on you first get is pretty
sinplistic stuff - but that is just about where
you are in the initial stages you can only
cope with so much coming in"

During this early cognitive work, the father was

willing to accept information from h,ealth
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professional-s, watch the videos they provided, and read

the Ìiterature that they suggested. The father rel_ied

on these formal sources of information because they

were accessible, structured, and avairabre. The father
did not demonstrate flexibility in his searching at
this stage" He sirnply accepted what he was given and

did not look for al-ternative sources of information.
rf these structured and assessabre formar sources

of information were not incl_uded in the father's
searching strategies, earl-y 1earning was prolonged.

The father had to search for another source of
inforrnation that was accessibl-e, structured, and

available. This alternative source was the wife;
however, the father could not proceed with his rearning
until his wife had gained sufficient information to
instruct him. This delay in fJ_nding a source of
information extended the fatherrs searching strategies.

Fol-l-owing the apprentice stage, the father,s
searching strategies became more active and flexibre.
The fatherrs experiences with his child led him to the
realization that he had only basic information.
severar fathersr statements reveared this realization:
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There didn't seem to be much
individualization in terms of trying to establ-ish
what we do and what hre rvere "

We would have l-iked a lot more information"
We got the real basic stuff; we wanted more.

At this tirne, earlier formal sources (health

professionals and literature) continued to be

utilized; however, they hrere expanded to meet the

familyts individual-ized needs. AIl fathers expanded

their use of the literature as they attempted to find
sources that addressed some of their unique concerns.

As one father stated: rrI am more interested in the

more scientific ievel so v/e have got a fair bit of

l-iterature on the diseaserr.

The father also became more flexible in his

searchinq; he began to seek out informal sources of

information. He searched for other individuals who

either had diabetes, or who were knowledgeabl-e about

diabetes. rfA gentleman at r^¡ork has diabetes f wiII
ask him questions its good practical advicerr" Some

fathersr searching efforts reveal-ed that their wife was

an excellent informal source of i-nformation.

Finally, in the specialist stage, the fatherrs
searching efforts \¡/ere active, f1exible, and critical"
The father searched for mul-tiple sources of infornati-on
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and compared and contrasted this information in order

to establish his own goals and beliefs. Formal and

informal sources \,vere utilized and critigued" The

father no longer passively received information, but

raLher critically examined it for its usefulness in his
own unigue situation.

There was individual variation in the searching

strategies of the father. The extent of searching was

related to the role that the father was assuminq in the

care of his child. Àl-though not related to the

education, or occupation of the father, fathers who

hrere in an involved role were more active and fl_exible

in their searching strategies. Fathers who were in
less active roles tended to search for sources of
information that $/ere readily accessibÌe; specificaJ-Iy,

their wife or other individual-s who they had frequent

contact with"

In summary, searching strategies varied with the

stage of cognitive work and the concurrent role work"

Fathersr searching strategies evolved from passJ_ve,

sirnple, and inflexibl-e to active, complex, and

fl-exible. Fathers adopting involved roles were more

variable in their searchj-ng strategies.
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Acquirinq "

fnitial-Iy, the fatherts cognitive work was guided

by searching for information" Once sources of

information were found, the fatherrs attempted to

acquire, oL rrtake j-nrt that information. In acquiring,

the father attempted to comprehend diabetes

information; he had to attend to, and understood the

information.

Initially, the father attended to the information,

that is, he made himself available to receive his

sources of information. At the same time, the father
attempted to understand the information that he was

confronting. The fatherrs acguiring strat.egies

consisted of some, or alÌ, of the following:
participation in formal education sessions or support

groups; consulting with health professionals; revievring

written literature; use of the media; and discussing

the diabetes with knowledgeable lay people. In each of
these circumstances, the father used these sources to
understand the diabetes and the diabetes care.

The fatherrs approach to attending to, and

understanding information either advanced or hindered

his cognitive r+ork" Fathers who interacted with
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multiple sources of information moved through the

stages of cognitive work more guickly than those

fathers who were less interactive with fewer sources of

information. For examPle, fathers who combined at

l-east three sources of information (literature, heal-th

professional-s, and wife) I¡¡ere more successfu] in their

acquiring strategies; these fathers were more

knowJ-edgeable and demonstrated advanced cognitive work.

Afternatively, fathers who used less than three sources

of information had more difficulty acquiring

information and had difficulty advancing to the

specialist stage of cognitive work.

In summary, acquiring strategies consisLed of

ettending to sources of information and understanding

those sources of information. The fatherts acguiring

efforts were promoted by the interactive utilization of

nultiple sources of information.

Experiencing "

The final strategy of cognitive work was that of

experiencing. Experiencing refers to the active

participation in incidents that occured as a resul-t of

the childts diabetes" The father practised, and acted,

based upon his understandinq of the diabetes" The
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earlier strategy of acguiring, and the strategy of

experiencing often occurred concurrently. Acquiring

r^ras often only real-ized when the father had an

opportunity to rrpracticert his knowledge. One father¡s

comments i]lustrated the relationship between acquiring

and experiencing:

You can read the literature and all that
stuff; that will give you sort of a brush with it
but you donrt reaJ-Iy get the same fl-avour as you
do when you are right there doing it. Thatrs when
you get the hands-on experience.

Each nev/ experience brought with it tfre challenge of a

new problem which had to be sol-ved. This on-going

problem solvJ-ng further advanced the fathers cognitive

work.

The father's participative efforts fostered his

knowtedge and skill; he was provided with the practical

experience that was required to advance his knowledge.

These same experiences provided the father with

information that was unigue to his child and promoted

his problem-solving. For example, one father related

how he l-earned about his child¡s response through

practice: rrsometimes you inject him certain ways and

it hurts more and f sort of learned that !{aytt.

In summary, experiencing strategies involved the
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father¡s active participation in the variety of

incidents that occurred as a resul-t of his child¡s

diabetes. Active participation in diabetes care-taking

tasks provided the father with practical knowledge and

skil-l as well as the opportunity to participate in
problem-solving. This participative Iearning advanced

the fatherrs cognitive work both theoretically and

practically.

Conditions for Cognitive Work

The primary condition for the father's cognitive

work was the fatherrs perception of his capability.

Capability was an internaÌ process that is defined as

the fatherrs perception of his own confidence and

ability. The stage of the fatherrs cognitive work, and

the strategies that he used, r¡/ere infl-uenced by his
fatherrs capability for acguiring information and

skill. Fathersr who perceived themselves as capable,

or confident and able, advanced through the stages of

cognitive work more quickly. Fathersr who perceived

themselves as l-ess capabì-e progressed more slowly and

used fewer strategies; these fathers had difficulty
advancing to the specialist stage of cognitive work.
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The fatherrs sense of capability influenced how he

conducted his cognitive work and ultimately the role

work that occurred concurrently" All fathers \dere

aware that if they were to adopt an active rol-e, they

would reguire the knowtedge and skill that was inherent

in that role. rrYou have to know it, so you have got to

learn it!t'. Fathers striving for active roles reported

that their cognitive work was rapid and integrative:
rrwithin three months you will have adaptedtr" These

capable fathers achieved the specialist stage of

cognitive work within a year of the diagnosis. Fathers

in less active roles had prolonged cognitive work.

These fathers (n:5) have remained in the assistant

stage of cognitive work for five to seven years"

The fatherrs capabiJ-ity also influenced the

strategies that were utilized during role work"

Fathers who perceived themselves as confident and able,

utilized many sources of forrnal and informal-

information" These fathers searched for, and received,

information from health professional-s, the media,

literature, and other individuals; they gained

practical knowledge from active involvement in their
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childts care" Conversely, Iess confident and able

fathers exhibited a strong reliance on their wife as a

source of information" other sources tended to be

sinplistic and focused,' there was Iinited contact with

health professi-onals and a basic level of literature

was used.

In sunmary, the fatherrs capabiJ-ity, or confidence

and ability, to acquire knowledge and skill influenced

the stage, and strategies, of his cognitive work.

Fathers who were capable and seeking an active rol-e

advanced to the specialist stage of cognitive lvork,

while those fathers who were less capable and not

seeking an active role remained in the assistant stage.

Secondly, the fatherrs capability influenced the

strategies that the father used during his cognitive

work. Capable fathers relied on several- sources of

information, whiÌe less capable fathers were more

narrow in their use of information.

In conclusion, cognitive work was characterized by

the development of the fatherts diabetes knowledge and

skill" The fatherrs cognitive work progressed through

three stages: an apprentice stage, âñ assistant stage,

and finally, a specialist stage. In this study, all
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fathers reached the assistant stage at some point
during their cognitive work," however, onÌy five fathers
had reached the specialist stage. Fathers' conducted

their cognitive work by relying on three refated
strategies: searchinq for sources of information;
acguiring knowredge; and experiencing the diabetes and

the diabetes care-taking. The fathersr use of these
strategies varied depending on the stage of their
cognitive work and the degree of their invorvement with
child care. The primary condition for the father's
cognitive work was the fatherrs capability, or his
perception of his own confidence and abi]-ity. Figure 4

il-lustrates the components of cognitive work.

FIGURE 4

Cognitive l^lork

PRIMÀRYPROPERTIES STRA,TEGTES CONDITION

Àpprentice Searching perception
Assistant Acquiring of caþabilitySpecialist Experiencing
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Conclusion

The father of a child wÍth IDDM rrworked¡r to

integrate his child's diabetes into his life" Energy

was used to accomplish the tasks of each type of

integrating work. This energy $tas characterized by the

active and intense use of physical, emotional, and

intellectual- effort to achieve an objective or produce

a change. Emotional work involved the awareness and

use of energy to acknowledge the diabetes and the

irnplications of the illness" The father worked to

acknowledge the real-ity of the diabetes and deal with

unrelenting worry. The second type of integrating work

was role work. Role work refered to the intentional

use of energy to define, organize, and enact the

functions associated with fathering a child with

diabetes" Finally, the third type of work, cognitive

work, refered to the use of energy ín an effort to

develop a diabetes knowledge base and diabetes care-

taking skiIls.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE BEGINNING SUBSTANTTVE THEORY

INTEGRATING DTÀBETES TNTO EVERYDAY LIFE: THE
EXPERIENCES OF FATHERS

fntroduction
rn this chapter, ân eraboration of the theory of

integrating is presented. This theory refrects a

conceptualization of fathersr responses to their pre-
adorescent childrs diabetes. This chapter is presented
j-n two sections. The first section provides a

description of the theory of integrating and is
presented in three parts: fi-rst, ân overview of the
theory of integrating J-s presented,- second, a synthesis
of the phases, and the work of integrating is outrined;
and third, the phases and work of integrating are
il-lustrated with two case examples. rn the second

section, the theory of integrating is outlined and a
model depicting the theory is proposed.
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Integrating: Discovering, Reordering,
and Internalizing

fntegratj_ng: An Over-view

The anar-ysis and resurting conceptualization of
the gualitative data red to the developrnent of a

beginning process theory titled: rntegrating Diabetes
into Everyday Life: The Experiences of Fathers.
rrrntegrating diabetesrr refers to the fatherrs
assirnilation of his child's diabetes into alr spheres
of his life; diabetes is included in the fatherrs view
of hirnsel-f as a father, and his everyday worr-d. This
process of integrating Ís represented in three inter-
dependent phases: discovering the meaning of the
diabetesi reordering patterns of daily living; and

internalizing change. The impetus for the movement

through these phases is the father¡s evolving
perception of his diabetic chÍrdrs needs. Resor_ution
of these phases of integrating occurs as a resur-t of
the fatherrs use of energy to accomprish emotional
work, role work, and cognitive work. Integrating is
reaLized when the father, through his rr¡/orkr, resolves
the phases of discovering, reordering, and

internalizing. Movement through these three phases is
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not a distinct, linear, unrelated process but rather a

fluid, ongoing process that is the reflection of

interdependent, overlapping experiences.

Without exception, all fathers experienced the

phases of discovering the meaning of dj-abetes and

reordering patterns of daily living. Seven of the ten

fathers had also achieved the phase of internalizing.
However, three fathers remained in the reorderi-ng

phase" one father, who had previously internal-ized,

was conducting role work and cognitive work

characteristic of the reordering phase; this resurgence

of reordering work was a resul-t of changes in the

fanily when his wife returned to work. The remaining

two fathers were functioning in the stage of

reordering; these fathers continued to struggle with

the emotional work of acknowledging the reality of
diabetes and dealing with unrelenting worry.

Working Through The Phases of Integrating

Integrating is accomplished when the fatherrs

emotional work, role work, and cognitive work is
successful in resolving the phases of discovering,

reordering, and internalizing. A synthesis of the
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phases of integrating and the work of integrating is

presented in the following text" This section is

introduced with a model (see Figure 5) depicting the

relationship between the phases, and the work of

integrating. Followj-ng this model, âD elaboration of

the three phases of integrating, and the work

characteristic of each phase, is presented" The text

is concluded v¡ith two case examples that are used to

illustrate the process of integration"
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FIGURE 5
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The initiar phase of integrating is discovering
the meaning of diabetes. This rdiscovering¡ introduces
the father to the rear-ity of dÍabetes; the irnprications
of diabetes are sl-owly uncovered. rn this phase, the
father makes four discoveries: r.) his child has

di-abetes ì z) diabetes is a comprex and multifaceted
condition; 3) the care-taking demands are numerous,

complex, and unrel_entirg; and 4) potentiaf Ìy, the
diabetes can infl-uence ar-l aspects of his Iife. This
phase of discovering begins at the time of the child's
diagnosis 

"

The father begins his emoti.onar- work, cognitive
work, and rol-e work in an effort to cope with the
rrdiscoveries¡r of this phase. Enotionar- work is
sígnificant. Alr fathers struggle personally as they
attempt to cope with the diagnosis and the rerated
care-taking demands. Fathers arso conduct emotional
work as they deal with the impact that the diabetes has

on their wife and their well children" The father's
emotional work is dorninated by the work typified in the
property racknowl-edging the rear-ity of diabetes¡; the
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work of 'dealing with unrelenting worry¡ is commenced

but less significant"

Cognitive work is also significant during the

discovering phase. The father attempts to understand

the pathophysiology, complications, and care-taking

demands of diabetes. Cognitive work is demanding as

the father struggles to assimilate information that is
foreign, yet necessary for his child's care. In this
discovery phase, cognitive work is exernplified in the

property titled lapprenticer .

FinalJ-y, roJ-e work al-so begins at a prelirninary

1eveI. The father is expected to begin basic role work

inmediately foltowing his child's diagnosis. He is
asked to adjust his other roles and responsibilities so

that he may participate in formal education sessions"

Durj-ng this phase of discovery, the father also begins

to consider what his role and responsibilities might

be" Role work at this tirne is characterized by two

properties: role extension, and to a lesser extent,

rol-e competence "

Emotional work, role work, and cognitive work

al-low the father to progress through this phase of
discovery. The work of this phase is complete when the



father has deveroped an understanding of the ai.¡"t"]
and the diabetes care demands" The runderstandingr!

that marks the termination of this phase is
demonstrated by: l-) the father's ability to carry out

the diabetes care-taking tasks (insuJ-in administration,
blood testing, urine testing, following a written meal

plan, treating hypoglycaemic reactions, managing

exercise); 2) the father¡s knowledge of the diabetes

schedule; 3) the father's knowledge of the cause, basj_c

pathophysioì-ogy, and management of diabetes; and 4) an

awareness of his childts early emotionaì- response to
his diabetes.

Although the discovering phase begins at
diagnosis, it may be re-entered at any time. The work

characteristic of this phase may be required when the
father encounters changes in his childrs diabetic
condition that require additional ildiscovery of
meanj-ngsrr. Examples of such changes may include:
medical- emergencies such as a hypoglycernic seizure or
diabetic ketoacidosisi the development of
complications; or the diagnosis of another i1lness.

1o summaríze, in this phase, the father develops a
realization and understanding of the diabetes and its
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implications through his emotionar, cognj-tive, and. rore
work. Emotional work and cognitive work are dominant

during this phase; the father must cope and learn in
order to discover. rnitiarly, fathers enter this phase

at diagnosis; it is completed when the father perceives
himself as having a basic understanding of the disease
and an ability to carry out basic care-taking fuctions.

The second phase of integrating is reordering
patterns of dairy riving" This phase fol_l-ows the phase

of discovering; however, the two phases may over-lap.
At this time, the father understands the imprications,
and the demands of diabetes; however, he has not yet
structured his life to incrude the diabetes. The

reordering phase is characterized by the fatherrs
efforts to expand his daily routine to include the
diabetes. patterns of living are reorganized in order
to ensure that the child's care-taking and rnonitoring
needs are met" Reordering of patterns includes:
r-) incorporating the diabetes care into the daily
routine, that is, six meals, one to two insulin
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i-njections, four to six blood tests, routine exercise,
urine testing, continuous monitoring, and treatment of
acute complications; 2) ensuring on-going monitoring

and supervision of the child; 3) establishing family
members roles and responsibilities; 4) adjusting
leisure, and socía1 activitiês, and 5) finding
satisfaction in reordered activities"

The phase of reordering patterns may be 1engthy.

At the beginning of this phase, the fatherrs attempts

to reorder require effort. The beginning of this stage

is marked by: 1) a sense of worry and stress

associated with establishing family routines; 2) a

sense of worry and stress when diabetes routines are

not strictly adhered to; 3) conscious, deliberate
thought surrounding the diabetes care-tasks and

problern-solving situations; 4) few fanily members and

friends knowledgeable regarding the diabetes; 5)

reliance on heal-th professionals and knowledgeable

others for direction regarding the diabetes; and 6) a

personal sense of stress and anxiety regarding the
diabetes and its impì-ications.

Successful resol_ution of the chal-Ienges of the
reorderj-ng phase are dependent on the fatherrs work.
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During this phase, emotional work, cognitive work, and

role work are occurring concurrently; however, role
work is dominant. fn role work, the father is
struggling to find his role in the care of the child;
he works to find a role and then reorganizes his
patterns of living based on that role. The properties
of the fathersr role work at this time incl-ude: the

contj-nuation of I'role cornpetencêtt, and the emergence of
rrrole expansi-onrr.

The fatherrs emotional work persists during this
phase. The father continues to acknowledge the rearity
of diabetes,' he is also confronted with the emotional

work of trdealing with unrelenting worryr¡. This

additional emotional work is associated with the

fatherrs rore work. As the father expands his rol-e to
include the diabetes, he is faced with worry regarding

his responsibiJ-ity, the child's health, and his fanily.
Even if the father does not expand his role, he is
confronted with worry about his wife and family.

Cognitive work paratlels role work durj_ng the

reordering phase" The father works to advance his
theoretical and practical knor+ledge in order to support

his rore with the diabetes" The intensity of cognitive
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work is congruent with the intensity of role work.

Fathers who have a major role expansion, will conduct

significant cognÍtive work in order to devel-op the
competencies necessary for their rore. The property of
rol-e work, that is typical during this phase of
reordering, is the rrassistantr although some fathers
begin cognitive work characteristic of the 'rspeci_arist*
during the l-ater stages of this phase.

As the father works and progresses through the
reordering stage, patterns of living evolve and the
intensity of the fatherrs stress lessens; diabetes

routines become less formidable and more customary.

The end of this phase is marked by the attainnent of a

sense of stability. change in patterns are no longer
reguiredi the diabetes care and the diabetes itself
become routine. rndicators of the termination of this
phase are: 1) a lessening of worry, thinking, and

problem-sorving as the diabetes and care-taking have

become r¡routinerri 2) family members are av/are of , and.

furfit functions rel-ated to the diabetes spontaneously;

3) fanily and friends are knowledgeable regarding

diabetes," 4) a lessening reliance on heal_th care
providers and know]-edgeable others for direction; 5)
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the father articulates his personarization of the
accepted-reality of his childrs diabetes,. and 6) the
father expresses contentment v¡ith his patterns of dairy
1 iving.

Resolution of this phase is not necessaril-y
permanent. Although stability nay be reached at one

point in time, reordering of patterns may be necessary
at some time in the father's future. Like al-r phases,

this phase may be re-entered at times when the father's
perception of his chirdrs needs changes. changes in
the chiJ-d, the farniJ-y, or the diabetes regime may arter
the father¡s perceptions of his child and require
adjustments to the established patterns. For exampre,

one father returned to this phase folrowing his wife's
return to part-ti-me work" His established pat,terns of
living were no longer functional. A1r three types of
work T¡/ere resumed as he assumed more responsibility for
the diabetes management and decision-making.

To summarize, in the phase of reordering, the
father works to deverop an ordered existence that
includes the diabetes. The father achieves this
through role hrork, cognitive work, and emotionar work.
However, this work is dorninated by role work; emotional
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work and cognitive work support the rol-e work" This
phase begins when the father has achieved a basic
understanding of the diabetes and terminates when the
father has establ-ished, and adapted to, a personal

pattern of living that incorporates the diabetes.

rnternalizing chancre: when change is no Longer viewed
as Change

The final phase of integrating is described as

internalizing change. This stage fol_lows the
reordering phase; the father has established stable
patterns of living and is satisfied with those

patterns" Movement into this phase is subtle and is
only real-ized retrospectively. The phase of
internalizing change reflects a poj-nt in the father's
life where the changes that have occurred as a resurt
of the diabetes, are no Ìonger conscious. The father
has internalízed the experiences that have led to
change, and has assinil-ated them into his internalized
view of himself as a father and his everyday life.
Fathers who are experiencing the phase of internarizing
retrospectively identified several indicators that will
be described and il-lustrated with excerpts fron the
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data: 1) a real-ity-reasoning acceptance of the

diabetes: rryou become reconciled to what the diabetes

means; and rrthere is no point moping about it, as long

as we do the best that we can I think that I have

adaptedt¡; 2) a lack of consciousness regarding the

demands of the diabetes: Ityou are no longer conscious

and the intensity is far less it is ress draining and

stressful-rr; 3) a retrospective sense of contentment:
rrrealizing that there was real1y nothing that I coul_d

have done differenttt and t'you have to sort of say rwel-l

f have done the best that I can dot; and 4) a new sense

of norrnalcy that includes the diabetes: ilits [the
diabetesl been around for so long that we continue on;

you donrt even think about it - you just do it'r.
In this phase, emotional work, cognitive trüork, and

rol-e work are no longer separate and distinct.. In
emotional work, the father has reached an accepted-

reality; hrorry about the diabetes is minimj-zed through

control" cognitively, the father is defined as either
an assistant or a specialist; this l_evel of cognitive
work is relativery stabl-e" Role work is characterized
by a sense of rore satisfaction. The father accepts

his role for what it is and no longer strives to find
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an alternate role"
Tn spite of an apparent equitibriurn, integrating

work continues during the internal izíng phase. The

demands of diabetes are unrenitting; di-sregarding them

threatens the childrs health. Thus, in the phase of
internalizing, the work of managing diabetes continues;
however, the intensity, awareness of change, and

emotional responses, l-essen. Life with diabetes
becomes part of everyday life.

Although the phase of internal izing can be

rel-atively constant, there is arways the possibirity
for change. structurar or functionar changes in the
family, and/or a change in the child¡s condition or the
diabetes regime, ilay charlenge the father's perception
of stability and normarcy. As a resurt, the father rnay

conduct rrworkr¡ that was characteristic of earrier
phases; discovering or reordering may be necessary.

several fathers cited experiences that il_lustrate how

changing perceptions motivate the return to the work

that is characteristic of earl-ier phases. witnessi_ng

their child's hypoglycemic seizure hurled two
rrinternalizedrr fathers back to the discovering and

reordering phases. These fathersr perception of
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stability was thwarted when, for the first tÍme, they
rearized that their childrs life was threatened. These

fathers had to tdiscover¡f the meaning of their chil_d r s

seizure and dear with renewed worries. once they
understood the iinplications of the seizure, they
reordered their patterns of monitoring and care-taking
in order to rninimize the threat of further seizures.
rn both cases, the fathers successfurty conducted their
work and returned to the internalizing phase. However,

their accepted-reality had changed; fife-threatening
seizures v/ere now part of their reality.

rnternalized fathers arso experienced ar-tered
perceptions of their childrs need.s during: the chird¡s
school entry; changes in the motherrs or father¡s
occupational statusi the birth of another chil_d; and

the child¡s changing responses to the diabetes. ïn
each of these cases the fathers returned to the work
that is characteristic of the discovering or reordering
phases" Most often the fathers resorved this work and

reLurned to the internalizing phase. However, one

father continued to rworkrr in an earrier phase.

fn summary, in the phase of internat ízíng change,

the changes that have occurred as a resur-t of the
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diabetes, are no longer conscious. The father has

internalized the experiences that have led t.o change,

and has assirnilated them into his view of hi-rnsel-f as a

father, and his everyday life" However, this phase may

not be permanent. Changing perceptions of the child¡s

needs may require a renewal of the work characteristic

in the discovering or reordering phases. The father

may remain fixed in these earlier phases of

integrating, or he may return to the internalizing

phase.

In conclusion, the process of integrating is

realized through three related, and interdependent

phases: discovering the meaning of diabetes;

reordering patterns of living; and internalizing

change. The indicators of these phases are presented

in Appendix I. Advancement through these phases is

realized through the father¡s emotional- work, role

r,rrork, and cognitive work. The fatherrs movenent

through these phases is not linear but rather f1uid.

He may conduct the work for the phases concurrently or

separately; he rnay also move back and forth between

phases as his perceptions of his child's needs change.
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Exemplars of The Father ¡ s Experiences in trlorking

Through The phases of fntegrating
The informants provided rich descriptions of their

experiences with their childrs diabetes. seven of the
informants had reached a state of internal_izing. The

remaining three subjects remained in the phase of
reordering. The phase that the father occupied related
to his success in conducting the work of integrating.
Two case exampres wirl- be presented to irl-ustrate the
process of integrating. In each case the duration of
the childts illness was five years. rn the first case

called Father 4", a father who had achieved integration
is illustrated; the second case, Father B., depicts a

father who was suspended in the phase of reordering.
Father A.: Achievinq fnteqration

The following discussion reflects the experiences

and the words of a father who had achieved integration.
This father related his successful use of emotionar,

cognitive, and role work through each of the three
phases of integrating"
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This fatherrs description of his thoughts and

emotions during his child's diagnosis and

hospitalization are typical of the discovering phase.

Discovering the meaning of the diabetes had an

emotional irnpact i the father discussed several_

responses that indicated the property of acknowledging

the rearity of diabetes. Reactions to the diagnosis
incruded crying, a distraught feeting, and. a desire to
rerieve his child of pain. The father reported other
emotions that indicate the property of acknowledging;
growing rearization and taking on responsibility were

both expressed: rrarr of a sudden you have to become

very schedured, and you have to really pran ahead...
that really upset us this r,üas our responsibility;
no one erse was going to do itr. The father arso
described a lack of knowredge that is typicar of the
discovering phase: "we didnrt know anything about the
disease.." and we didnrt understand the inplicationsr.

The father imrnediately emproyed emotionar- work,
cognitive work, and role work strategì-es to cope with
the charrenges of this discovering phase. For this
father, cognitive work and emotional_ work \dere more
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frequent than role work; however, all three types of
work did occur. Emotionafly, he used managing and

sharing strategies" cognitivefy, he sought out heal-th

professional education, attended education sessions,

and participated in his child¡s care. Role work

incl-uded adjusting his work to enable hirn to
participate in diabetes education. He al_so began re-
def ining strategies,' he def ined his past role in child
care as active and shared, and wanted that rol-e to
continue "

The employnent of these emotional, cognitive, and

role work strategies aided the father's rapid
progression through the discovering phase. Fol1owing

an intensive one to two week period of rÌa/orkr, this
faLher completed the discovering phase and entered the
next phase of reordering

Reordering patterns of daily Iiving.
The father began this phase of integrating

fol-lowing his childrs discharge from hospital. Again,

he had many experiences that hrere typical of this
phase" He continued to adapt to the notion that his
child had a chronic ill-ness; however, dealing with
unrerenting worry became the predominant emotional-
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For the first littre whire,you didnrt sleep aswer-l because you v/ere worriãd about ni*-nãir"õreactions at night time and it got to be kindof a daunting thing after a while .: " worryingabout meals. ".
The father arso experienced ror-e work and cognitive
work that are characteristic of the reordering phase.
His role r¿ork refr-ected the property of rore expansion
and beginning rore satisfaction. He had redefined his
rore to incrude the diabetes and was makingr efforts to
realize that goal. cognitivery, the father was at an
apprentice level_; he was capable of bas j-c care but
experienced difficurty wÍth decision-making and
problem-soIving" He recognized that additional
cognitive work would be necessary if he was to
integrate the child's diabetes into his rife.

rn this phase, the father¡s role work was frequent
and intense" The father reft the.hospital feering
capable of basic care and desiring an active role.
However, continued rore work was problematic because he
missed many experiences while he was at. work.

I did go back [to work] . " " that is when itp-robably got worse for me when f was doing
-tli"g¡ with my son, r vüasn¡t as comfortabre withhis disease.as my wife was r don't think thatdid good things ior my son either,
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The father used knowing/Iearning, redefining, ..,a

restructuring strategies to resolve this aspect of his

role work. The father defined his expanded diabetes

role as 'part-timer and restructured his work to ensure

that he could take on evening and Saturday care. His

continued participation in the diabetes care-taking

tasks ensured that he was a capable care-provider.

The fatherrs cognitive work supported this role

work. At the beginning of this phase, the father

described hinself as a beginner; by the end of the

phase, he described himself as an expert. The father

v/as active in his cognitive work. He relied on formal

(health professional-s, literature, and a support

group), and informal- (wife, other parents), sources of

information. He participated in a fluctuating, shared

assistantship with his wife. That is, early in the

reordering phase, the motherrs knowledge surpassed the

father's. At this time the mother tutored the father

until he had an equivalent knowledge and skill level"

This ,shared assistantship was followed by the father

developing specialist level of knowledge and skill"
The role work and cognitive work also facilitated

the fatherrs ernotional work related to unrelenting
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lsorry" He related that his active role, and an

ìexpert¡ knowledge base provided hin with a sense of

control" This control lessened his worry" He stated:
ItAnd it is one of those things that eventually through

doing, and through time, you just work your way through

it. It got betterrr .

The father's reordering phase was a time of active

role work that was supported by cognitive and emotional

r¿¡ork. The interaction between these three types of

work promoted the fatherrs advancement through this

phase and his ultimate integration of the diabetes into

his life.

Internalizing change.

The father entered this final phase of integrating

once his patterns of living were established and

accepted. The point Ín time of this progression was

not definite: rrf donrt know, it just progressed by

doing" Life goes on and you have to get on with itrr.

This father echoed the central characteristic of

the internalizing phase; that is, the changes that

have occurred because of the diabetes are no longer

conscious or noticed. The fatherrs life with the

diabetes is his rnormalt life: rrit is amazing that you
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can accommodate everything that you could do beforew.

Cognitive work, emotional work, and role work

could not be delineated as separate processes by the

father" The father had a general view of the diabetes

and himself; he had established an approach to living
with the diabetes that was stable and did not require

on-going active work. EmotionalÌy, the father
expressed acceptance of his childts condition. He was

satisfied with his part-time role and did not suggest

any need to alter his approach to parenting his chid,

or supporting his wife. Cognitively, the father
perceived himself as an expert; he sustained this leve1

of capability through on-going diabetes care and self-
learning.

In this case, the fatherfs integration of the

diabet.es into his life has reached a point of stabilit.y
and eguilibrj-un.
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Father B.: Suspended Reordering

The following case reflects the words and

experiences of a father who had not yet attained

integration" This father had difficulty with the

reordering phase of integrating, and therefore, v/as

unable to enter the phase of internalizing change.

Discoverinq the meaning of diabetes.

This fatherrs experience in the discovering phase

r,{as simil-ar to fathers who resolve the phases of
integrating. This father experienced emotional_

responses characteristic of the property racknowledging

the reality of diabetesr" The fatherrs initial
feelings were characterized by shock and disbelief.
r¡It was quite a shock I was very upset I had a

tough time dealing with it, right from the first
instance; I rea1ly had troubl-e acceptingtt. The father
also described cognitive work that was typicat of the

stage of discovery. He spoke of participating in
formal education sessions and in his childrs diabetes

care. His knowledge hras at the apprentice stagei he

was capable of performing care-taking tasks and shared

in the care of his child" Properties of role work \^/ere
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also described. The father experienced role extension

and beginning role competence; he took time off work so

that he could participate in diabetes education and the

care of hís chil-d.

This father employed strategies for each type of

integrating work" The father used cognitive and role

work strategies in a way that was simj-lar to fathers

who had successfully integrated. For examPle, the

cognitive strategies searching, acquiring, and

experiencing r¡¡ere used by the father as he worked

through the cognitive work of the apprentice stage"

RoIe work included the strategies of knowing/learning

and restructuring. The father was able to find a role

for himself during his chitd's hospitalization.

This fatherrs emotional work strategies $/ere

unl-ike other fathers" This father used fewer

strategies, and his use of these strategies was

limited. Possible emotional work strategies included

normalizing, personalizing, and managing" The use of

these strategies encompassed a single notion: the

diabetes could only be accepted when it was cured" The

fatherrs normalizing strategies were linited to

comparing diabetes to other diseases that could not be
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\cured¡. His personalizing strategy reflected

difficul-ty accepting the diabetes; it was seen as a

hopeless situation" ¡¡I{hat happens today is going to

happen today, and there is nothing you can do about

itrr. Hopelessness, and waiting for a cure, Ì¡/ere

reflected in the fatherrs managing strategy" ¡rThere is

nothing we can do about it, except hope that they find

a cure for itrr "

This father experienced the phase of discovering

in a way that was similar to integrating fathers.

Cognitive work included achieving an apprentice level

of knowledge and skill. RoIe work included achieving

role extension and early role competence. Emotional

work included atternpting to acknowledge the reality of

the diabetes. This work was not resolved in the

discovering phase; however, this was not unusual. All

fathers extended the work of acknowledging the reaJ-ity

of the diabetes into the phase of reordering. What was

different in this case, was the fatherrs lirnited

strategies for working through his emotional responses"

Reorderincr patterns of Iiving.

The father began his phase of reordering patterns

of living shortly follov¡ing his chil-d's discharge from
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hospital" In this phase, the father conducted

emotional, cognitive, and role work" E¡notional work

was dominant; cognitive work and role work hlere

l-inited. For this father, the phase of reordering has

continued for five years; emotional work is ongoing and

cognitive and role work appear fixed"

During the reordering phase, the fatherrs

cognitive work was depicted as an assistant. Early in

this phase, the father entered a equal, shared

assistantship with his wife. rrrt was a learni-ng process

r¡¡e both were reading the book and figuring it out

and telling each other what was happening. ¡r Because of

the fatherrs work responsibitities, and lirnited

capability, his equal assistantship soon becarne

unegual: rrshe took over with my scheduling at

work, I could be out for two or three days in a row

so ít just natural-ly evolvedrr. The father never

advanced his knowledge beyond the assistant Ievel. He

had limited sources of information and lirnited

experience in caring for his childi he did not express

any need to expand his knowledge base" The fatherrs

comments illustrate these characteristics of the
tassistantr:
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I never learned it because f dídn¡t, have to
but W. fwife] told me what to do and now I knov¡
how to do it" I¡m not as comfortable changing
her insulin; I would never even give it a try.

The fatherrs role work involved the properties of

continued rol-e competence and role expansion. The

father did not reflect on any conscious re-defining

efforts" His role expansion was characterized by

taking on a supportive role. This role was supported

by his on-going, limited cognitive work and his

perceptions of his career demands, and his wife. The

father believed that his job linited his ability to

take on an active rol-e. He frequently stated: rrl

canrt be counted onrr. His perceptions of his wifers

role, and capabilities, also influenced his role

expansion. rrshe is just super organized and she just

does it and itts as sirnple as that" She says ryou do

thisr and I wil-l- do it. So r just do what I am told¡r"

The fatherts emotional- work became more complex

and difficutt during the reordering phase. While

integrating fathers reported a gradual- acceptance of

the reality of diabetes, this father struggled with

prolonged difficulty in acknowl-edging the reality of

diabetes. He could not accept the diabetes and
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continued to express disbelief: r¡I still have trouble

accepting it" I still have trouble dealing with it,
you have a hard tirne understanding itrr.

The fatherrs emotional work of acknowledging the

diabetes hras complicated by the introduction of the

emotj-onal work of unrelenting hrorry. The father

expressed on-going and unresolved worry about future

complications. trYou know you read the stuff and you

see the complications that can develop f worry

about it an awful lotrr" The father also expressed

unrelenting worry about his well child.
Its incredible. Emotionally it. is very upsetting.
She Isibling] has dÍscussed her frustration with
other people, but not to us...I mean the sibling
rivalry is incredible when there is diabetes,
realIy incredible.

In the reordering phase, the father continued to

rely on the strategies he developed in the discovering

phase, that is, normalizing, personalizing, and

managing. He also employed personal coping strategies

to cope with his ernotional work: he channelled his

energies into other activities, and he repressed any

feelings about the diabetes. Three times during the

interview, the father ad¡nitted that he had never

thought about his emotional responses and how he might
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cope" The father al-so consistent'Iy reported that he

felt that he did not have a source of diabetes support.

This fatherts process of integrating was stalled

by unresolved emotional v¡ork. The phase of discovery

was typical; however, the phase of reordering was

dominated by emotional work" The predominance of this

work may have linited the role and cognitive work

characteristic of this Phase.

In conclusion, because of the inter-dependence of

the three types of work, difficulty with one type of

work may inhibit the remaining two types of work.

Advancement through the phases of integrating may be

impeded unless all three types of work are used

concurrently, and successfullY.
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Integrating Diabetes into Everyday Life: The
Experiences of Fathers

The basic psychosocial process ídentified in the

substantive area of fathering a pre-adolescent child

with IDDM has been articulated as rrintegrating diabetes

into everyday lifefr. The process of integrating refers

to the fatherrs assinilation of the diabetes into aII

aspects of his life. The diabetes is incorporated into

the fatherrs view of himself as a father and his

everyday worl-d. The impetus for this process of

integrating is the fatherrs evolving perception of his

diabetic childrs needs. Integrating diabetes into

everyday life is represented by the fatherrs

ad.vancement through three related, cyclical phases:

discovering the meaninq of diabetes, reordering

patterns of daily living, and internalizing change"

These phases are resolved through the fatherrs use of

energy to overcome and adapt to the specific challenges

of each phase. The fatherts adaptive efforts can be

described as work: emotional work, cognitive work, and

role work," each occur concurrently throughout the three

phases of integrating. Each phase is characterized by

varyingr importance and properties of work; however,
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each type of work rnust occur or integration may be

stalled "

This substantive process theory of integrating
alIows for flexibility, individuality, and variability
j-n the father¡s experiences r¿ith his chil_d ¡ s diabetes.

The phases, and work, of integrating are not time-

limited, linear, or fixed. The fatherrs movement

through the phases, and his work in each of the phases

is fl-exible and individualized. A model depicting the

theory of integrating diabetes into everyday life is
presented in Figure 6.
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FIGURE 6
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CHAPTER STX

DISCUSSION ÀND CONCLUSTONS

Introduction
An analysis of gualitative data led to the

conceptualization of a beginning substantive process

theory titled: fntegrating Diabetes into Everyday

Life: The Experiences of Fathers. In this chapter, a

discussion of the substantj-ve theory is presented in
four sections. In the first section, the theory of
integrating diabetes is discussed and the results of
the study are rel-ated to other empirical and

theoretical literature. fn the second section, the

research findings are connected to the conceptual

framework of the study, symbolic interaction theory.

Recommendations for research, practice, and education

are proposed in the third section of the chapter"

Finally, the chapter concludes with a sunmary of the

research process.
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Discussion of the Findings

The theory of integrating diabetes into
everyday life articulates the processes through which a

father assimil-ates his child's diabetes into aIl
spheres of hj-s life. Integrating diabetes is
accomplÍshed through the fatherrs use of energy to
achieve three types of work: emotional work, role
work, and cognitive work. In each of these types of
work, the father actively and intensely uses physical,

emotional, and intellectual effort to achieve the tasks

specific to the work. ft is through this work, that
the father is able to advance through the phases of
integrating and successfully assimilate his childts
diabetes into his life. In this section, the three

types of work will be discussed and rel_ated to the

empirical- and theoretical- 1íterature.

The

father I s

diabetes

emotional

Emotional- IVork

category of emotional- work referred to the

awareness and use of energy to acknowledge the

and adapt to its irnplications" The fatherrs
r.rrork was effortful and continuous.

emotional responses reported by fathers inThe
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this study parallel those reported by Koski (t_969) and

Kovacs et al-. (1985) in their studies of families of
diabetic children. However, these authors also

reported that acute emotional reactions v/ere followed

by a state of tracceptancert or t¡adaptationr¡ " fn this
study, titled rrintegrating diabetes into everyday

Ij-fe'r , the fathers did not rracceptrt their childts
diabetes; rather, the reality of diabetes was accepted.

This accepted-reality was an on-going process that was

concurrent with a continuous state of worry that, like
other emotional responses, lessened but did not

cornpletely disappear" This notion differs from the

meaning implied in the term rracceptancerr which reflects
a linear, end stage progression toward a permanent

stability.

The fatherts ability to conduct his emotional work

was contingent on his perception of support" The number

of actual supports was not critical; in fact, severaJ_

fathers, who had successfully managed their emotional

work, reported that thej-r wife was their only source of
support.. Few studies have actually explored the

fatherrs perception of support, However, Jordanrs

(l-990) study of fathering, and Kazak & Marvints (1994)
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study of families of children with spina bifida found

that fathers¡ perceptions of the gualiÈy and

effectiveness of their support were more important than

the number of supports. This finding is significant;
guantifying support networks may not capture the

fatherrs level of support and would do litt1e to
identify fathers at risk.

The fathers in this study managed their emotional

work by using personalizing, normalizing, reality-
reasoning, managing, and sharing strategies. Although

terminology may vary, other literature has illustrated
similar coping strategies. Chronic illness literature
has suggested that both normalizing (Anderson, 1981;

Anderson & Chung, 1-982; Holaday, 1984; Kru1ik, I9BOî

Strauss & Glaser, 1975) , and personalizing the il-l_ness

(Holaday I 1984) , may mitigate the emot.ional_ impact of
an illness" KoskÍ (l-969) reported that fathers who

adapted to their chil-dts diabetes demonstrated

behaviours that were consistent with the strategy of
sharing"

The cognitive based strategies of reality-
reasoning and managing have not been identified in
illness retated literature. However, Cookts (1988)



study of bereaved fathers indicated that father'= 
"r1::

management styles were often cognitively based and

contained practícal, concrete, rational and logical

approaches that hlere similar to the strategies of

reality-reasoning and managing. This finding in male

subjects is not surprising; many authors have proposed

that men and rÂ/omen differ qualitatively in their coping

behaviours (Cook, 1988; Kovacs et â1., 1985; McCubbin

et al., 1983; Powers et aI., 1-986). Fail-ure of ill-ness

literature to identify cognitive based 'rmalerr coping

strategies may be due to limitations in coping

measurements. For example, coping indices derived from

maternal samples may not refl-ect the experiences of

men, and therefore, research may have been unable to

identify coping strategies that may be unigue to men.

To summarize, the fatherrs emotional work was

refl-ected in an on-going process of acknowledging the

reality of diabetes and dealing with unrelenting worry.

Unlike a staged progression terminating with permanent

acceptance, the father conti-nuously worked to accept

the changing reality of his child¡s needs. The father

managed his emotional work by relying on support and

carryingi out a number of strategies.
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Role Work

Role work referred to the intentional use of
energy to define, organize, and enact the functions
associated with fathering a child with diabetes.

During role work, the father balanced his other rol-es

while at.tempting to develop a diabetes role that was

consistent with his own and his spousers role
expectations.

Three variabl-es identified in role work have been

reported in the general fathering l-iterature: 1) the

influence of role expectations; Z) the fatherrs role
competence; and 3) the fatherts rol_e satisfaction.
However, there is mini¡nal research that examines the

process of taking on a nevù role.
fn the study of integrating diabetes, the father's

and the motherrs role expectations were the primary

conditions of role work. other l-iterature has reported

simil-ar findings. Several authors have suggested that
the father selects a child-care rore that is consistent
with his wife's expectations of him (Cowan & Cowan,

L987; Lewis & Sussman, 1986; palkovitz, 1994; Reiber,

L976), while other research has sug,gested that the

fatherrs rol-e with his child wil-l- resemble his already
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establ-ished role preferences (Cowan & Cov¡an , I9g7;

McHale & Huston, 1984; Russell & Radin, l-983) " Likely,
the maternal and paternal factors influencing rol-e work

are multidimensional and interactive" The cross-

sectional approach of this study and the general

fathering literature, and the propensity of studi_es to
measure a limited number of variables, have done littl_e
to itluminate this process" In addition, the enactment

of roles for fathers of ill children has not been

studied. However, the consistencies between the

fathering J-iterature and this study of fathers of
children with diabetes suggests that parental

expectations and interactions are important in the

fatherrs ultimate rol-e work. Neither this study, nor

other research, has clearly illustrated how these

expectations interact and change through the familyts
life cycle.

The second concept of this study, role
competence, has also been reported in the fathering
literature. This 1i-terature suggests that fathers are

able to participate in their well childts care only

when they feel- capable and competent (Baruch & Barnett,

1986; Entwisle & Doering, 1988; Hawkins & Betsky, l-gggì
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McHaIe & Huston, I9B4; partridge, 1988) . These

findings are congruent with the study of fathers of
chil-dren with diabetes" Fathers required a sense of
cornpetence in a diabetes role prior to their enactment

of a role. This finding suggests that the father's
rore r¡¡ork is more complex than simpty selecting and

adopting a new role. Developing a sense of competence

is an integraJ- component of the process.

The third concept of rol-e work, rore saLisfaction,
has received minimal attention in fathering literature.
The fathers in this study attempted to find personal

contentment in their role regardless of the level of
their participation. rn a generar study of fathering,
Radin and sagi (]-982) found that all- fathers reported
at least a moderate l-evel of satisfaction in their
fathering role" This general sense of satisfaction nay

have been an artifact of the guantitative measurement

of satisfaction. However, a general satisfaction in
fathering roles may be associated with the use of
cognitive based coping strategies such as those

demonstrated in this study. Men may appraise their
situation using a reality-reasoning approach which

al-lows them to develop a view that they are doing ar1



they can given their circumstances. Thus, a real íEy

reasoning approach may aIlow men to find satisfaction
regardless of their role

This study demonstrated that taking on a new role
is a complex, effortful, and interactive process. This

finding is substantiated by Jordan's (l-990) grounded

theory study examining the processes of mens t role-
rnaking during pregnancy and early fatherhood. Jordan

found that new fathers exerted considerable effort in
taking on an involved parent rol-e. This effort was

infl-uenced by the father's interactions with himself

and his wifei his adoption of an actual role was

consistent with his perception of his child's needs.

The sirnilarity between Jordanrs findings and the study

of integrating diabetes suggests that the fathers rol-e

work may be on-going" Role work may begin with

pregnancy and evol-ve as the fatherrs perception of his
chitdrs needs shifts throughout the child's life.
Changing perceptions, and the resul-tant rol-e work, may

occur during normative periods of growth and

development, as well- as non-normative periods such as

the diagnosis of an illness.
To summarize, the father exerts efforts to find
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and enact a role in his diabetic chil-d¡s life. Several

varj-ables identified in the study of integrating
diabetes have been addressed in fathering literature.
However, the focus on specific variables has not

clearly illuminated the processes involved in the role
work. The category of role work moves beyond the

identification of specific variables. This research

described some of the processes that the fathers

experience in a diabetes rol-e.

Coqnitive Work

Cognitive work referred to the use of energy to

develop a diabetes knowledge base and diabetes care-

taking skills. This work v¡as characterized in three

properties: apprenti-ce, assistant, and specialist.
Cognitive work was contingent on the fatherts self-
perception of capability"

Although no research was identified that
documented the processes invol-ved in the fatherts
knowledge and skill development, the properties

identified in cognitive work closely paralle1 Benner's

(1984) model of nursing skill acguisition. Sirnilar to
the findings in this study, Bennerrs phenomenological
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research demonstrated that knowì-edge and skill progress

from: a reliance on theoretical princj-ples, to the

utilization of paradigms based on concrete experiences,"

a view of situations as a compilation of egualÌy

rel-evant parts, to a complete whole with only certain
relevant parts; and a detached observer, to an involved

performer (p. 13). Benner conceptualizes this process

of advancing skill- into five phases beginning with
rrnovicerr and ending r¿ith |texpertrr. This model of skil-l
acguisition is not unlike the model presented in this
study. Bennerrs novice is consistent with the father's
apprentice phasei the expert phase is congruent with

the fatherrs specialist phase. The consistencies are

not surprising given that diabetes care invol-ves the

acquisition of complex theoretj-cal- inforination and

practical skilL. These parallels between nursi-ng and

parenting the child with diabetes demonstrate the

intensity of home diabetes management and the

considerable demands that are placed on the parents of

a child with diabetes" The processes depicted in
cognitive r.¡ork and Benner¡s theory could provide a

basis for assessing and guiding the fatherts cognitive
work"
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Properties of the father¡s cognitive work have

been examined indirectly in studies that report
paternal involvement in diabetes care-tasks. This

literature has described knowledge and skilts that are

consistent with the apprentice or assistant level of
cognitive work (Etzwiler & Sines, 1-962i Wagner, Ig87).

This finding is inconsistent with the findings of the

study of integrating diabetes. Fifty percent of the

fathers in this study had achieved the speciatist stage

of cognitive work. The high level of specialists in
this study may be due to characteristics of the sample

(elite bias) or the ability of the gualitative approach

to capture in more detail the complex characteristics
of the fatherrs cognitive work. Further study with
more heterogenous sample may clarify this discrepancy.

Over-view of the Theory

Conceptualization of the categories of emotional

work, role work, and cognitive work led to the

development of the beginning substantive theory:

Integrating Díabetes into Everyday Life: The

Experiences of Fathers" This process of integrating
was conceptualized as the advancement through three
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cyclical and interdependent phases: discovering the

meaning of diabetes; reordering patterns of daily

Iiving; and internalizing change" The impetus for the

fatherrs movement through these phases was his evolving

perception of his chil-d's needs. This movement was

achieved through the emotional, role, and cognitive

work that was characteristic of each phase" In order

to achieve each phase, all types of work r/,/ere reguired.

The nature and degree of work changed; however, work

Ì4¡as constant due to the unrelenting demands of di-abetes

and the changing nature of the child's needs.

The substantive theory of integrating diabetes was

based on the experiences of fathers who had a child
with insul-in-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) .

Although the data for this theory hrere derived from a

homogenous sample of fathers, all fathers had not

integrated their childrs diabetes into their everyday

lives to the same extent. This range in integrating

experiences allowed for the presentation and analysis

of a variety of fathering experiences.

The theory of integrating diabetes is only a

beginning substantive theory. It depicts processes

that represent the experiences of married, relatively
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involved fathers of pre-adolescent diabetic children.

A broad range of fathering types and behaviours were

not sampled. For example, fathers who $/ere disengaged,

full-time care-givers, or absent did not participate in

the study. Therefore, additional theoretical sampling

is required to provide a more complete substantive

theory of integrating diabetes into everyday life.

However, this beginning theory of integrating diabetes

is theoretically linked to other theories of coping and

adaptation, chronic illness, and fatherj-ng.

The theory of integrating diabetes is conceptually

Iinked to theories of coping and adaptation (Lazarus,

l-966). Àlthough the terminoJ-ogy and the leve1 of

specificity differ, the general processes articulated

in the theory of integrating diabetes are conceptually

linked to Lazarusr (1966) core concept, rrappraisalrr.

According to Lazarust theory, individualts cope and

adapt as a result of three appraisals that arise out of

perceptions: primary appraisals, secondary appraisals,

and reappraisals. Primary appraisal refers to a

cognitive processes whereby the individual develops a

perception of a threatening situation based on the

situation itself and the psychological makeup of the
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individual- (Lazarus, L966) " Secondary appraisal refers

to the individualrs response to this perception; the

possible rangie, and consequences, of coping actions are

considered" Coping may be expressed in two \,Jays: 1)

through direct action on self or the environment; and

2) through intrapsychic processes which include

attention deployment (tuning out of what is harmful or

occupying the mind with positive thoughts), defensive

reappraisal (developing benign or positive

interpretations of events), and wish-fulfilling

fantasies (Lazarus I 1966; Lazarus, Averill, & Opton,

L974). Finally, reappraisal refers to a change in the

original perception which occurs as a resul-t of coping

processes and changing internal and external conditions

(Lazarus et. âf, I974). To summarize these appraisals,

the individual develops a perception of a threatening

situation (primary appraisal); based on this
perception, the individual develops a perception of the

range, and consequences, of coping behaviours he/she

may use (secondary appraisal). Finally, the individual
changes or adjusts his/her perception of the situation"
This new perception occurs as a result of the

util-ization of coping alternatives which produce
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changes in internal and exLernal conditions

(reappraisal) " Thus, the individual copes with a

threatening situation by constantly appraising,

ernploying coping strategies, and reappraising the

situation. This process of appraisal is cyclicaJ-, oD-

going, and individual-ized.

The processes depicted in Lazarusr theoretical-

perspective (Lazarus, 1966; Lazarus et. af, L974) can

be applied to the findings of the study of fathers of

children with diabetes. In a gieneral sense, the

primary appraisal that drives the fatherrs coping and

adaption is his perception of his childrs needs. The

secondary appraisal, or the range of coping behaviours,

are depicted in the work of integrating and the

strategies that are employed. That is, the fathers

perception of the childts needs will determine the

nature of his emotj-onal work, role work, and cognitive

work. on-going reappraisal occurs and is evident in

the fatherrs progressive use of work during the phases

of discovering, reordering, and internalizing. In each

of these phases, the fatherrs reappraj,sal of his

situation results in changing properties of emotional,

role, and cognitive work.
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The specific coping behaviours outlined in

Lazarus¡ theory (Lazarus, 1-966i Lazarus et. â1, 1'974)

also provide broad theoretical labels for the

strategies identified in the work of integrating.

Lazarus t coping response of rrdirect action on self or

the environmentrr is consistent with the emotional work

strategies of rnanaging, sharing, and aJ-I role work and

cognitive work strategies. The coping expressed in
rrintrapsychic processesrr parallels strategies

identified in emotional work" Attention deployrnent, or

tuning out what is harmfut and emphasizing the

positive, is consistent with reality-reasoning and

components of normalizing. Defensive reappraisaÌ, or

developing a positive interpretation of events, is

consistent with normalizing and personalizíng

strategies.

Although Lazarus' theory of coping and adaptation

provides an articulation of general- concepts and

processes that \,¡ere found in this study, it l-acks

specificity" An articulation of the fatherrs

experience with his childts diabetes could not be

derived from this general theory and therefore,

information reguired for the substantive area of
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childhood diabetes is not readily availabl-e" Without

this specific information, Lazarusr theory does not

contain inforrnation that is necessary to guide practice

in the area of childhood diabetes"

The theory of integrating depicts experiences that

are both sirnilar and dissimilar to theories of chronic

il-l-ness. It is dissirnilar to theories that propose

that adaptation to illness is represented by a series

of successi-ve, linear stages that terminate v¡ith a

state of permanent acceptance (Mattsson, 1972; Miller,

1968). Rather, this empirical study proposes that the

work of integrating is continuous and cyclical.

Although the father may reach the internalizing phase,

resurgence of the work that is characteristic of

earl-ier phases is likety due to changes in the father's

perception of his childts needs. Hov/ever, chronic

illness literature al-so presents several concepts that

are consistent with this empirical study. other

theoretical literature has emphasized processes and

change, interactions inside and outside the family, and

the on-going rrtasksrr or rr\^/orkrr that assists the

individual- in achieving a personal acceptance,
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ackno\^/ledgement, ot integration (craig & Edwards, 1983;

Futterman & Hoffman, L973; Hymovich, r976; Moos, ]-984¡

Strauss & Glaser, 1975) .

The theory of integrating diabetes is also linked

to other general theories of chronic il-Iness. Strauss

and Glasers ¡ (L975) theory describing the process of

tiving with a chronic illness illustrates several

experiences that are similar to the experiences of

fatherrs of children with diabetes (normalízing,

ill-ness and regime management, and restructuring social

and personal activities). However, this theory

emphasizes the il-l, adult individual and does litt}e to

clarify the processes involved in fathering a child

with diabetes.

The theory of integrating diabetes is closely

tinked with several concepts identified in Corbin and

Strauss' (1988) grounded analysis of the experiences of

couples living with a chronic illness. These authors

identify the core category as unending work and care

and delineate three categories of v¡ork: biographical,

every-day, and illness-rel-ated. Each of these

categories contain properties that are consistent with

the properties of emotional work, rol-e work, and
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cognitive v/ork. Corbin and Strauss also identify four

properties of f¿/ork that are consistent with the theory

of integrating: work processes are mutually affecting;

work processes depend on the individual and

interactions with self and others; work process must be

present in each situation if work is to go on; and one

or another work process may be prorninent at any given

point in time (p. 130) " The conceptual similarities of

the theory of integrating diabetes and Corbin and

Strauss¡ theory could allow for further elaboration of

a substantive theory of caring for the chronically ill.

This theory would move beyond care-giving to an adult

family member by articutating the processes involved in

caring for a chronically iII child"

The theory of íntegrating diabetes is al-so

conceptuatly linked to theories of fathering" Jordanrs

(l-990) theory of fathering illustrates several

processes that are congruent with the processes

identified in emotional work and role work" Jordanrs

theory of fathering could be l-inked to t'he theory of

integrating diabetes by including childhood il-Iness in

the trajectory of fatherhood. For examPle, Jordan¡s
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del-ineation of role-making ends with the concept of
rrparenLrr; this could be extended to include the

fathering roles identified in the theory of

integrating" Assimilation of the two theories would

provide an expanded substantive theory of fathering

both ill and well children.

Although tinks between the theory of integrating

diabetes and other substantive theories have been

emphasized, a formal theory of |tintegratj-ngrt coul-d also

be developed from this theory" Glaser and Strauss

(1967) define formal theory as theory that is developed

for a conceptuaÌ area of social inguiry. Rather than

theory related to a specific ernpirical area, formal

theory is more general and abstract. It is developed

from substantive theory by expanding the comparative

analysis to incl-ude many similar and dissimilar

substantive areas (Charmaz | t-990i Glaser & Strauss,

1967) " The theory of integrating diabetes could be

moved to a formal- theory of integrating by conducting

comparative analysis of many substantive areas where

integrating situations may be depicted" This would

allow for the el-aboration and abstraction of the
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process of integrating" For examPle, parenting,

marriage, career or education development, divorce,

relocation, addition or deletion of family members, and

illness diagnosis are substantive areas where

integration may occur"

In summary, the theory of integrating diabetes

describes the processes experienced by fathers who have

a child with diabetes. This beginning substantive

theory may be used to analyze a range of fathering

experience. However, additional- theoretical sampling

is required to ensure that the processes depicted in

this theory are experienced by al-I fathers of children

with diabetes. In spite of this limitation, concepts

in this theory are linked to other variables that have

been articulated in the theoretical Iiterature. With

additional theoretical sampling and comparative

analysis, the theory of integrating diabetes could be

expanded to provide a substantive theory of adaptation

to illness, chronic illness care, or fathering"

Further sampling and analysis could also lead to the

developmenL of a formal theory of integrating"
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Discussion of Findings Rerated to the conceptuar
Framework

The theoretical basis for this study is syrnbolic
interactionism" This broad, general theory proposes

that human behaviour is shaped by the individualrs
construction of meanings and perceptions which arise
out of soci-al interactions. The findings of the
research study witr be rel-ated to this theory in the
fol-lowing section.

symboric interaction (sr) theory is based on three
premises outl-ined by Brumer (1969). The first premise
states that humans act toward things based on the
meanings that the things have for them. The data
supported this premise. The fatherrs responses, and

ultimate behaviours, were a result of two groups of
meanings: the fatherfs definition of his situation;
and the fatherts view of himself. The father derived
meanings regarding his situation by: defíning the
meaning of having a child with diabetes; defining his
possibre diabetes behaviours such as care-taking and

parenting; definíng possible situational barriers and

facil-itators; and defining his roles inside and outside
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of the farnily. The father also ascribed meaning to his
view of himself in terms of his l-evel of support,

competence and capability, and own roles such as

husband, father, care-taker and supporter. The

fatherrs development of meanings in al-I of these areas

influenced his over-all perception of his chj-Id's

needs" Tt was this perception that infl-uenced the

intensity, range and nature of the fatherrs experiences

as he conducted his work.

The second premise of SI theory is that the

meaning of things arises out of interactions between

people. The data also supported this premise. The

meani-ngs that the father gave to his situation and

himself were derived from interactions between hirnself

and his family. For example, the wife's high or Iow,

and positive or negative, expectations for the fatherts
role influenced his role work. This perception, in
turn, influenced his cognitive work" Interactions with

individual-s outside of the family al-so influenced the

fatherfs perceptions and meanings" His definition of

the diabetes, diabetes care-taking tasks, and his view

of himself as capable and competent $/ere influenced by

his interactions with health care professionals, family
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members, friends, and other parents"

The third, and final- premise of SI theory, is that

meanings are developed and modified by a process of

interpretation" This premise was supported by the

data. The father interpreted and monitored his

interactions with himself and others; personal meanings

and perceptions were patterned from these

interpretations. For example, the characteristics of

the fatherts early rol-e behaviours were the result of

his interpretation of his ovln role as father" When the

father developed a realization of the demands of

diabetes, he monitored his past behaviours, i-nterpreted

others¡ (wife, health professional-s) expectations of

him regarding a diabetes ro1e, and ascribed meaning to

a diabetes role. Through interpretation of these

factors, the father developed a view of what a

satisfactory role would entail.

Although SI theory provides a comprehensive and

applicable model for the analysis of the fatherrs

response to his chil-d's diabetes, without the

conceptualizations of this empirical study, it does not

provide sufficient information to guide practice in

this particular care situation" Thus, although the
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general theory of symbolíc interactionism supports the

concepts and processes articulated in this study, it is

too general to be useful in an applied discipline.

In summary, symbolic interaction (SI) theory was

used as the theoretical basis of this study.

Consistent with the findings of this empirical study

and a symbolic interactionist perspective, the father

of a child with diabetes developed perceptions, and

ul-timately behaviours, âs a resul-t of his

J-nterpretation of social interactions. SymboJ-ic

interaction theory provided the general framework from

which the empirical data could be articulated and

applied in clinical situatíons involving diabetes care.
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Recommendations Arising From the Study

Recommendations for Future Research

Future research is reguired to increase the depth

of the findings and to val-idate the theory of

integrating diabetes into everyday life" The present

study was based on a small, limited sample of fathers
of pre-adolescent chil-dren with diabetes. The

respondents in this study represented a relatively
homogenous sampl-e of middle-cl-ass and upper middle-

class fathers. I^iith the exception of one father,
cultural groups other than Caucasians, were not

represented in this sample. The sample was also

restricted in terms of the age of the chil-d. All-

children in the study \^/ere preschoolers at the t.ime of
their diagnosis; aIJ-, but one child, were schooì--aged

at the tirne of the interview. In order to address

these limitations, additional theoretical- sampling is
required in future research" Sampling should inctude a

more representative group of fathers invol-ved in a

variety of fathering roles. Specifically, the same

design could be used and theoretical sampJ-ing could be

expanded to include: the responses of fathers with
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diverse dernographic features; a range in the age of the

child at diagnosis; a variation in the childrs duration

of diabetes; a variation in father involvement styles;
and a range of family constellations"

A second reconmendation for future research would

include research that addresses the applicability of

the theory of integrating to other groups of fathers.

Additional- research could determine the extent to which

this process of integrating occurs for al-l- fathers" A

simil-ar study could be conducted with fathers: of

children with other chronic illnesses, of acutely ill
children, and of well- children. This research approach

r¡ould provide additional qualitative data that could

lead to the development of a substantive theory of

fathering.

Utilization of a longitudinal design in future

studies could also be used to elaborate the process of

integrating. This design may provide additional data

regarding each of the three phases of integrating. For

example, the fatherrs discovering phase may be felt
more acutely than was revealed by this retrospective

study" A longitudinal design may also capture the

fatherrs response to structural or functional changes
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in the family" This data coul-d provide additional

information regarding the indicators, time spans, and.

ftuid nature of the phases of integrating"
This research demonstrated that the father's

responses do not occur in a vacuum; interactions in the

family, partJ-cularly with the mother, exert a strong'

influence on the father. Future research could address

the couplers response to the diabetes. The experiences

of the couple could be del-ineated by conducting a

gualitative interview with each parent individually.
Following analysis of individual data, a second.

interview could take place with the couple to ctarify
individual and fanily processes.

Finally, further research is required to address

issues identified by the fathers in this study. First,
research is reguired to address the concept of support.

The fathers in this study identified support as a

necessary condition for emotional adaptation; however,

the nature of that support was not clearly etucidated"

Research exploring the fatherrs perceptions, and

indicators of support could provide essential

information for care-providers who are striving to
assist fathers in their integrating work" Second,
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research is reguired to address the role of heal-th

professionals. The fathers in this sample indicated

that the rol-e of health professionals was minor except

during the newly diagnosed period" Research addressing

health professional interventions is required to assess

if there is a rol-e for health professionals beyond the

newly diagnosed period. Third, this study did not

illustrate the effect of conflicting parental

expectations on the father's integrating work.

Research is required to determine the impact of

congruent and incongruent parental expectations

regarding the roles and responsibilities in diabetes

care. FinaÌÌy, research is required to address the

concept of emotional- work in greater depth. The

fathers in this study relied on several cognitive

strategies that have not been clearly identified in the

literature. Research addressing the concept of coping

in men may further elucidate the process of emotional-

work.

To summarize, additional research is required in

order to understand fully the process of fathering a

child with diabetes" Expanding this study with a more

representative sample of fathers, and following the
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fathers longitudinally, would allow for the validation

and elaboration of the substantive theory. Development

of a substantive theory of fathering may also be

possible if future research addressed fathers of ill

and wel-I chil-dren. This study al-so portrayed several-

individual father, care-provider and fanily issues that

reguire further research.

Recommendations for Nursinq Practice

Fathers of a child with diabetes interact with

nurses in a variety of settings" This study identifies

several aspects of the fatherts experience that have a

potential irnpact on nursing practice. Fathers are

involved in an individual-ized, effortful, continuous,

and complex process of integrating. They experience a

range of ernotional, ro1e, and cognitive responses and

use a variety of strategies that may not be documented

in the popular, and theoretical, coping and chronic

illness literature. Therefore, the processes identified

in the theory of Íntegrating could be used to inform

nursing practice of the nature of the fatherrs

experience with childhood diabetes. Nurses need to

acknowledge and respect the efforts that the father is
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naking and support him in his own unique response to

his child¡s diabetes. Acknowledgement of the father¡s

experience coul-d do much to support hin in all aspects

of his work. fnforrning the fanily of possible paternal

experiences may validate feelings, reduce conflicts,

and assist with over-all family coping.

This theory supports the concept of farnily-

centered diabetes care" childhood diabetes irnpacts on

fathers emotionally and socially; they are involved in

deliberate attempts to integrate the diabetes into

their Iives. Therefore, a farnily-centered approach

could validate the fatherrs feelings and promote his

integrating work. Hovrever, this theory also suggests

that providers of famiJ-y-centered care should not make

assumptions regarding fathersr responses and

participation in diabetes care. Fathers' responses and

rol-es are diverse and reflect their individuality and

their family circumstances and needs"

The fathers in this study indicated that nurses

had the greatest irnpact on them during the newly

diagnosed period. At this tirne, formal and informal

education sessions assisted fathers with aII aspects of

their v¡ork" For many fathers, the importance of this
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education was only realízed retrospectively"

Therefore, fathers should be encouraged to become

involved in the education process" Education

opportunities should be flexible enough so that the

father can attend in spite of work responsibil-ities.

Alternate arrangiements should be made for those fathers

who are unable to attend the structured education

sessions. For example, education sessions may have to

be conducted in the evenings or the in-patient nursing

staff may have to assume responsibility for the

fatherts education.

The findings of this study also demonstrate the

importance of an initial, and ongoing, farnily

assessment. Interactions with the family should be

based on a comprehensive fanily assessment rather than

pre-established assumptions regarding the fatherrs

response, roles, and knowledge- Specifically,

assessment data should include:

r-) identification of farnily memberts roles,

expectations, and level of satisfaction;

2) information on the primary infl-uencing conditions

(perception of support., perception of own and partners

role expectations, perception of capability) ;
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3) information regarding the characteristics and

strategies of the father!s emotional, ro1e, and

cognitive work;

4) determination of the phase of integrating

(discovering, reordering, or internalízing) ; and

5) identification of any structural or functional

changes that rnay influence integration work.

Cornpilation of this assessment data would provide

heal-th professional-s v¡ith information that would allow

for individualized, sens.i-tive, and appropriate

intervention strategies with the father and the farnily"

An additionaÌ reconmendation for practice includes

the development of interventions that are consistent

with phases of integrating and the characteristics of

the fatherrs emotional, role, and cognitive work. For

example, during the discovering phase, the father's

role work may be dominated by a process of redefining

which must occur prior to the fatherrs adoption of a

diabetes role" Interventions at this time woul-d be

directed toward assessj-ng farniJ-y member role

expectations and determining what type of role the

father is able to adopt. Interventions should also be

based on an understanding of the interrelatedness of
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emotional, roIe, and cognitive ldork; difficulty in one

type of work rnay ultimately hinder other types of work"

A finaÌ recommendation involves extending nursing

support beyond the hospital setting" A vast rnajority

of the work of integrating occurs foll-owing discharge;

therefore, an increased ernphasis should be placed on

long-term foll-ow-up" Utitization of community health

nurses irnmediately following dischatge, combined with

on-goj-ng follow-up in a diabetes clinic, could allow

for support in the home environment, identification of

barriers and facilitators unigue to the farnily

situation, and early identification of family strengths

and weaknesses.

In summary, several recommendations for nursing

practice arise from the study of integrating diabetes.

The concepts and processes of this theory can be used

to: sensitize nursing practice; promote appropriate

assessment and intervention strategies; and structure

care in many practice settings"
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Recommendations for Nursinq Education

Recommendations for nursing education para1lel the

recommendations made for nursing practice" The role of

the father in health and íIlness is a little

understood, and rarely addressed area" However, nurses

in many settings witl have the opportunity to work with

the father of both iIl and well chil-dren"

The theoretical processes involved in fathering

shoutd be included in famity nursing curriculum.

Fathering could be addressed in discussions of fanily

theories such as developmental theory, oF systems

theory. Normative theories, such as Jordanrs (1990),

could be used to exptore the processes in the fatherrs

role work with a well child. The processes involved in

fathering during illness coul-d be introduced as part of

a trajectory of fathering.

Further development of nursing knowJ-edge coul-d be

promoted in cl-inical practice" Concepts from a variety

of clinical settings could be linked in order to

explore fathering processes" For examPle, fathering

experiences during childbirth and early parenting could

be compared and contrasted to fathering experi-ences

during a paediatric hospitalization.
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An understanding of the processes of fathering a

child with diabetes could be derived in cli-nicaI

practice situations" Nursing students could be

provided with an opportunity to follow a family who had

a chil-d diagnosed v¡ith diabetes " Attention to the

fatherts responses and processes of integrating could

be emphasised by the use of severaf bodies of

literature such as coping and adaptation, chronic

il-Iness, teaching/Iearning, and home care.

Education of nurses must also emphasize general

concepts arising from this study. There is great

variability regarding the father's response to his

chil-drs diabetes. Societal, and health care

professionalsr expectations regarding the expanded role

of the father may simply reflect an ideology rather

than practice. Nurses reguire education that

emphasizes the assessment of the family and acceptance

of family values and roles and responsibilities.

To summarize, fathering processes are an essential-

component in nursing education. Expansion of

curriculum to include fathering, and inclusion of

fathers in cl-inical practice, could promote an

understanding of the nature of fathersr experiences.
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Summary of the Research Process

The purpose of this study was to explore and

describe the processes through which the father

assimilates hi-s chitd's diabetes into his Iife. This

research was motivated by a lack of clarity regarding

the fatherrs experiences, and a health care approach

that dictates father invol-vement in diabetes care. A

grounded theory approach was seÌected to describe

qualitatively the fatherr s experiences. Through

theoretical- sampling, and constant comparative data

analysis, a beginning substantive process theory v/as

derived.

The basic psychosocial- process experienced by

fathers of a child with diabetes i-s identified as

integrating diabetes into everyday life" This process

is individual-ized, muJ-tifaceted, and occurs over time

as the father progressively, and often repeatedly,

overcomes three related and interdependent phases:

discovering the meaning of diabetes; reordering

patterns of daily living; and internal-izing change"

The father's ability to move through, and sustain, the

phases of integrating is neither automatic nor
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guaranteed. Integration requires active and

intentional efforts that involve emotionaJ-, role, and

cognitive work" The impetus for this work is the

fatherrs evolving perception of his childts needs"

Other theories are linked conceptually to the

theory of integrating diabetes; however, this theory is

unigue in that it offers a beginning conceptualization

of the processes, rather than the variables, involved

in fathering a child with diabetes. Although only a

beginning theory with sarnpling limitations, this theory

provides a framework from which the experiences of

fathers can be explored and described.

Conclusion

In this chapter, the theory of integrating was

reviewed and discussed. Parallels h¡ere drawn between

this theory and other empirical and theoretical

literature. Several recommendations for research,

practice, and education were made" The chapter

concl-uded with a summary of the research process"
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April 4, 1990
Kathy Thomson
1-666 Mathers Bay West
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3N OT7
(204) 489-2221-

Mr. Doug Sabourin
Executive Director
Canadian Diabetes Association
1091 lVest 8th. Avenue
Vancouver, British Col-umbia
v6H 2V3

Dear Mr. Sabourin:

Subject: Research study entitl-ed: Childhood Diabetes:
An Exploration and Description of the
Fatherrs Experience

As I discussed r¿ith yoü, I am a Graduate student in the
School of Nursing, University of Manitoba, I{innipeg
Manitoba; I wiII be moving to the Vancouver area in
May, 1990. I have completed my course work and am
presently preparing to conduct my thesis research I
am planning to conduct a study to examj-ne the process
through which fathers' integrate their chil-dts diabetes
into their 1ives. I am seeking access to fathers of
chil-dren with diabetes through your agency.

My research is being supervised by three facuJ-ty
members at the University of Manitoba. Professor Karen
Chalmers is the chairperson of my thesis committee.
She may be contacted in writing at the School- of
Nursing, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
R3T 2N2, or by telephone at 204-474-9315. Dr" Alice
Jope, Adjunct Professor at the School of Nursing at the
University of British Col-umbia wíIl be acting as my
advisor in Vancouver. She may be reached, in writing,
at University Hospital , 22II !.Iestbrook MaIl, Vancouver,
V6T 2V5t or by telephone at 604-228-7714"

My research will be exploratory and descriptive in
nature. I am interested in understandj-ng the process
through which fathers' integrate the care of tñeir
child's diabetes into their lives. I woul-d like to
gain an understanding from the fatherrs perspective and
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therefore am interested in gathering this information
directly from the fathers.
Men volunteering for the study must:
1. be the father of a child less than 13 years of age
who has had insul-in-dependent diabetes mellitus Ìonger
than 1 year,
2. be able to read, write, and speak EngJ-ish,
3. be living with his child who has diabetes,
4. have a telephone in order to arrange interviews.
5. tive within 30 miles of the city of Vancouver

Each father participating in the study will be asked to
complete a demographic information sheet and
participate in an interview for approximately 1 to 1
I/2 hours. The interviews wil-I be tape recorded. All-
information coll-ected wilt be kept conf idential-.
Participation in the study is vol-untaryi the father may
withdraw from the study at any tirne. Príor to
conducting the interview, the study wil-l- be explained
to the father and he witl be asked to sign a consent.

I am approaching your agency because of your
involvement with families of children with di-abetes. I
would like to reguest access to fathers of chil-dren
with diabetes through your agencyrs membership list.
In order to ensure your membershipst confidentiality, I
woul-d ask that your office forward a letter outlining
the research and reguesting fathers' participation in
the study. This process will not invol-ve any direct
costs to your agency; I will provide the letters,
stationary, and postage. An indirect cost woul-d be the
staff time required to generate a mailing list and
affix address labels to the letters. I would be
wil-ting to acknowledge the support of the CDA on any
publications relating to the study and provide you with
a summary report of the research.

I wil-l be subrnitting my research proposal to my thesis
committee and the University of Manitoba Ethical Review
Committee j-n June, 1990. Once my proposal has been
approved by both my thesis committee and the Ethical
Review Cornmittee, I will make a formal request for
access through your agency. I will include a copy of my
proposal and documentation of ethj-cal approval at that
time.



Thank you for
any çßrestions
call " I look

considering
or concerns
forward to

this reguest.
pJ-ease do not

receiving your

Sincerely,
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ff you have
hesitate to
response.

Kathy Thomson R"N", B.N.
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APPENDTX B

LETTER TO EXECUTIVE DTRECTOR OF THE CANADTAN DIABETES

ASSOCIATION IN BRITISH COLUMBTA: FORMÀL REQUEST FOR

ACCESS TO SUB.TECTS



Kathy Thomson
1,0448 Glenmoor
Surrey, British
V3R 9L1
(604) 583-57 64

Mr. Doug Sabourin
Executive Director
Canadian Diabetes Àssociation
1O9l- West 8th. Avenue
Vancouver, British Columbia
v6H 2V3

Dear Mr. Sabourin:

Subject: Research study entitled Chil_dhood Diabetes:
An Exploration and Description of the
Father's Experience

f am a Graduate student from the School of Nursing,
University of Manitoba, I.Iinnipeg Manitoba. f have
moved to the Vancouver area and am planning to conduct
rny thesis research here. I had made a prelirninary
reguest to you on April 4, 1990 reguesting access to
subjects through the Canadian Diabetes Association's
membership list.
As we have discussed, ny research is being supervised
by three faculty members at the University; professor
Karen Chal-mers is the chairperson of rny thesis
committee. She rnay be contacted in writing at the
School of Nursing, University of Manitoba, I^Iinnipeg,
Manitoba, R3T 2N2, or by telephone at ZO4-474-g3j_5"
Dr. À]ice Jope, Adjunct Professor at the School of
Nursing at the University of British Columbia wilÌ be
acting as my advisor in Vancouver" She rnay be reached,
in wrJ-ting, at University Hospital | 22IL Westbrook
MaII, Vancouver, V6T 2V5, or by teJ_ephone at 604-229-
77A4

My research study is exploratory and descriptive innature; it will be examining, from the fatherrs
perspective, the process through which fathersl
integrate the care of their childts diabetes into their
lives" I would like to conduct intensive intervi_ews
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Place
Columbia
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with approximately l-o fathers who have a child with
insulin-dependent diabetes rnellitus. Fathers who would
be participating in this study would have to meet the
following criteria:
1" be the father of a child less than 13 years of age
who has had insul-in-dependent diabetes longer than l-
year,
2" be able to read, write, and speak Eng1ish,
3" be living with his child who has diabetes,
4. have a telephone in order to arrange interviews.
5. live within 30 miles of the city of Vancouver

As I outlined in my original letter, I would like to
gain access to potential participants through the
õanadian Diabetes Àssociationrs (cDA) membership list.
I have written a letter reguesting the fatherrs
participation in rny study; I would ask that it be
mailed to families on your membership list. In this
way, CDA|s membership information would be kept
confidential. This rnailing will not invol-ve any direct
cost to your agency; I witl- provide the letters,
stationary, and postage. An indi-rect cost woul-d be the
staff time required to generate a mailing list and
affix address label-s to the letters. I would be
willing to acknowledge the support of the CDA on any
publications relating to the study and provide you with
a sunmary report of the research.

My research project has been approved by ny thesis
committee and by the Ethical Review Cornmittee at the
University of Manitoba. I am enclosing documentation
to support this approval. I have also encÌosed a copy
of rny research proposal for your review.

I would like to meet with you so that I^¡e may discuss my
research project. Please call me at any time and we
can arrange to meet. Thank you for considering this
request. I look forward to meeting with you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Thomson B.N.
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LETTER TO BE SENT TO POTENTIAL RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS

THROUGH THE C"D"A" VANCOTIVER OFFTCE
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This l_etter has been sent to you through the
vancouver office of the canadian Diabetes association.
The office agreed to rnail this retter to families ontheir membership list. No information from your c.D.A.
membership f il-e has been rel_eased to me.

My name is Kathy Thomson. I am a Masterrs ofNursing student at the university of Manitoba and haverecently moved to the vancouver area. r have beeninvolved in nursing of children and farnilies for thepast fourteen years; I have been working exclusivel_ywith families of chirdren with diabetes for the past 5years. Throughout this time, r have been interested inpromoting the health of famiries who care for chirdrenwith long term i-llness. This letter is a reguest foryour particination in a research study r am Conducting.
My studies in Nursing have two rnájor requirements.

one is course work and the second is résearch. r have
compJ-eted the required course work and am now beginning
my research. r _1*.being supervised by three racuÍty
members at the^university of Manitobã in winnipegManitoba. professor Karen charmers is rny reseãróhadvisor in lvinnipeg; she may be reached át eo4) 47 4-9315. Dr. Alice Jope is my advisor in the úancäuverarea; she may be reached at (604) 228-7714. The
canadian Diabetes Association is in no r^/ay involved inthis research other than rnairing out this notice.

For my research, f have elected to study theprocess through which a father integrates thá care ofhis child's diabetes into his rife. Fathers r.vhoparticipate in this study wil-r be asked to participatein an interview. AII iniormation will- be kèptconfidentiat 
"

Men vol-unteering for the study must:
l-. be the father of a child ress than 13 years of
age who has had rnsur-in-dependent diabeteã morethan 1 year,
2. be able to read, write, and speak Engl-ish,3. be living with his child who has diaÉetes,
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If you are interested in participating t oY have
any questions about the study, please call me at 583-
5764. Thank you for your consideration of this
request " Sincerely,

Kathy Thomson R.N"
Masters Student
University of Manitoba
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Hel1o, my name is Kathy Thomson" Thank you for
your interest in my research study. As I discussed in
my letter, I am a Masterts of Nursing student and am
conducting a study of how fathers integrate the care of
their child with diabetes into their lives. As you
know, this study will be supervised by three faculty
members at the University of Manitoba in Winnipeg and
one research advisor in Vancouver.

I would like to describe to you the purpose,
method, and risks involved in the research" If you
have any concerns or questions, please do not hesitate
to ask me.

Any man who participates in this study will be
asked to participate in an interview that will be tape
recorded and fill out a sheet that asks for background
information about his family. The interview will take
approxirnately l- to I 1-/2 hours; if you would liker wê
could have the interviev/ over 2 sessions. I nay also
need to contact you a second time by telephone in order
to clarify any questions that I have after reviewíng
the interview.

This research does not involve any direct risk to
either you or your fanil-y. If you are uncomfortable
with any of the questions or topics you may refuse to
answer, withdraw from the study, or ask to have the
tape recorder turned off.

Fol-lowing our interview, notes wiII be made from
the tape recordings. Your name will not appear on the
tapes or on the transcribed notes; a code number will
be used to identify the information gathered. The
tapes and transcriptions, and name and code number
combinations, will be kept in separate locked areas.
My research supervisors may read the interview notes
but your identity will not be revealed. At the end of
the study, I will erase the tapes.

This study, or parts of it may be pubJ-ished;
however, it will be written in a manner so that your
statements could not be linked to you.

Your involvement in this study is voluntary" You
may withdraw at any time without any risk to the care
that your child or your farnily receives. If you agree
to participate, you will- be asked to sign a consent"
You may also receive a written summary of the research
if you like.
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Do you have any questions about the study at this
tine? If you are interested, I would like to review
the reguirements for the fathers in ny study" In order
to volunteer for the study, you must: be the father of
a child who is less than 13 years of age and has had
insulj-n-dependent diabetes for at least 1- yeari be
living with this child; and live within 3o miles of
Vancouver.

If you are interested in participating, I would
like to arrange to meet with you at a time and place
that is convenient for you"

Thank you for your time and consideration. If you
have any questions or concerns, please feel free to ask
me"

Kathy Thomson R.N" (604) 583-5764
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TNTERVÏEI¡7S : 1OO. ]-10 :

1" Lets go back to the time when your child was
diagnosed with diabetes" What was that like for you?
IPROBES: what h/ere your feelings at the tine?; what did
having a child with diabetes mean to you?; what wereyour thoughts about your childrs needs at that tine?l
2. Thinking back to those early days, can you describe
what your childrs needs v¡ere and how you mañaged them?
IPROBES: What was a typical day tike for you then?;
I{hat sort of things had to happen in your fanily?; What
was the easiest/most difficult thing for you?l

3. Can you teIl me how other people responded to you
at the time and what that was like for you?

4 " As you look at things from the past and now, what
are some of the changes that have occurred in your
l-if e? [ PROBES : f inancia]- ; tirne; relationship v¡ith
children, wife, friends,' leisure, travell.
5. What do these chang'es mean to you?

6. We have been taì_king about how things are for you
right no\^/. I wonder if you can describe for me wnãt atypical day is like for you now?

7 " How do you feel about this typical day?

8. You have told me how other people were during thediagnosis. what are they l-ike now and how is thãt for
you?

9 " Are there benefits or positive aspects of this
experience?

l-0" Vlhat has it neant for you to have a child with
diabetes?

11. We have talked about the past and the present;
wonder if we could talk about the future for a fewminutes" How do you see the future?
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1-2" If you met a father on the street tonight who had
a child q¡ho was just diagnosed with diabetes, what
would you teI1 him?

13. Are there other things you would like to tell- me
which we have not discussed?
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INTERVTEWS: 120,130

l-" Lets go back to the time when your child was
diagnosed with diabetes. what was that rike for you?
IPROBES: what Ìdere your feelings at the tirne?; wr¡åt aiahaving a child with diabetes mean to you?; what s/ereyour thoughts about your chil-drs needs at that tine?l
2" Thinking back to those early days, can you describet¡hat your childrs needs l¡/ere and how you mañaged them?
IPROBES: What tìras a typical day 1ike for you then?;
what sort of things had to happen in your iarniry?i what
was the easiest/most difficult thing ior you? *l (NEW
PROBE: Hovr would you describe the hearth professionars
response to you?) l

3. Can you tell me how other people responded to youat the time and what that was l-ike for yòu?

4. As you look at things from the past and now, whatare some of the changes that have occurred in your
life? [PROBES: financial; time; relati-onship withchildren, wife, friends; leisure, travell.
5. I**DELETE PREVTOUS Q.5] Can you terr me horr you andyour wife decided on how each of you would partï.cipate
in the diabetes care?

6" we have been talking about how things are for youright nov/. r wonder if you can describã for me wnãt atypical day is Iike for you now?

7. I**DELETE PREVIOUS e.7] How did you get from t,hepoint çrhere you were at during the diagnðsis t,o whereyou are today?

8" You have told me how other people were during thediagnosis" trlhat are they like ñow-and how is tnãt foryou?

9 - Are there benefits or positive aspects of this
experience?

10 " what has it meant for you to have a chii-d withdiabetes?
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1l-" We have talked about the past and the present; f
wonder if we could talk about the future for a few
minutes. How do you see the future?

3-2. INEW QUESTION] Some fatbers have t,old me t,hat,
about L year following diagnosis, their chiLd seems t,o
come to accept, t,hat, he/she bas dÍabet,es? Can you teII
me if that has been your eNperience wit,h your ovrn
child?

1-3 " INEW QUESTION] One of the things t.hat I Fm
interested in the fat,hercs role in t,he family" Can you
describe your role as the father before you had a chitd
wiËh diabetes and t,hen after your chíld was diagnosed?

:-.4. If you met a father on the street tonight who had
a chil-d who was just diagnosed with diabetes, what
would you teII him?

l-5. Are there other things you would like to teII me
which we have not discussed?
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INTERVTET¡TS: 140, 150

l-a " Lets go back to the time when your child was
diagnosed with diabetes" What was that like for you?
IPROBES: f^Ihat v/ere your feelings at the tine?; what did
having a child with diabetes mean to you?; what l¡rere
your thoughts about your childts needs at that time?l

1b. [NEw QUESTIoN] some fat,hers have ËoLd me that they
missed nuch of the educat,ion srben tbeir chÍld was
diagnosed because of work responsibilities. Was this
the case for you? Ideally, what would you have liked
your involvement t,o be at this tine?

2" Thinking back to those early days, can you describe
whrat your childrs needs were and how you managed them?
IPROBES: What was a typical day like for you then?;
What sort of things had to happen in your fanily?; lrlhat
was the easiest/most difficul-t thing for you? How would
you describe the health professionals response to you?l

3. Can you tell me how other people responded to you
at the time and what that was like for you?

4. As you look at things from the past and now, what
are some of the changes that have occurred in your
l-ife? [PROBES: financial; time; relationship with
ch j-ldren, wif e, f riends ; leisure, travel l "

5. Can you tell me how you and your wife decided on how
each of you would participate in the diabetes care?

6" We have been talking about how things are for you
right now. I wonder if you can describe for me what a
typical day is like for you now?

7. How did you get from the point where you were at
during the diagnosis to where you are today?

8" You have told me how other people krere
diagnosis. I^lhat are they like now and how
you?

9 " Àre there benefits or positive aspects
experience?

during the
is that for

of this
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1-0. What has it meant for you to have a child with
diabetes?

l-1" We have talked about the past and the present; I
wonder if we could talk about. the future for a few
minutes" How do you see the future?

12" Some fathers have told me that about 1_ year
following diagnosis, their child seems to come to
accept that he/she has diabetes? Can you tell me if
that has been your experience with your own child?
13 " fchange focus of question] One of the things that,
f am interest,ed in t,he fat,her¡s role ín t,he fanily,
Can you describe your role as the father before you had
a child v¡ith diabet,es and then after your chíId was
diagnosed?

1-4. If you met a father on the street tonight who had
a child who was just diagnosed with diabetes, what
woul-d you tell hin?

1-5. Are there other things you wouì_d like to tell me
which we have not discussed?
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INTERVTEWS: 160, 170.

1o INEW QUESTION] I wonder if we could st.art, at, the
tine just before your chiLd stas diagnosed" Coulð you
descrÍbe your faníly and t,he tbings you were doing at
that t,ine? IPROBES: your jobs, your chitdren, your
ínterests and leisure activít,iesl "

2 " Now, could r,Je go back to the time when your child
was di-agnosed with diabetes" l,Ihat was that like for
you? IPROBES: What were your feelings at the time?;
what did having a child with diabetes mean to you?;
what were your thoughts about your child's needs at
that tirne? l

3 " Some fathers have told me that they missed much of
the education when their child was diagnosed because of
work responsibilities. Was this the case for you?
Ideally, what would you have l-iked your involvement to
be at this tine?
INEW PROBE: lühat are the effects when a father is or
is not involved at, this tine?

4. Thinking back to those early days, can you describe
what your chil-dts needs u¡ere and how you managed them?
IPROBES: Inihat was a typica] day like for you then?;
What sort of things had to happen in your fanily?; What
was the easiest/most difficult thing for you? How would
you describe the health professionals response to you?l

5. Can you teIl me how you and your wife decided on how
each of you would participate in the diabetes care?

6 " INEI^I QUESTION] Some fathers have told me that they
are involved with their child with diabetes and have an
important role in the farnily, but that what they do is
very subtle. What do you think about that?
IPROBES: How does a father find his role with a child
with diabetesi do you think others realize the father's
role in the fanily?l
7 " INEW QUESTION] If your wife v/as here, and I asked
her to describe your involvement in your childrs care
and your rol-e in the farnily, what do you think she
would tell me? IPROBES: Wou1d you agree v¡ith your
wifers view? If not why not?l
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8" As you look at things from the past and now, what
are some of the changes that have occurred in your
Iife? [PROBES: financiali time; relationship with
children, wife, friends; leisure, travel, how peop]-e
responé to youl.

9 " Are there benefits or positive aspects of this
experience?

l-0. What has it meant for you to have a child with
diabetes?

11" You have talked about many changes with me." how
did you get from the point where you Ì,rere at during the
diagnosis to where you are today?

12 " INEW QUESTION] If this was an ideal world and a
father of a child with diabetes coul_d have whatever he
needed, what would he need to hetp him with this
experience?

1-3. We have talked about the past and the present; I
wonder j-f we coul-d change our focus and talk about the
future for a few minutes. How do you see the future?
1-4. If you met a father on the street tonight who had
a child who was just diagnosed with diabetes, what
would you teII hirn?

15. Are there other things you would like to tel1 me
which we have not discussed?

ÃTTE}dD TO DÃTA, AND PROBE RE:

A) The father¡s involvement, in newly diagnosed
educat,ion - facilit,atorso barrierso perceptions atu
wife¡s response to, childss age ando o.
B) fnteractíons, conmunicationo decision-naking wit,b
spouse that may contribute to the father¡s involvement,
perception of competence, knowledge re diabetes" ", That
is, does the mot,her¡s response either facilitate or
obstruct the father0s involvement and sense of
competence?
C) Does the nother¡s participation in the work force
at the time of díabetes and during the years fotlowing
infl-uence the father¡s integrat,íon and experiences?
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INTERVIEWS: ].80

1-. I wonder if we could start at the tirne just before
your child was diagnosed" Cou1d you descríbe your
family and the things you v/ere doing at that time?
IPROBES: your jobs, your children, your interests and
leisure activitiesl.

2. Nora/, could v/e go back to the tirne when your child
was diagnosed with diabetes" What was that like foryou? IPROBES: What rdere your feelings at the time?
what were your thoughts about your child's needs at
that time?l

3. Some fathers have told me that they missed much of
the education when their chil-d was diagnosed because of
work responsibilities" Was this the case for you?
Ideally, what would you have liked your invol_vement to
be at this time?
IPROBE: What are the effects when a father is or is
not involved at this time?

4. Thinking back to those early days, can you describe
what your childrs needs v/ere and how you mañaged them?
IPROBES: What was a typJ_cal day like for you then?;
What sort of things had to happen in your fanily?l
5" can you teIl me how you and your wife decided on how
each of you wouÌd participate in the diabetes care?

6. INEW QUESTION] What ¡rart do you think your wife
played in terms of your get,ting involved in t,he care ofyour child?

7 " Some fathers have told rne that they are involved
with their child with diabetes and havã an important
role in the farnity, but that what they do is very
subtle" What do you think about that?
IPRoBES: How does a father find hÍs role with a child
with diabetesi do you think others rearize the fatherrs
rol-e in the family? l

7. If your wife was here, and I asked her to describeyour involvement in your childrs care and your role inthe family, what do you think she would teII me?
IPROBES: Wou1d you agree with your wifers view? If
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not v/hy not? l

IDELETE pREVTOUS QUESTIO]{S 8s 9, 10I
8. How does a father get from the point that you were
at during the diagnosi-s to the point where you are now?
IPROBE: What, sort of things have to happen for a
father to work through the diabetes?l

9. If you met a father on the street tonight who had a
child who was just diagnosed with diabet.es, and he
asked you what was going to be the 1argest challenge
that he would face, what would you tel1 him?

10. rf this was an idear worrd and a father of a child
with diabetes coul-d have whatever he needed, what would
he need to help hin with this experj-ence?

1l-" Àre there other things you would 1ike to teII me
which we have not discussed?

CONTTNUE TO ATTEND TO DATA ÀND PROBE RE:

A) The fatherrs invol_vement in newly diagnosed
education - facilitators, barriers, perceptions of,
wifers response to, childts age and...
B) Interactions, conmunication, decision-making with
spouse that rnay contribute to the father¡s involvement,
perception of competence, knowledge re diabetes... Thatis, does the motherrs response either facilitate or
obstruct the father¡s involvement and sense of
competence?

c) Does the motherrs participation in the work forceat the time of diabetes and durj-ng the years following
infl-uence the father's integration and ãxperiences?
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TNTERVIEWS: 190

1" I wonder if we go back to the time when your child
was diagnosed with diabetes. What was that like for
you? IPROBES: What were your feelings at the time?
what were your thoughts about your childts needs at
that tine?l

2. Some fathers have tol-d me that they missed much of
the education when their child was diagnosed because of
work responsibilities. I^Ias this the case for you?
Ideal1y, what would you have liked your involvement to
be at this time?
IPROBE: What are the effects when a father is or is
not involved at this tine?

3" Thinking back to those early days, can you describe
what your chil-drs needs were and how you managed thein?
IPROBES: What was a typical day like for you then?;
I{hat sort of things had to happen in your famity?l

4" Can you tell me how you and your wife decided on how
each of you would participate in the diabetes care?

5. What part do you think your wife played in terms of
your getting involved in the care of your child?

6" Some fathers have told rne that they are involved
with their child with diabetes and have an important
role in the family, but that what they do is very
subtle" What do you think about that?
IPROBES: How does a father find his role with a child
with diabetes; do you think others realize the father's
role in the family?l

7 " If your wife was here, and I asked her to describe
your involvement in your childts care and your rol-e in
the farnily, what do you think she would tel-l- me?
IPROBES: Wou1d you agree with your wifers view? ff
not why not?l

8. How does a father get from the point that you v¡ere
at during the diagnosis to the point where you are now?
IPROBE: What sort of things have to happen for a
father to work through the diabetes?l
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8a" INEW QUESTION] I eronder if you coul,d tel_L me how
you feeJ. about !üere you are today" On a scale of X t,o
LO u srit,h L being very dissatisfiedu and L0 beíng very
sat,isfíedo where nould you pJ.ace yourseJ.f?

9 " If you met a father on the street tonight who had a
chil-d who was just diagnosed with diabetes, and he
asked you what was going to be the largest challenge
that he woufd face, what would you tell him?

l-0. If this v/as an ideal world and a father of a child
with diabetes could have whatever he needed, what would
he need to help hirn with this experience?

1-1-. Are there other things you wouJ_d like to tetl me
which we have not discussed?

CONTINUE TO ATTEND TO DATA AND PROBE RE:

A) The fatherrs involvement in newly diagnosed
education facilitators, barriers, perceptions of,
wifers response to, child's age and. . .

B) Interactions, communication, decision-making with
spouse that may contribute to the fatherrs involvement
pärception of competence, knowJ-edge re diabetes... Th;¿
is, does the motherrs response either facilitate or
obstruct the fatherts invol_vement and sense of
competence?

C) Does the motherrs participation in the work force
at the time of diabetes and during the years following
influence the fatherrs integration and ãxperiences?
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INTERVIEW: VALIDATION OF THEORY

I have written a brief sunmary of rny research findings
and was wondering if you could take the tine to discuss
thern with me. I would like go over a sulnmary of rny
research and perhaps v¡e could talk about it." What I am
interested in is your view of this theory and if you
believe it accurately portrays the father of a child
with diabetes. Please remember that the data has been
analyzed to present an abstract view of the fatherrs
experiences, therefore a lot of detail will- appear to
be missing.

1. Do you think that the father adapts to the diabetes
over time and through stages sirnil-ar to the stages of
discovering, reordering, and internalízíng?
PROBES: Ts the progression seguential?

2. What do you think about the lworkr. Does the word
rworkr reflect your experiences? Do you think that
there was emotional, role, and learning work in your
experience?

3. How do you think a father works through the
emotional work, cognitive work, and rol-e work? Does my
analysis of the data reflect your experience?

4" What things are important for a father to conduct
this work?
PROBES: What factors influence how the father adapts
and works through his childts diabetes?

5" Is there anything else that you would like to add
or change in this theory.
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APPENDIX F

DEMOGRÀPHIC DATA
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DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

coDE # _
P1ease answer the fol-lowing guestions" Please omit any
guestions that you do not choose to ansv/er"

1. What is the age and sex of your child who has
diabetes?

2. What is (are) the age and sex of your other
chi-Idren?

3. When ráIas your child diagnosed with di-abetes?

4. $lhat is your age? What is your partner¡s
age?

5. What is your occupation?

Fu]l time Part tirne

6" What is your partner's occupation?

FuIl tirne Part time

7. I.lhat is your highest educati-on level achieved?

l-ess than hiqh school
high school- diplorna
community college/vocational diplorna
undergraduate degree graduate degree
none of the above

8. What is the highest education level of your
partner?

less than high schooÌ-
high school diplona
community college/vocational diploma
undergraduate degree graduate degree
none of the above
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APPENDIX G

CONSENT FORM
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CONSENT FORM

, volunteer to
participate in this study" I have been provided with,
and have read, a written explanation of the study"

Kathy Thomson, R.N., a Master¡s of Nursing student in
the School of Nursing, University of Manitoba, l.Iinnipeg
Manitoba, is conducting a study in order to describe
the process through which fathers integrate the care of
a child with diabetes into their l-ives. This study
will be supervised by Professor Karen Chal-mers at the
University of Manitoba Schoo1 of Nursing; her telephone
number is (204) 474-8202. Ms" Thomsonrs advisor in
Vancouver is Dr. Alice Jope; she may be reached at
(604) 228-77L4.

I understand that I will- be intervier^¡ed once or twice
by Kathy Thomson for 1 to L L/2 hours about my
experiences as a father of a child with diabetes.
These interviews will occur at a time and place
convenient to me and wilt be tape recorded. I will_
also be asked to fill out a short form with background
information about rnyself and my fanily. Kathy Thomson
may contact me by teJ-ephone foll-owing the i_nterview in
order to clarify any questions she has fol_lowing her
review of the interview"

I understand that only the researcher will have access
to my name and any identifying data. My name wiII not
be used on the transcribed data, the study, or any
publications related to the study" The interview tapes
and notes wil-l be identified by number only, and no one
will have access to the name and number combinations
except the researcher. This information and the tapes
will be kept in separate areas that are l-ocked and
secure. The interview tapes will be transcribed; the
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researcher and her thesis committee members will have
access to this information" The tape recordings will
be erased following the cornpletion of the study.

I understand that this study has no direct benefits to
ilêr however, hopefully this information may help nurses
understand how chil-dhood diabetes affects the father"
I am free to stop the intervier.¡ at any time; I have the
right to refuse to answer specific guestions or ask to
have the tape recorder turned off.

Findings from this study will- be summarized and may be
published, however, my name will- not appear in
wri-tings. I may receive a sunmary of the results of
the study if I so desire. The Canadian Diabetes
Association will not be provj-ded with any information
regarding the identity of the participants in this
studyi they wilt receive a summary report.

f may call Kathy Thomson, by teì-ephone, at (604) 583-
8764 or by writing her at IO448 Glenmoor Place, Surrey,
8.C., V3R 9LI during the course of the study"

I understand that participation in this study is
voluntary" I am free to refuse to be in this study or
withdraw at any tirne without any effects on the care of
my child or my family.
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f have received a copy of this consent form for my
records. My signature signifies my agreement to
participate in this study under the terms above.

Date Participant Researcher

I would like to receive a sunmary report of the
research:
No
Yes
Please mail the summary to:

Name:

Address:
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APPENDIX H

ETHICAL APPROVAL FROM UNIVERSITY OF MÀNITOBA

ETHICAL REVTEW COMMITTEE



The University of ltanÍtoba

SCHOOL OF NURSING

ETHICAL REVIEI.' CO}ûf IÎTEE
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Proposal Nus¡ber N#90/13

Proposal Title: "Childhood Diabetes: An Exploration and

Description of the Fatherts Experience. rl

Name and Tftle of
Researcher(s): Kathrvn Thomson

l"laster of Nursing
University of Manitoba

Date of- Review: June 04 1990

DecÍslon of ComLttee: Approved:Jgly_l!-/90Not Approved:

^å,pproved upon receipt of che following .:hanges:

APPRO\rED !ùITB CEANGES SUB¡{TTTED ON JUNE zgtJno 1990 "

DaËe: JuI-y 16 u 1990

NOTE:

Any significant changes in the proposal should
Chalrperson for the Ethlcal Review Committeers
of implenentation of such changes.

eJ
te

Chairperson

Position

be reported to the
consideration" in advance

,PhD"rRN
SSO

dËr."" éqtAssocÍate Pr
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APPENDTX T

INDICATORS OF THE PHASES OF INTEGRÀTING DTABETES
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Ib¡DICATORS OF THE PHASES OF INTEGRATING DIABETES

IHTBRHÀtI ¿IEC
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IHDICÀTOg S
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acceptance oI
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regarding the
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of di¿betes
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sense oI

co¡ tentnent

-a fler Sense

oI Bnolpal!

TBRHIEÀTIOll IEDICÀTOES

-ability to carly

ont tliabetes care-

taking tasks

-knovledge of the

diabetes schedule
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